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EXECIYVE SUMMARY

This report presents the analyses and results for the potential occurence of external criticality
events which could result from plutonium waste forms emplaced in a geologic repository similar
to the one being developed at Yucca Mountain. The analyses evaluate both the MOX spent fuel
and the immobilized plutonium waste forms in a repository If the waste package has degraded
and if the fissile material has mlgratid to the invert and out into the far-field. Previous analyses
have already examined the potential for criticality In an intact waste package configuration
(Reference 1), and the degraded waste package configuration (Reference 2) for these waste
forms.

To ensure commonality In analysis; the methodology for the development of scenarios that affect
flow and transport of the plutonium wastes Into the external repository environment is the same

* as that being usedfor theomm .SNF and HLW.e mecanisms for-releaseof the fissile..-
material from the matrix are, however, a function of the waste form characteristic. A systems
approach for development of the scenario trees that could result In the accumulation of fissile
material, was used in which all applicable features, events, and processes that can cause material
to flow, transport, and accumulate were considered. Specific threads for the occurence of each
event were constructed, geochemical analyses conducted to determine the possibility of fissile
material/neutron absorber partioning, absorptionladsorption of fissile materials on clays
estimated, natural analogs analyzed to provide insight into the possible long tenti behavior of
these configurations, geometric configurations defined, and neutronic analyses conducted to
determine the circumstances under which criticality events can occur. Further, analyses were
performed to determine the consequences of any the criticality event which comes the closest to
possibility.

The potential for criticality events were evaluated in the invert, the bulk of the unsaturated and
saturated zones, and from studying natural analogs. Because of the chemical reactions involved
in the degradation process of the waste forms and the canisters, the solution pH varies between
an alkaline regime and an acidic regime. The solution pH is an important factor in determining
the solubility of the fissile materials and hence the potential for precipitation under different
environmental conditions. Ibe major findings from these analyses are presented below:

Depoition Mechanisms.M

The mechanisms for the accumulation of fissile material in the Yucca Mountain geologic
environment can be most conveniently classified as follows: (1) adsorption on clays or zeolites,
(2) reduction of the +6 or+5 valence states of the U orPu ions to the 44 valence state, (3)
general chemical reaction between the chemically active species in the solution and the rock
material of the invert or the host rock just below the waste package. The potential for each of
these depositon mechanisms to achieve a critical accumulation of fissile material is discussed in
detail in the body of the report, and summarized in the following paragraphs of this executive
summary.

Considerations of solution chemistry. pH

Previous analyses of the waste package (Ref. 2) degrading under wetted conditions have shown
that the alkaline metal degradation products of the HLW glass tend to make the solution alkaline
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1. BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCITON

This report Is concerned with the possibility of criticality external to a waste package (WP) that
contains a waste form from the Plutonium Disposition Program, either plutonium (Pu)
immobilized in glass or ceramic or mixed oxide (MOX) spent nuclear fuel (SM. There have
been several previous studies of PlutoniumDisposition criticality internal to theWVP, the current
status of the Internal criticality issue is reflected in the following reports:

(I) Report on Evaluation of Plutonium Waste FoimsforRepository Dsposal (Ref. 1), which
concluded that the intact, or as-fabricated, immobilized plutonium waste form had
sufficient built-in criticality control naterial to satisfy U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Comnission (NRC) requirements;

(2) Degraded Mode CriticalityAnalysis of Immobilized Plutoniwn Waste Fornm in a
Geologic Repository (. 2), which concluded that dissolution of the.immobilized
plutonium waste form would still result in the retention of sufficient criticality control
material to prevent criticality, provided that the loading Is limited to approximately 50 kg
of Pu per waste package; and

(3) Report on Evaluation of MOX Spent Fuelfrom Existing ReactorsforRepository Disposal
(Ref. 3), which, for the given assumpdons, concluded that the MOX criticality problem
can be treated with using the same criticality control techniques as comnrcial SNP.

This report extends the methodology used in the previous studies. In particular; this report
extends the external sequences of the degradation scenarios initially considered in Ref. 2, in order
to identify configurations external to the waste package which might support such critical
accumulations. If it Is possible for fissile material to accumulate outside the waste package, it is
possible for fissile material released from several waste packages to accumulate In onie location,
thereby enhancing the probability of criticality. Since, however, any waste packages containing
highly enriched uranium or fissile plutonium will be widely separated in the repository, the
probability of such an accumulation in ether the near- or the far-field Is very small. Therefore, in
this analysis, the probability of accumulating a critical mass will be considered and shown to be
so low as to warrant no further consideration. This conclusion will eventually have to be
demonstrated to the USNRC as part of the license application.

The potential accumulation of a critical mass external to a waste package is controlled by the
fissile bearing flow from that package, and is not, necessarily, a strong function of the waste form
itself. For this study the glass waste form was used to estimate the fissile content and other
characteristics of the flow from the waste package, partly because the glass waste form is
currently better defined (considered a more mature process), and because there was more data on
dissolution rates than for the ceramic waste form. After these external criticality studies were
completed, and as this document was being prepared, there was a selection process completed
between the glass and ceramic waste forms; resulting in the choice of the ceramic waste form.
The chosen ceramic iaste form is of a different composition from those analyzed previously
(Refs. I and 2). Experimental programs presently under way are expected to provide the
necessary Input parameters (particularly degradation rates) for the re-evaluation of this study and
the two previous studies (Refs. I and 2) during the coming year. In the meantime, the results of
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this study may be considered a very conservative approximation of the possibility of criticality,
because the chosen ceramic waste form will have a much lower dissolution rate than was used for
this study employing the glass waste form dissolution characteristics.

The content of this report is organized as follows:

• Section 2 provides brief descriptions of the waste package and the glass waste form. Detailed.
descriptions of these entities are given in Reference 2.

* Section 3 discusses the general approach and identifies the analysis strategy used in the
methodology.

* Section 4 describes the repository release scenarios considered.

* Section 5 describes the estimation of the wastepackage fissile bearing.source terns which
could result from these scenarios.

* Sectioi 6.1 describes the worst case accumulations of fissile material bjidentified natural
processes acting in the near-field which can be removed from the source term. Section 6.2
describes the mechanisms for far field accumulation which can be Inferred from geologic
analogs (uranium mineral deposits), and explains how such mechanisms could not apply at
Yucca Mountain. Sections 6.3 and 6.4 summarize the lack of potential for critical
accumulations by sorption and by colloidal transport, respectively.

* Section 7 describes the criticality evaluations performed on the largest accumulations of
fissile material identified in Section 7; a11 turned out to be far sub-critical.

* Section 8 presents in analysis of the sensitivity of the generally negative (nocriticality)
results to the input parameters having the greatest uncertainty, particularly to the likely
aperture size of the fiacture network likely to be found beneath the waste package.

* Section 9 prekents an estimate of the consequences of an external criticality, assuming there Is
an accumulation of a critical mass, which the rest of the study shows to be extremely unlikely,
or almost impossible.

* Section 10 gives the majorfindings of this study.

Since there were no external critical configurations Identified in this study, there are no design
recommendations. However, the sensitivity of the results to certain of the input parameters
demonstrates the need for accurate measurement data to support the re-evaluation of this analysis
to be performed in FY 1998.

Detailed information on the uranium mineral deposits discussed in Section 6.1 is given in
Appendix A. Detailed information on the models used for the criticality calculations of Section 7
with the three-dimensional Monte-Carlo code, MCNP, is given in Reference 83. Most of the
geologic and geochemdcal analyses of Sections 5 and 6 were taken from Ref. 4, and the backup
details of all such calculations are given therein.
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2. WASTE FORM AND WASTE PACKAGE DESRPONS

Plutonium disposition is concerned with two types of waste forms: immobilized plutonium, and
MOX. This section describes the characteristics of each as they were used in the analyses of this
report. As mentioned in Section 1 the immobilized Pu form assumed for this study was the glass
waste form, which was used to estimate the fissile content and other characteristics of the source
term released from the waste package. After most of the calculations for these external criticality
studies were completed, and as this document was being prepared, there was a selection process
completed between the glass and ceramic waste forms, resulting in the ceramic waste form being
chosen. Although much of this analysis will have to be repeated for the ceramic waste form, the
results of the analyses for the glass waste form are still of Immediate interest for the following
reasons:

(I) Of the three waste form parameters which are dominant with respect to criticality (the
amount of fissile material, amounit of absorber material, and the.digsolutoxi rate of the.
entire waste form) only the last Is expected to be significantly smaller for the ceramic
than was assumed for the glass waste form, and

(2) Since the criticality results for the glass waste form am genemlly negative (no
Identification of a critical configuration which can be achieved by a possible physical
scenario), they indicate an upper bound on the magnitude of the external criticality
problem for the ceramic waste form as well, since it was chosen because of presumed
greater resistance to dissolution.

2.1 Glass Waste Form

The following description of the glass waste form is a condensation of that given in Ref. 2, for the
earlier evaluations of immobilized Pu criticality.

2.1.1 Nominal Pu-glass Description

The can-in-canister glass waste form (WF) nominally consists of Lanthanide-Borosilicate (La-
BS) glass with 10%, by weight, Pu homogeneously dissolved and an equi-molar ratio of
gadolinium (Gd) to act as the primary criticality control material. The La-BS glass was selected
because it had the greatest resistance to aqueous corrosion of all the glass alternatives (Ref. 8 1,
p. 4). The Pu bearing glass is poured into cylindrical stainless steel cans (with the outside
dimensions of 12.035 cm diameter x 57.535 cm long and 0.3175 cm thick) which are, in tum,
supported on a rack/basket, and embedded in a defense high-level waste (LW) glass filler
within a HW-type canister. A diagram of the configuration is given in Ref. 2, Figure 2.1.1-1.
The compositions of the La-BS and HLW filler glass ae given in Ref. 2, Appendix A. With an
interior volume of 5808 cm', 85% filled with the glass waste form having a density of
approximately 5.5 gm/cm?, each can will have approximately 2.56 kg of Pu. With 20 of these
cans in a HLW-type canister, the total fissle material In a HLW-type canister will be 51.2 kg Pu.

2.1.2 Optimum Neutron Absorber

Gd has been the nominal choice for neutron absorber because, of all the elements, it has the
largest absorption cross section, and is thus the most efficient forabsorbing thermal neutrons.
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However, other elements have better features with respect to other requirements. Samarium (Sm)
has been suggested as a lower cost alternative and may be almost as efficlent as Gd for absorption
of epi-thermal to fast neutrons. afnium (HI is the least soluble of the three potential
candidates (which is important In preventing removal of the neutron absorber over tens of
thousands of years), but is also the most expensive. The relative merits of these alternatives were
considered in Ref. 1, without any specific conclusion or recommendation. While Gd remains the.
current choice for neutron absorber (whether included in glass or ceramic), the other two
altematives have not been excluded.

2.2 Ceramic Waste Form Description

The ceramic waste form will fit into the same size cans as the glass waste form, and will have the
same amount of plutonium and gadolinium. A comprehensive description of an earlier version of
the ceramic waste form was given in Ref. 2. The actual waste form chosen in the recent selection
process is physically the same as that described in Ref. 2, but the chemical formulation Is
different. As mentioned above, from the standpoint of criticality, the principal difference
between the glass and ceramic waste forms Is the much slower dissolution rate expected for the
ceramnic. This information is provided for completeness only at this point; there is no analysis of
the ceramic waste form in this document due to its very recent selection as the preferred disposal
option.

23 Codsposal Waste Package Description

The WP for immobilized Pu is the same for both glass and ceramic WFs, since both WFs will be
emplaced into the same HLW size canister. For this reason the WP will be similar to the Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management System (CRWMS) current design for HLW WP. For this study,
the WP was nominally loaded with four canisters, since that was the capacity of the nominal
canister design. As this study was being completed it was decided to enlarge the waste package
somewhat to accommodate five canisters in the interest of greater efficiency, but such a design is
not considered as part of this study. The cross section of a four canisterpackage is given in Ref.
2, Figure 2.3-1. Based on the recommended reduced loading given in Ref. 2, the nominal waste
package loading is the codisposal configuration containing only one immobilized plutonium
canister and 3 (or 4) HLW canisters.

Tbe WP for the immobilized Pu WEs will be constructed of the same materials as the waste
package for commercial SNF. It consists primarily of a coirosion allowance outer barrier and a
corrosion-resistant inner barrier. The outer barrier is carbon steel, 10 cm thick, and the inner
barrier is presently planned be a high nickel steel, Alloy 625.

The WFs are contained within the WPs in stainless steel canisters having dimensions
approximately 3 meters in overall length, 61 cm outer diameter, and 1 cm thick. The WP size to
accommodate these canisters is approximately 3.4 meters overall length. The 4 canister WP
therefore has an inner diameter of at least 150 cni e 5 canister WP will have a slightly larger
diameter.

2A MOX Waste Form and Waste Package Description

The initial fuel composition is based on a design proposed by Westinghouse (Ref. 75), and the
spent fuel composition is based on a set of reactor burnup calculations performed by Oak Ridge
National laboratory (ORNL) (Ref. 76). The spent fuel is a standard Westinghouse 17x17
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assembly which has spent 2 or 3 cycles n reactor, and is described in detail in Ref. 75. The
most stressing with respect to criti6ality Is the 2 cycle fuel which -will have a higher fissile content
and a lower concentration of neutron absorbers (actinides and fission products). In particular the
2 cycle SNF will have a total Pu inventory of 13.8 kg per assembly with the fissile material
(principally c'Pu) constituting 0.470 of the total Pu. The dissolution rate and chemical
composition are given Tables 4.1.1.1-3 and 4.1.1.2-1 of Ref. 4, respectively.

The MOX SNP will be emplaced in the standard 21 PWR waste package planned for commercial
SNF. In this waste package, the method of internal citicallty control Is either borated stainless
steel plates or zircaloy clad B 4C control rods, with the latter planned for any type of SNF with
the highest criticality risk
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3. APPROACH ANDMETHODOLOGY

The approach and methodology dIscribed here apply generally to both internal and external
criticality and to both glass and ceramic WFs. However, most of the illustrations are for internal
scenarios and the glass WE. This approach is necessary because the internal scenarios are the
precursors to any external criticality, and because the glass WE has many variations in resulting
configurations. Tbese distinctions are fither explained with the discussion of specific scenarios
(including processes folloiving complete WE degradation) in Section 4 and with the discussion of
specific configurations (resulting from the specific scenarios, and Including configurations with
the possibility of near-field external criticality) and the relevance of natural analogs in Section 6.

3.1 General requirements for criticality

As explained in Ref. 2, there are certain events and processes that must be present for a criticality
event; however, theirpresence does not assure that acriticalitywill occur. Forthis study, the
occurrence of exiernal criticality is determined by calciulation ofk,, as a finction of the
accumulation of the principal fissile species "U, =Pu.

The barriers surrounding the Pu-containing-WE must be breached before water can begin the
dissolution and transport process. These barriers are the inner and outer barriers of the WP, the
stainless steel canister, the filler glass, and the stainless steel can containing the Pu WF (glass or
ceramic).

Making the conservative assumption that the filler glass does not prevent the water from
attacking the individual waste form cans as soon as the canister is breached based on the fact that
it will be highly fractured, the mean time for first water penetration to the WE Is 3500+1100
4600 years (Ref. 2, p 3-1). It should be noted that although the filler glass may not provide
direct protection for the WF, the presence of the degrading filler glass is likely to keep the
solution alkaline so that the solubility of Gd is low and Gd will precipitate in the WP as fast as it
can be released, thereby delaying the time to the start of Gd-free buildup of fissile material in the
clayey precipitate. This is important for the prevention of internal criticality, but has no direct
relevance to external criticality.

The geochemical analysis shows that Gd and U/Pu will not precipitate in similar minerals, so any
external accumulations of fissile material will be free of the Gd absorber.

There are three possible materials available in the repository that could be moderators for
criticality of "Pu or 'U if present in sufficient quantity. water, carbonates, or silica. All three
of these are present in the external environment, and are included in the appropriate geochemical
and neutronics calculations. As with the internal criticality evaluated In Ref. 2, water, being the
most efficient moderator, is required to some degree.

As with the criticality analyses of Refs. I and 2, results are presented In terms of a calculated kf
and in terms of WE design parameters relating the possibility of occurrence of configurations
having Lff above some threshold value defining criticality. The physical definition of criticality
is kff k 1.O. However, the present NRC licensing requirement applicable to repository criticality
is that the calculated kff be < 1.0 minus a 5% administrative (safety) margin and a further
decrement for unceitainty and bias. For commercial spent nuclear fuel, this translates into k4
<0.91 including a bias and uncertainty associated with applicable criticality safety benchmark
calculations, and uncertainty associated with the spent fuel isotopic compositions. However, for
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immobilized weapons-grade ?u in which all of he Pu is assumed to be 2WPu (or "U with time),
no burnup credit (or associated iiicertainty) is used, leading to ai airoximate limit of k. <0.93.
This is based on an assumed 2% bias and uncertainty inferred from applicable criticality safety
benchmark evaluations (Ref. 84) (approximately twice the worst-case as calculated using
MCNP).

3.2 Analysis Strategy/Methdology

The following are the principal components of the strategy to identify and evaluate potentially
critical external configurations:

A. Generate source terms representing the range of chemistries of the solution released
from the waste package, particularly the fissile concentration and pIL

B. Use geochemical (Q6) calculations to estimate accumulations of fissile material in the
invert and immediately adjacent rock; The specific procedures for using EQ6 are
described in Section 6.1.1. Note that EQ is not an acronym for "equilibrium!'.

C Evaluate the potential for fissile accumulations in the far-field using the following::.
(1) Identify geologic formations which could act as reducing zones (which can

potentially cause precipitation of U and Pu) for enhanced accumulations,
(2) Evaluate the potential transport process for moving the source term to the location

of such a reducing zone, and
(3) Use geochemical calculations to estimate the accumulation which would actually

result, as a function of time.
* This study reports (1) only, since the accumulation results have thus far been negative,

and do not suggest instances for the further evaluations (2) and (3).

D. Use documented single parameter criticality limits as a very conservative discriminator
to identify configurations with no criticality potential. These limits are given in Table
3-2.1 (Ref. 85, p 66).

E. Use MCNP to compute kff for those potentially critical configurations identified by
steps B. C, and D.

Table 3.2-1. Single Parameter Limits for Uniform Nitrate Aqueous Solutions
of Fissile Nucides

Parameter ''Pu

Mass of fissile nucide, (kg) 0.78 0.55 0.48

Solution cylinder diameter, (cm) 14.4 11.7 15.

Solution slab thickness, (cm) 4.9 3.1 5.5

Solution Volume, (1) 62 3.6 7.3

Concentration of issile nuclide, (gel) 11.6 . 10.8 _ 7 3
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Table 3.2-1. Single Parameter limits for Uniform Nitrate Aqueous Solutions
of Pissile Nuclides

Parameter =U 233U 29Pu

Area density of fii nuc~lde, (gcrnD 0.40 035 0.25

Atomic ratio of hydrogen to fissile 2=50 2390 3630
nuclide (lower limit) .
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4. SCENARIO CONCEPTS
(WF degradation and subsequent pi6o&kes)

All scenarios are developed as part of a systematic process, to ensure that all credible possibilities
have been considered and to Identify the most likely of these to be characterized by the sequence
of physical and chemical processes. The methodology and definition of scenarios has been
described in detail in Ref. 2. In particular, a systematic view of the processes that can lead to
potentially critical configurations for Pu immobilized in glass was initially developed for Ref. 2,
and is outlined in Figures 5.1, 5-2, and 5-3 of that reference. Additional scenarios were
identified by a comprehensive workshop (sponsored by CRWMS M&O Performance Assessment
and held in March 1997). The workshop participants were experts in the various processes which
could lead to a critical mass accumulation, and they formed task teams to evaluate the many
scenarios identified. The ultimate result was a report (Ref. 61) which summarized the scenarios
identified by thi workshop and subsequent task team deliberations, and applied a screening
process which reduced the number of scenarios to 8, two ofwhich were external and re
extensions of scenarios already identified in Ref. 2. The analyses of this study are generally
consistent with the external criticality scenarios presented in Ref. 61. However, te emphasis.
here is on the maximum accumulations of fissile material which can occur in both the near- and
far-fields, and on whether those maximum accumulations constitute a critical mass. The range of
scenario parameters which can lead to the potential near- and far-field accumulations is discussed
in the following subsections.

4.1 Scenario InItiators and Source Terms

The scenarios for external criticality all start with the dissolution of the waste form and the
generation of a source term which carries the fissile material out of the waste package. Me
individual processes are described as follows.

4.1.1 Corrosion of steel and breach of barriers

All scenarios leading to criticality begin with intnsion of water into the emplacement drift,
incidence on the WI' (dripping), followed by water penetration into the WP. For the immobilized
Pu waste form, the stainless steel canister containing the individual waste form cans must also be
breached sufficiently for the water to attac a major fraction of the waste form surface area. The
corrosion of stainless steel used for the cans and canisters in the immobilized Pu waste package,
or the corrosion of high nickel alloy used for the corrosion resistant inner barrier for all waste
packages, has the potential to produce an acidic pH because of the chromate ion which may be
the end result of the oxidation of chromium (or the analogous reaction for molybdenum), which
is a significant constituent of all stainless steel or the high nickel alloys. he period of the
stainless steel corrosion lasts longer than the degradation of both the waste form and the HLW.
This leads to a complex chemical evolution that determines the pH and fissile concentrations in
the source tem The manner in which source terms reflect the possible overlaps and dissolution
rates is described in Section 4.13, below.

For the MOX SNF, significant fuel dissolution cannot begin until the zircaloy cladding of the
individual fuel rods is significantly breached, exposing the fuel to ncoming water or humid air
conditions. Because of the corrosion resistance of the zircaloy claddin& significant MOX
dissolution is not expected to start for at least 50,000 years following waste package breach. It
will be seen in the analysis of deposition from the MOX source term, in Section 6.15, below, that
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the amount of external accumulation is primarily influenced by the pH of the source ten. Since
the low pH period will last as lonk as the dissolution period of the stainless steel, It will not be
particularly sensitive to the time of initiation of the SNF dissolution process (Ref. 4, p. 23, 87).

4.1.2 DIssolution of waste forms

Dissolution of the HLW waste form

While the HLW is dissolving the pH of the solution will be high (as large as 10), and the
solubility of U and Pu will be sufficiently high that most of this fissile material can be removed
from the waste package as fast as it is released from the imniobilized Pu waste form. Although
the HLW dissolution rate is high enough that the waste form is likely to be completely degraded
within 1200 years of the first exposure of this waste form to water, the duration of the high pH
period can be prolonged by random variations and changes in dispersion in the flow path in and
among the several (3 or 4) HLW canisters (Ref. 4, Section 7).

Dissolution of Pu waste form

Dissolution of the Immobilized Pu waste form will begin after breach of the inner cans containing
the immobilized Pu (as glass or ceramic). Corrosion of the cans (precursor to breach of the cans)
will begin some time after breach of the canister containing the cans. The precise timing of this
delay in the initiation of the corrosion process will be inversely correlated with the degree of
fracturing of the filler glass, since an increase in fracturing provides faster paths from the
environment external to the immobilized Pu canister within the waste package. Since the delay is
likely to be short, relative to the other times involved in the scenario, it will be assumed to be
zero (which is also conservative).

Once water has contacted the inner cans, penetration sufficient to support dissolution of the
immobilized Pu waste form will take upwards of 3000 years (1/10 of the bulk corrosion time for
3 mm thick stainless steel at 0.! microns per year corrosion rate). It is expected that the times of
initiation and penetration will vary among the 20 inner cans. Complete dissolution of the
immobilized Pu waste forn could take between 10,000 and 500,000 years following initiation,
depending on the intrinsic dissolution/reaction rate of the waste form and the degree of fracturing
of the material actually fabricated.

The important issues are: (1) whether this period of immobilized Pu waste form dissolution will
have major overlap with the period of high pH, wich is caused by the HLW dissolution, and (2)
whether the immobilized Pu waste form dissolution period will overlap the period of potential
low pH. Because of the uncertainty in the dissolution rates (as a consequence of incomplete
specification of the material and incomplete experimental program), and the inherent uncertainty
in the sequence of aqueous contact with the various physical forms involved, the scenario
development process has not yet evolved to the point of specifying the sequence of these
degradation processes, or their durations. Therefore, we have covered the range of possibilities
by considering three values for the source term pH: high (10), neutral C7) and low (4 or 5).
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Dhsolutign of MOX

Although there have been very few dissolution tests of any MOX SNF, it is expected that the
dissolution rate will be the same as, or somewhat greater than the rate for commercial SNF. This
rate, in turn, is greater than the rate for the corrosion resistant, high nickel alloy which is used for
the waste package inner barrier, and which can produce an acidic environment while it is
corroding It is, therefore, possible that most of the MOX SNF degradation can take place in an
acidic environment. The resulting source terms are, accordingly, developed for both a neutral
and an acidic (low pH) source term.

4.13 Mechanlsms for the generation of source terms

-The external criticality potential of any waste package Is completely reflected in the chemical
composition of the source term which is produced by that waste package. In this regard, the

* source term encapsulates the processes described above for degradation of the waste package and
its contents. As described in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, above, the current state of knowledge Is
represented by three different pH values for the Immobilized Pu waste package and by two values
for the MOX SNF waste package. These pH values generally cover two distinctly different types
of extenal criticality scenarios: (1) Waste form is degrading in a high pH nvironment so that U
and Pu go directly Into solution as the waste form degrades, and will be released from the waste
package as It is flushed by the Infiltrating water, (2) Waste form is degrading in a neutral .or
acidic environment in which the U and Pu are very insoluble, so that they precipitate within the
waste package as they are released from the degrading waste form. For a scenario which starts
out as the second type, the pH may subsequently rise so that the fissile elements may be ro-
mobilized from the precipitate at a lat time, If some reaction occurs to raise the phi An
example of such behavior would be a belated contact of water onto a HLW canister, with
subsequent degradation of the HLW glass and generation of a high pH. Such specific time
dependent behavior has not been modeled in the present study because we have focused on the
worst case sequence of processes, in order to identify any potentially critical configurations. This
search has been negative thus far, but if configurations are identified, the scenarios which lead to
them will be quantified using the configuration generator, as was done for the internal criticality
study (Ref. 2).

4.2 Accumulation MechanIsms

This section provides a summary of the accumulation reactions which can take place between the
source term and the material which it encounters in the near-field (or the immediately adjacent
host rock). The calculations and results are described in Section 6.

42.1 Chemical reaction with near-field gravel and rock

A precipitation of fissile material could occur in the form of silicates or alkaline silicates as the
fissile bearing solution released from the WP and encounters a change in chemistry or unique
physical formations which can lead to some removal (e g. precipitation) of fissile material from
the solution. The analyses reported in Section 6.1 show this reaction to be significant only for
the high pH source term. Even at the high pH, however, the amount of fissile material which can
be deposited is severely limited by much larger mass of non-fissile solutes which are competing
for the available void space. The limited amounts of fissile material which can be deposited are
shown by calculations in Section 7, to be insufficient for criticality. Therefore, these analyses
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demonstrate that near-field chemical reactions cannot form the basis of any scenarios leading to
criticality.

422 Analogs of mineral deposits

The geologic processes which have lead to deposition of high-grade uranium ore bodies after
deposition of the host rock (called epigenetic processes) are described in Appendix A of this
document. They represent potential mechanisms for accumulation of uranium in the far-field,
and are logical candidates for inclusion in scenarios which can lead to criticality. However, as
shown in Section 62, the geology of Yucca Mountain is inconsistent with the occurrence of the
geologic formations necessary to support such processes. These processes can form the basis of
scenarios leading to external criticality, but such scenarios will have extremely low probability.

423 Carbon steel in a pond

A possible mechanism leading to U0 2 or PuO2 precipitation in the invert could be the existence
of a reducing agent in an oxygen starved environnient. The oxygen starvation can be provided by
a pond of water in a depression In the drift. In addition to a fairly high fissile content in the
source term flowing out of the waste package, this scenano also requires a major fraction of the
carbon steel (or some other Iron-rich steel) to fall into the standing water (pond) with the
following two requirements on its condition: (1) small fragments of nearly spherical or cubic
shape to maximize te surface area exposed io the oxidizing fissile solutes, and (2) little, or no,
oxidation on the surfaces of these fragments (otherwise there would be few reducing sites left on
the fragment surfaces). The fact that these requirements are somewhat contradictory further
reduces the probibility of their satisfaction.

Under such circumstances the fissile ions (UO% or PuO2 5 ) in solution could be reduced from
the hexavalent (soluble) to the quadrivalent (insoluble) state, and consequently precipitate while
the reducing agent becomes oxidized. Any significant amount of oxygen present will act much
faster on the reducing agent than can the less chemically active fissile species, thereby shutting
out the fissile species from any reducing reaction, hence the requirement for oxygen starvation.
The reducing media can be provided by the carbon steel from the outer barrier material of all
types of waste package and the structural basket for the commercial SNF type of waste package
(which is used for MOX). Such processes could form the basis of criticality producing scenarios,
but the analysis in Section 6.1.6 suggests that the worst case deposit resulting from this process
will not be sufficient for criticality. More importantly, the need for nearly the entire waste
package complement of carbon steel to be in a continuing, standing pond makes such scenarios
very unlikely.

4.2A Adsorption in the near- and far-field

Yet another possible mechanism for accumulation of fissile material in the invert is adsorption
onto either zeolites in tuff or degraded concrete or Pep03, the latter of which could come from the
corrosion/oxidation of iron containing metal in the WP barrier (for all waste packages) or from
the corrosion of iron containing WP basket metal (for the commercial SNF package). Since
zeolites are also found in abundance in the host rock around the repository, this process is also a
candidate for far-field criticality scenarios. It is shown, however, in Section 6.3, that the amount
of accumulation by this mechanismis too small to support criticality. Thus, while scenarios
involving this path can be assumed to be likely to occur, they will not cause criticality.
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4.2.S5 Collold transport

There Is some possibility that the effective solubility of plutonium can be greatly Increased by
colloid formation. There is very little experimental evidence to. serve as the basis for developing
scenarios incorporating such processes. The conventional wisdom on colloid formation and
behavior suggests that if Pu colloids are formed, they would likely be filtered out of the water by
any surfaces contacted, specifically along fractures in a concrete invet, or by narrow fracwtues in
the rock below, so this is primarily a near-field mechanism. Furthermore, examination of
possible colloid particle composition, in Section 6.4, shows that fissile deposition would be
limited by competing materials, just as for the chemical reaction deposition mechanism discussed
in Section 4.2.1, above. Some contradictory evidence to this conventional wisdom is cited in
Section 6.4.

. . . .. .. ......... . . . . . . . . .

43 Water Accumulation

The last element of any scenario leading to criticality is the provision of sufficient moderator.
While It Is possible to have a criticality moderated solely by silica, a much larger critical mass
would be required than for a water moderated criticality. Therefore, the accumulation of water is
usually the last step of any criticality scenario. The principal features, events, and processes for
accumulation of water are given by the following list (with the expected persistence of the
accumulation given in parentheses):

* Near-field water acculation
- Depression beneath the waste package with the fractures sealed by thermal stress or by

particulate plugging or chemical precipitation (6 months)
- Unusually large episodic flow (20 m' in 1 week) incident on one location in the drift (1

week)

* Far-field water accumulation
- Impervious rock layer (perched water)
- Lodation in the saturated zone (below the water table)

This listing is consistent with the workshop results summarized in Ref. 61.
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5. SOURCE TERMS

be purpose of this section Is to describe the concentrations of fissile material in the solution
flowing out of the waste package. This solution can be viewed as a source term for the
accumulation of fissile material external to the waste package. For this purpose the dissolution of
the waste forms and the mobilization of the dissolution products is modeled, using EQ6 in a
flow-through mode. This is an option which simulates the mixing of two solutions, whereby the
solution Inside the package was first diluted for some specified time interval, and then part of the
solution removed, thereby simulating to some degree advection of new ground water and
transport out of the package. Details of this procedure are given in Attachment II of Ref. 4.

5.1 Composition of Water Entering the Waste Package

The development of the source term begins with the determination of the composition of the
water entering the waste.package Examination ofthe enalytical Slts forJA3 well.waterby--
the use of the geochemical code EQ3 (the equilibrium part of EQ3/6) reveals that the
measurements are compatible with well established thermodynamic data only If the partial
pressure of CO2 Is markedly higher than In the atmosphere. This situation is discussed in more
detail In Ref. 2, pp. 5-18 to 5-19. For the present application, the pH values in Ref. 7 were
converted appoximatly to hydroxide concentrations, those values averaged, and the average
converted back to an average pH of 7.64. To achieve agreement between analytical and
thermodynamic data, the average for alkalinity was adjusted by about half of its analytical
standard deviation (8.6 rngL) from 128.9 ng/L to 133.0 Tg& These adjusted values were used
in modeling the degradation of waste packages containing commercial spent nuclear fuel and for
MOX fuel waste package. In addition during the modeling runs, normal atmospheric partial
pressures of CO2 were used. This results In an Immediate adjustment of pH and corresponding
loss of carbonate concentration in the water. In other words, the implicit assumption Is that not
long ifter entering the open space of a repository, the water will come to equilibrium with the
atmosphere, rather than with rock gas which may have a higher concentration of CO2. Table 5-1,
first three columns, shows the composition of the water actually used for the SNF and MOX
calculations. The initial water composition for modeling the degradation of immobilized
plutonium was the same as given in Ref. 7 along with EQ3 input constraints for being in
equilibrium with atmospheric CO2 and 02 and the electrical balance adjusted by modifying the
total chloride Ion concentration as needed. Chlorlde was chosen for the electrical balancing
because it tends to have little effect on the chemical calculations; this results from the fact that
with most elements it forms only weak complexes and that the solids present in the system under
consideration contain little or no chloride. This resulted in a solution vezy nearly the same as
described above, except for a significant change in chloride concentration (last 3 columns of
Table 5-1). This difference in chloride concentration has little effect because the dissolution of
the HLW glass very quickly results In substantial changes that dominate the aqueous chemistry.

The concentrations of dissolved U and Pu are not sensitive to differences in chloride
concentration nor, except at high pH, to differences in sodium or carbonate concentrations.
Consequently, the results of the calculations provided in Ref. 2 were used for calculations
evaluating the possible deposition of fissile isotopes dissolved in neutral or acidic effluent from
immobilized plutonium waste packages in invert or rock below the waste package.
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Table 5-1. Calculation of J-13 Water Composition (nominal: first 9 columns, and alternative:
second 3 columns)

Na
Si

K
C
F .
a
N
Mg
S

. B.
P
H
Al
Ba
Ce
Cr
Ci

Fe
Gd

LI

Nd
NI
Pb
Pu
Sm
Sr
n
U

Zr

ots

-

19-03

3.24o-04
129o04
2.18&W0
1.15o04
2.01 ..04
1.42&04

1.924-04

1.27.o4G
1.11c0e2

1.000-10
10oe-24
3.45&-0
1.000-10
1.000-1
1.15o.04
1.00o-14
1.00e.44
1.000-10
7.28eW0
1.00-10

1.00C-10
LOOe-10

1.00c-I4
1.000-10
1.00040
1.000-b0
1.00.-4
1O0e.10

1.00&.20
5.55.401
I 417.Lm

-

1.20.05
6.1 le-06
1SS.-06

7.740-7
1.31.-OS
6.i9ev0
1.21.06
8.53C07
4.97e-0
1.15.0

7.63.09

6s0-13

6.00o-27
2.07e-09
6.00c-13
6.0o-e13

6.00c-17
6.O0o-17
6.00.-13 
4.37e.09
6.0oe-13
6.00)47
6130e-13
6.00o-13
6ZOe,-17

6.000-13
6.00o-13

6.00o-17
6.00o-13
6.00tc-23
3.33&01
I.00..CO

Ml "VmwEw t MIS1lt

Na
Si
Oa
K
C
P
a
N
Mg
S
B..

*P
H.
.0

Total

3.24o.04

1IA9.-04

1.15e-04
*2.l~o-04
.1.42.04
8.27o05
1.92a.04

* - 124a.05.

1.27'06
1.11em0
5350s01
1.67C40D2

.1 le-06
1.95o.06
7.74o.47
8.69e-07
6.90-07
1.29c.06
9.53-07
4.97e,07
1.15o.06
.7.4408.
7.63e-09
6.67&01
3.33.-Ol
1.00.400

-

.s,,

1-13 wer. Cohinhm 1-3: Adjusted for pH 7.6397 and log fO2 . -2.5390 to be
cosist with thermodyamic datz. Original molalides from Rt 7;
adjustmenu in EQ6 nnjl3avg2.6oReL4, Section 92 Tesedataused foroxidefucalculations.
Coluns 4-6 corepond to original dat balanced on Ca- and for log £02 * -3.500
Ihese dat were used for zuns with glass waste before a method was devised
to make itable ustnt to the raw data. M effect on the rcsult Is
Insignificant because the dissolution of the HLW quicl dominat the dchoisty.
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5.2 pH Range of the Source Term

As indicated in Section 1, this waste form was modeled as plutonium and gadolinium in a
lanthanum-borosilicate (La-BS) glass because this was the one form for which there was the most
data As this analysis was in the final publication process (September 1997) a doWn selection
process chose ceramic as the matrix for immobilized plutonium, The potential accumulations
from the ceramic waste form will be analyzed in subsequent studies; however, it is expected that
the analyses for La-BS glass reported here will be conservative with respect to the ceramic waste
form, because of the expected lower dissolution rate for the ceramic waste form. Therefore, it is
appropriate to present the results of the La-BS glass waste form analyses as a conservatively
bounding analysis.

At early times, the composition of the effluent was taken from a stage in the EQ3/6 simulation of
the reaction inside the waste package at which the pH had risen nearly to its maximum value, but
before the ionic strength had increased to the point that no confidence could be placed in the

* result. This composition and tli time bf its occurrence are discussed in more detaim subsections
below. For later times, compositions were calculated on the basis that most of the high ionic
strength alkline initial solution would have been flushed out and that the chemistry was
essentially the same as would result from influx of J-13 water with the oxidized uranium and
plutonium solids that would exist at a given pH at saturation as discussed in Ref. 2.
Nevertheless, the algorithm for simulating flushing and transport (described in the first paragraph
of Section 5, above, and in Ref. 4) was exercised for an infiltration rate of 10 mm/Yr (see files
allingIsllOmm, allinglslOim, allingIsMlOmm, allingslV1Omm, allinglsVlOmm,
alloutglsIlOmm, alloutglslI10mm, alloutglsIlOmm, alloutlOmm, and alloutglsVlmm.
Ref. 4, Section 9.2) with the assumption that Cr would oxidize fully (Ref. 4, Assumption 4.3.9).
This analysis showed that the pH still rose to a high value, 9.9274, in about 250 years (see file
alloutglslIlOmm, Ref. 4, Section 9.2) compared to 10.04 for the closed system case, but was no
longer highly alkaline after about 930 years (see file alloutglsllOmn), about half as long as in
the closed system case. Ionic strength reached a high of 1.456 in marked contrast to the
continually increasing value to totally unrealistic values for the closed system; in the closed
system at 250 years the ionic strength was calculated as 4.25, and, because this is too high to
model correctly, even approximately, with the available data for activity coefficients, the solution
characteristics for this stage were not used. Thus, the flushing has a large effect on the total
dissolved solids in the system, but only a modest effect on the pH as compared to the highly
conservative case of a closed system. The largest causes of the initial rapid rise in pH and Ionic
strength, as well as the very low pH that could result from complete oxidation of Cr and Mo, thus
appear to be the high (conservative) rates of metal corrosion used in the models.

Following the onset of corrosion of the HLW in J-13 water, the pH gradually begins to Increase
as alkaline glass degradation products are formed. The solution composition was modeled by
EQ6 as the contents of the waste paqkage were dissolved (case jl3avwp5O.6o of Ref. 4, Section
9.2). For about 600 years the effluent from the package was simulated to have a pH of about 1O.
The effluent becomes neutral (about pH 7) after the high pH period. The neutral condition lasts
about 1200 years after which the effluent pH is approximately 5 for another 8000 years. During
the entire degradation period the solution renains oxidizing. Solutions with these three
conditions were used as feed solutions for reactions with the environment external to the waste
package.
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53 Fissile Concentrations in Source Terms from the Immobilized Plutonium Waste
Package

53.1 Source Term at pH 10

For the present analysis, a solution composition near the maximum pH, but at a low enough ionic
strength to stay withinr easonable bounds, was chosen (see step 824 of EQ6 output file
jl3avwp50.6o, Section 9.2 of Ref. 4). Specifically, this was pH 10.0031 and ionic strength 2.51
at 140 years post-closure. Under these conditions the solubilities of U and Pu are near their
maximum values; consequently, solutions resembling the one chosen are the most likely to
produce a sufficient concentration of fissile material to give rise to a criticality in the invert Ihe
pH is simulated to remain high for 600 years, which is a short time compared to time-frames of
interest Consequently, the total mass of 23U and "'Pu that could be released while the pH is
high may be small. The simulated solution chosen contains 6111 ppm total U and 783 ppm Pu.
AU the Pu would have been released from the La-BS glass as would all the 'U. The 'U arises
roin the decay 6f =%pi, here siinuatediiat 5000 years poit-closure I isassumed that the 235U

from the La-BS glass win mix with the 238U from the HLW glass before any U or Pu solids
precipitate or are otherwise immobilized within the waste ackage. In this case the pecentage of
'U in the effluent from the waste package will be about 331%, which is conservative in view of

the fact that no preferential early removal of 'U would occur immediately upon release from the
La-BS glass.

The composition described above Is very conservative because it was developed for no flow
through the package during the dissolution. With no flow, the concentrations become much
higher tan with the flushing effect of a flow through situation. At infiltration rates up to 1 mm
per year the flushing effect may be minimal. However, some results below were reported for 5
mmlYr and 10 mm/Yr infiltration rates. A dissolution case with flushing (EQ6 output files
alloutglsllOmm, alloutglslOmm, alloutglOomm, alloutglsIVi0mm, and alloutglsVlOmm -
see Section 9.2, of Ref. 4) was ma to test the sensitivity of the results. It was found that at 10
mm/Yr infiltration the pH 10 (actually 9.93) condition would last less than 300 years (compared
with 600 years forthe non-flushingcases). Itwould also be expected that the pH 10 condition
would last less than 400 years at 5 mm/Yr due to the same effect. The flushing dissolution case
at 10 mm/Yr gave the same length of dissolution time (140 years), a higher maximum
concentradon of uranium in solution, 7263 ppm versus 6111 ppm, and a lower maximum
plutonium concentration, 10.1 ppm versus 783 ppn:

53.2 Source Term at pH 7

For the simulations of the reactions, a representative solution chemistry was chosejL The results
from EQ6 output file j 13avwpsoly45.6o (see Ref. 4, Section 9.2) were taken. This solution at pH
7.01 an ionic strength of 3.5E-03 (molality scale). The solution contained 1.929E03 ppm U and
1.56-07 ppm Pu.

53.3 Sorce Term at p 5

For the simulations of the reactions, a representative solution chemistry was chosen. The results
from Step 14 of EQ6 output filejl3avwpsoly4O.6o (see Ref. 4, Section 92) were taken. This
solution at pH 5.5 has an ionic strength of 2.4 molal. The solution contained 4.71E-03 ppm U
and 6.15EM0 ppm Pu.
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SA Source Term from a Degraded MOX Waste Package

The source term from a degraded MOX waste package was calcilat&d in a manner similar to that
used for the Immobilized Pu waste form, but with the dissolution rate given in Table 4.1.1.1-3
and the chemical compositions given in Table 4.1.1.2-1, both of Ref. 4. The solution
concentration Is given in Step 632 of the EQ6 output filej l3avmoxal.6o (Ref 4, Section 9.2).

The MOX wastepackage does not contain any components such as the HLW glass which could
produce a high pH. It is most likely that the water degrading the MOX SNE will remain close to
neutral pH. However, it is possible that if water Is ponding in the waste package It will act to
corrode the Inner barrier material sufficiently to generate chromate ions and lower the p1H
Therefore, to be conservative, a low pH case was also chosen with a pH 4.09 and an ionic
strength of 0.173 molal. The solution contained 782.6 ppm U and 13E-03 ppm Pu. As a further
conservatism, all of the Pu in the MOX SNF is assumed to remain undecayed (since Pa Is more
reactive vioth respect to criticality than is te U Into. whib it decays with a half-life of 24000
years). Therefore, the uranium is characteristic of depleted uranium with a 3U content of only
0.1675 wt%.
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6. ACCUMULATIONS OF FISSILE MATERmL

6.1 Near-Field Accumulations

6.1.1 Techniques Used for Flow Centered EQ3Y6 Computations

The option for *Fluid-Centered Flow-Through Open System" in EQ6 was used to estimate the
'extended distance deposit" over a path length traveled during the time covered by the reaction
calculation. his type of simulation defines the extended distance deposit; the solution is
permitted to react with solid materials (in this case tuff or concrete) for some specified interval
.(tie or reaction progress), then moved away from the solid reaction products produced and
allowed to react with the same initial solids for a further interval. In this way the model simulates
reaction of the solution as it jercolates through a rock. Whereas this corresponds only to a single
portion, or packet, of solution through the rock, successive modeling runs were set up that
simulate successive packets through thp now altered rcl. In other words, ibe second packet.
would reat both with remaining unaltered rock and with the alteration products produced by the
first packet This requires dividing the path through the rock into appropriate reaction zones,
each with a characteristic mineralogy. The changing mineralogy from zone to zone necessitates
several computer runs for the transit of the second packet through rock. The solution entering
each zone was specified in the input file for each of these runs to be the same as that exiting the
preceding upstream zone. A more detailed discussion of the modeling approach can be found in
Attachment M of Ref. 4. Prior studies have shown that zones of consistent mineralogy will
develop which migrate slowly downstream as successive packets of solution are passed through
(Refs. 8, 9, and 10). Some fAther verification of this was done during the simulations of
reactions of immobilized plutonium package solutions with crushed tuff. The results are
discussed In the section on the reactions of the source term from the immobilized plutonium
package with tuff. (Section 6.1.3, below)

The output from the EQ6 calculations was interpreted in terms of deposition as a function of
distance by the following spreadsheet process. Data from the EPQ6 output file was transferred
electronically as text files which were then converted to input spreadsheets. Tbese input
spreadsheets were then processed in summary spreadsheets by linking formulas. All of the
spreadsheets used are documented electronically as Microsoft Excel@ files in Section 92 of Ref.
4. he tables in the following sections are condensed versions of these spreadsheets.

The spreadsheets for the extended distance deposit calculate the deposition profile through the
flow path as each successive kg of water flows through. The build up of the deposit and Its
composition of fissile material are tabulated as a function of distance, infiltration rate, and total
duration of the deposition period. The deposition period is the smallest of the period during
which the pH condition persists, or the time it takes for the solid to plug the flow path, or the time
it takes to remove all fissile material from the package (this limit did not occur for any of the
cases). The fraction of voids filled with the total solid and the fraction filled with fissile material
are also tabulated versus distance.

6.1.2 Tecluilque used for Pond-Centered EQ6 Calculations

Local deposition of uranium on the surface of wast package fragments in a low oxygen
environment can be approximated by a simple EQ6 run with no replenishment of the water. Tibs
is conservative because the limited oxygen supply will be depleted by the oxidation process so
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that the uranium or plutonium can more successfully compete for the available reducing agent
sites. The results of these calculations are given In Section 6.1.6, below.

6.13 Reaction of Source Term with Crushed Iluff Invert

This section presents results of modeling the reaction of the source.term from the immobilized
plutonium package reacting with the crushed tuff Invert and the fractured host rock immediately
below.

To develop the mineral composition of the vitdc tuff for Input to the calculations, the chemical
composition of each of 6 rock samples was distributed into rock components (SiO3, A1203, etc.),
and then the average of the six samples was taken on a component by component basis. This
process is documented in Table 4.1.3-1of Ref. 4. The resulting average was used as a "special
reactant" for input to EQ6. To model a devitrified tuff, this composition was used as input to a
petrolgic calcuaton o theNorm, ie. a calculation tp cllstribute the various components of the
rock among minerals that are found in welded tuff.

61.3.1 Reaction with tuff Invert of pH 10 solution fromn Immobllized plutonium waste
package

6.13.1.1 Low flow rate (I nm/Yr) and nominal duration of high pH

A simulation of this reaction In EQ6 (output file wpltOa6o, Ref. 4, Section 9.2) shows that
when the solution first enters the invert, Its composition changes slowly as it reacts with the tuff
producing small quantities of alteration minerals, but neither uranium nor plutonium solids are
produced (deposited). The alteration of the tuff principally consists of a recrystallization of the
tuff to a mixture of quartz and feldspar. It should be noted that, as the solution flows deeper Into
the Invert and finally into the host rock below, there is further reaction and change of solution
composition. At the next step of the simulation a small quantity of solid Na4U 2(COA)2 is formed
primarily due to dissolution of additional sodium from the tuff. The small decrease in pH causes
a concomitant shift in the proportions of carbonate and bicarb6nate Ions in solution and
consequent destabilization of the plutonyl carbonate aqueous complex primarily responsible for
the solubility of plutonium. Thus, PuO2 also precipitates.

Table 6.1-1 shows the results for the reaction of the alkaline solution with the tuff; these results
are presented in the form of a deposition profile which is the net result of a 600-year deposition
process (the duration of pH 10 condition) resulting from an infiltration rate of I mmlYr. The
deposit is distributed over a distance of 182 m extending through. the 0.7 m invert and into the
rock fractures below. To develop this analysis, the flow path was discretized into finite lengths
or "cells". The boundaries of these cells are points where there Is a significant shift in the
mineralogy of the deposit. (he choice of boundaries is detailed in the workbook
WPIOTOAXS, worksheet 'All Solids" of Ref. 4, Attachment L)

The format of Table 6.1-1 is used for presenting the other cases, so it is useful to explain the
column headings. The first column is the cell number (which comes from the correspondence
between time and principal nmineral deposition). The second column is the travel time into the
rock, which Is taken to be equa to the time for the reaction to progress through the cell (not
deposition time defined in Section 6.1.1). Tbe third column is the distance traveled into the rock,
which is the travel time multiplied by the flow velocity (which is equal to the infiltration rate
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divide by a factor equal to the average voldspace, Including fracture, because the flow is
restricted to the invert void space or the rock fractures). To clarify the relation between cell, or
layer, and distance, the cell boundaries are indicated by the distance markings in the figures
corresponding to each of the tables following the format of Table 6.1-1. The fourth through
seventh columns contain total masses (of indicated species) deposited in each layer (cell) and
covering the entire ara of the waste package footprint (5.5 m). The fourth column Is the total
solids deposited, which is mostly non-fissile material. In fact, most of the fracture volume is
filled with this non-fissile material which competes for deposition volume with the fissile
material (Pu) and thereby severely limits the amount of fissile material which can accumulate.
The fifth column is the total uranium, which is mostly 23U from the degrading HLW glass. The
sixth column is the total Pu, which for this analysis is assumed to be all =9Pu. The seventh
column is the total fissile mass, which is the sum of the "'Pu and 225U (the latter resulting from
6000 years of decay of 'Pu). The eighth column is the linear density of fissile material (the
result of dividing the fissile mass by the cell thickness). The ninth column is the percent of the
void space (or fracture volume) which has been filled by the end of the indicated duration (600
years in the case of Table 6.11-1) The tenflfcbumnis theliactidi, of the voia space orature
volume) which is filled with fissile material, and the last column is the weight percent of fissile
material as afraction of the total U +Pu. Sincethe criticalitycalculations In sections 7, 8, and 9
conservatively consider only those neutron absorbers naturally present in the rock or invert, and
not those which are likely to be co-deposited with the fissile material, this 'effective enrichment"
parameter serves as an important margin of safety.

The first cell extends from the entry point to where the uranium and plutonium species begin to
precipitate. The second cell extends to the point where a new mineral, borax, is added to the
precipitating solid. It should be noted that, in keeping with the conservative approximations of
this analysis, the boron in the mineral borax is not included in the criticality calculations, even
though it is likely to be co-deposited with the fissile elements in the invert void space and the
adjacent rock fractures! The third cell extends to where another new mineral, albite (low
temperature type) is added to the solid composition. Cell 4 extends to a somewhat arbitrary point
where no significant additional uranium plus plutonium solids are forming. Cell 5 extends to the
point where the source term solution has been sufficiently reacted that it Is In equilibrium with
the rock and no further reactions will take place. The first three cells in the profile are In the
crushed tuff of the invert. Cell 4 is partly in the invert and partly in the immediately adjacent
rock. Cell 5 s completely in the rock. Note that in the first three cells there is a steady decrease
in the fraction of void space filled with solids. A sudden increase in cell 4 of the fractures filled
is due to a shift in the mineralogy (onset of more solid solutions and low density minerals). A
further shift in cell 5 is a combination of changing mineralogy and a different availability of void
space (different porosity).

It should be noted that the time for an element of water to go from the beginning of the first layer
*to the end of the fifth layer (9.65x0 days or 2644 years) bears no direct relation to the duration
of the ph>10 condition. This latter can be viewed as the width of a pulse of high fissile
concentration and is the determinant of the amount of material accumulated in a given layer,
since after the pulse is over there will no longer be sufficient fissile dissolved in the water, or
sufficient reaction with the rock, to produce a significant fissile deposit. As explained below
these pulse widths are 600, 6000, 300, and 3000 years corresponding to the results presented in
Tables 6.1-1,4 respectively, with the 6000 and 3000 years durations being too long to maintain a
pHAlO, and are included only to demonstrate (in Section 7, below) that even such extreme
conditions will result in an accumulation of less than that required for criticality by over an order
of magnitude.
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The total amount of fissile material simulated to be deposited in the invert and rock is only 356 g
distributed over the 18 m flow path with most of it concentrated in the first 200 cm (swe Figure
6.1-1). Furthermore, the density of fissile material (column 8 of the table) drops off sharply
beyond the 3rd cell (layer) so the only deposit which could function In a critical mass is In the
first 3 layers, which totals only 70 g of fissile material. Part of the reason for this small amount
of fissile material is that throughout the deposition path, the percent of void space predicted to be
filled with fissile material is extremely small (less than 0.01% for Table 6.1-1, and never more
than 0.06% in the most conservative case of Table 6.14, described below, which will be used for
comparison with the concentrations found to be critical In Section 7). The highest linear density
point (near the top) is calculated to have only about 0.5 g of fissile material in a 1 mm depth
distributed over a 55 mn area.

* * Table 61-1. )eposltionfroiii the kaction 6f pH 10 Solution from the Inimobilizea
Plutonium Package with a Crushed Tuff Invert for a 600-year Duration of pH 10 Conditions
and 1 mni/Yr Infiltration Rate (EQ& o File wploto&6o, R 4, secton 9.2)

Ce Thve1 Ths DiMmMMce Acfix During Me Deposiion lime S Void Void Blk'
No. Into Rock Tveed Ital Solids Uranlum Palu m Flile Rifsc Filled th Fled Wi wt% of

1 2.195403 20501 1017404 2.605402 2.48Bs00 1=401 56.01 19.1726% 0.0122% 4.0%
2 5.735403 523401 2.706.04 4.12B02 4.11B400 1.70E401 5.25E.01 11.4M% .075% 4.09%
3 2.115+04 13E402. 1.175+05 1.705403 1.67B01 7.006401 499M01 14.0116% 0.0084% 4.07%
4 9.65504 1.091403 5.43B+05' 4.515401 3A5101 3.595401 4.006-0 24.7499% 0.0016% 45.13%
5 9.65545 1.82E04 6.2406 0.005400 2.225+02 2225402 130-02 17.0949% 0.0006% 100.00%

TW 6.96E+06 2,42503 280 3.56402 13.18%

6.13.1.2 Low flow rate (1 mmIYr) and 10x nominal duration of high pH

Calculations were made for a factor of 10 increase in the duration of the high pH (1O) which
would correspond to a factor of 10 decrease in rate constants for the dissolution rate of the HLW
glass responsible for the high pH. Such a decrease could represent the uncertainty in the glass
dissolution rate, or a reduction In the amount of glass exposed to aqueous attack at any given
time, which would amount to a reduction in the "effective dissolution rate." Of course, such a
reduction in effective dissolution rate would likely reduce the maximum pHK so maintenance of
this high pH for Table 6.1-2 shows the same scenario as Table 6.1-1 but with a: deposition pattern
for 6000 years duration of high pH and infiltration rate of 1 mm/Yr. The effects of this large
increase in pH duration were mitigated In the simulation since the calculations indicate that the
flow path would be sealed by deposits after 2400 years. The maximum amount of fissile material
in the flow path would be less than 0.05% at the highest.point. While there would be nearly 15
kg of fissile material in the deposit, it would be distributed over the flow path. Over 80% of the
total fissile material would be spread out at a low density (Cells 4 and 5), less than 0.2 ginm and
the fraction of voids filled with fissile material would be less than 0.01%. As with the previous
case, it will be seen that this fissile mass is much too small to support criticality.

6.13.13 HIgher flow rate (10 mnmlYr) and nomnnl duration of high pH
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A separate dissolution run was madce (details given in Section 7.4.2.1.1 of Ref. 4) to investigate
what would happen to the durition of the pH level and fissile mass concentrations if the
infiltration rate were high. Thehigh-flushing rate run showed that the duration of pH 10 was
reduced by half and plutonium and uranium concentrations were reduced by a factor of 5 (Ref. 4).
Therefore, if the infiltration rate was 10 mmtYr, a higher deposition rate would be predicted.
However, at such a high infiltration rate, the duration of high pH condition drops to 300 years
and resulting in a lower concentration of fissile mass than for the I mm/year case as shown in
Table 6.1-3.

6.13.1A High flow rate (10 mm!fr) and 10x nominal duration of high pH

If the 10 mm/Yr selection were combined with a-factor of 10 increase in pH duration (to 3000 Yr)
the result shown in Table 6.1-4 would be obtained. Figure 6.1-2 shows a graphical representation
of the buildup of solids and fissile material forthe 10 mmJYr, 3000 Yr case. In this case the 
voids would be neady filled but the fraction of voids filled with fissile material would be still less
than 0.07* at the highest point, and; while thc toial amount of fissile niatcriil in the deposit
would be nearly 18 kg, it is mostly distributed over 190 m of depth, at a very low density. Since
this case gives the highest accumulation of fiisile matedil, the result will be used for comparison
with the minmum critical masses Identified in Section 7, below. The mass actually used for
comparison will be 4.9 kg, since this is the total deposited at a reasonably high density, in the
first 3 cells (layers) and to a depth of 3.35 meters.

Table 6.1-2. Deposition from the Reaction of pH 10 Solution from the Immobilized
PlutoniumPackage with a CrushedTuffInvertFora6000-yearfDuration of pH 10
Conditions and 1 mm/Yr Infiltration Rate (Q6 otputf Fiwpl0 ReE 4. seaon 9.2).

Cll Travne D nMM Accudon Mm Coositon Mm % Vold % Vold Flasile
No. Into Rock Traveed Total Solids Uranium PFinssle Fsile Filled With ElledWth wt% of
_ ind mm Os mm Solids FISSl U+Pu

I 2.19403 2.00B+01 6.74E4 1.05540 1.00501 42401 2.14E.00 77A653% 0.0492% 4.05%
2 S.73B403 5.231401 IME40s 1.66E4W 1.66B401 6M01 2A2E44 47.8407% 0.0301% 4.09
3 2.1 1B+04 1.93E402 4.74E+05 6.85403 6.744011 2.0E2 201B400 56.6130% 0.0338% 4.07%
4 9.65B+04 1.09E03 2.195.0 1.2K02 139B+ 1ASE02 1.25-01 100.0000% 0.0066% 45.13%
5 9.65EhO5 15W4 2.3B+07 O.OOB00 985+02 8.9802 502 69.0706% 0.0025% 100.00%

Tobl A NA 2SIB+07 9.77B+0 1.13B403 1A44+03 MA MA MA 13.18
Eta -I -
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LaBS pH 10 Feactang wthTuft, 10 mayrfor600 yr

II

I

* mams 
1.2E.04

FIgure 6.1-1. Amount of Fissile Material and Percentage of Voids Filled forlInmobilized
Plutonium pH 10 Reacting With Tuff at 1 mm'yr for 600 years.

Table 6.1-3. Deposition from the Reaction of pH 10 Solution from the Immobilized Plutonium
Package with a Crushed Tuff Invert for a 10 mm/ yr Infiltration Rate and 300 year Deposition

Tm (eQ6OuWlewp0tOL6oRf..4,Section9.2).

Cell Tavelme DM=
No. Io Rocc Traveled

days am

1 2.19E+03 ooe42
2 5.73B+03 5.236402
3 2.11E404 335E403
4 9.524 122E04
5 9.65405 1.39B#05

ntl MIA MIA

Accu-nlatoa During The Deposition ime
Total Solids Urantun Phonfum F;l Fusfle I

Joan2 pans pins gams tS

3 35E404 1306403 1.24B+01 5308+01 2.62-01
1352405 2.0603 2.02401 8.50E401 2.63E-01
5.8605 L52B+03 304601 3.50402 124 1
171406 25402 1.73642 1402 1.21B-02
3.13B407 .00E0 1.1103 3.11B03 6A9B-03
i dAMM 07 IM~L S ItiPM I TUM MIA

%Vold
Fled With

Solids

9.5863%
S9203%
8.70249
7A133%
8.2130%

NWA

% Void
FilledWith

Fslic

00061%
0.0037%
0.0052%

, OOOS%
; 00003%
I N/A

a

fi
wt% of

4.M%
4.07%

45.13%
100O
13.13%_Vt~ . .V .... -. f _-T- ...-..T -

Table 6.1-4. Deposition from the Reaction of pH 10 Solution from the Immobilized Plutonium
Package with a Crushed Tuff Invert for a 0 mmlyr Infiltration Rate and 3000 year Deposition

Tue (EQ6 Out Fle wp10cW6o, RWf. 4. Secoo 9.2)

Cell Travel me Distance A ai Ding The Deposition M %Void %Void
No. Into Rock Traveled Total Solids Uranium Plutonlum .Fssile Fissile Lled WIft Riled With

Fi
w% of
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OneYRq W ffr*Mq P61!I uIj P~q oh, -l4A1AE P'RRTh? 1TWNT,

1 2.195t03 2004+02 835B+03 130B404 124E.02 5306.02 2.6.00 95828% 0.0609% 4.05%
2 5.73B+03 523E402 135B+06 2L06E+04 2.05E402 .506G02 2.6400 593026% 0.0373% 4.09%
3 2.116+04 335E+03 526B.06 8.52E+04 8345402 3.30Eh03 124400 87240% 0.0519% 4.07%
4 9.65E404 IS2404 2.716407 2.2603 1.73403 10603 1216.01 74.1326% 0.0049% 45.13%
5 9.65E+05 19E05 3.13B+08 0.00B00 1.11B404 1.114E04 6.49-02 321795% 0.0029% 100.00%

Total NIA NIA 3.48E408 121A4D5 IA0O04 1.78404 NIA NA N/A 13.189%

LaBS pH 10 Fleactlngwhtttt, 10 mnmrfor3O0 yr

DSWM mm

FIgure 6.1-2. Amount of Fissile Material and Percentage of Voids Filled for Immobilized
Plutonium pH 10 Reacting With Tuff at 10 mmlyr for 3000 years.

6.1.3.1.5 Sensitivity to altenative assumptions

Some Pu decayed to U

The chemistry modeling results discussed above do not account for further decay of 'Pu to 'U.
The duration of 6000 years would be about 1/4 the half-life, and some significant amount of
plutonium will have become uranium. This will likely increase the fissile contents by some small
amount since more uranium tends to deposit than plutonium. .he effect of decay would not be
sulicient to change the likelihood of any criticality condition.

Simulation of continuous flow with discrete asses
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Studies were done to explore whether the presence of reaction products from the first pass would
have a significant effect on the behavior of the second pass fluid, etc. The original modeling
scheme considered the need to model each pass if necessary (see Attachment m of Ref. 4 for
detailed discussion of modeling scheme). Table 6.1-5 shows the deposition pattern for the two
subsequent passes in cell 2. During the course of the three passes, 1.929B-02 g of fissile
material would be deposited in 24.1 g of altered tuff, which amounts to 0.08 wt%. The simulated
deposition history for this material was 5.13E3-03 g during the first pass, a rather larger amount on
the second pass, 8.67 E-03 g; but less again during the third pass, 5.50E-03 g. Whereas
additional passes were not done, it Is expected that the amounts precipitated per pass will
continue to decrease because the alteaion of the tuff will make it less reactive. In other words
the chemistry is expected to permit only one maximum amount deposited per pass. The amount
of solids that do not contain fissile material also increases; this increase is sufficient that the
percentage of fissile material in the deposited solids decreases with each successive pass.

Thus, gradually the tuff invert would be converted to altered matedal, mosqtlyquartz.knd feldspar,
with a fissile content amounting to less than 0.1 wt%. Because cells deeper than cell 2 would
already be partially altered before the fissile bearing solution could reach them, the amount of
reaction, hence amount of precipitated U and Pu, would be smaller, i. less than O.i wt%. Isle
chemical calculations do not permit modeling the geometry. In fact It would be difficult to
establish the ratio of reactive solution to invert and the manner of contact between them. This
means that the cells may be layers that develop on crushed tuff fagments, or altered pieces of tuff
that lie above others, or, more likely, some combination of both. The results Indicate some small
increase in fissile material but it would not be a significant increase in terms of criticality
concerns. This result confirms the results of Uchtner (Refs. 8 and 9) that were discussed in
Section 7.2.1 of Ref. 4.

Table 6.1-S. Deposition in Cell 2 From Three Passes foi Reaction of Immobilized Plutonium pH
' 10 Solution With Crushed Tuff

Uranium Plutonium Total Solids Fissile Fssile
VrMsq - M~ --a V"Mr.- ~ rMM Wt% Ofu PTi, u

Pass 0 1.24E-01 1.24E-03 8.143400 5.13E-03 4.0877%
Pass 1 3.36301 3.2913-03 1.80E+01 1.38E-02 4.0686%
Pass 2 4.70B101 458E-03 2.41E401 1.9313-02 4.0660%
(Each "pass" has one kg of water flowing through the system).

Whereas subsequent to deposition of Pu or U it would be conceivable that through-flowing Wuter
could dissolve the minerals of the invert faster than the fissile solids, leaving behind a residual
concentration, the modeling scheme and results described above provide no hint that this will in
fact occur. Moreover, the simulation indicates that 90% or more of the invert would need to be
dissolved even to reach a 1 wt% concentration of fissile material. This would be highly unlikely
in view of the low solubility of the clay minerals, quartz, and feldspar.

arge surface area

As was discussed above, a special case with a large surface area of reactants (to model an
extremely high degree of fracturing) was also run. Table 6.1-6 presents the Large Area results for
a deposition history of 600 years and 1 mmfYr infiltration rate. he depositions occur much
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sooner (near the entrance to the invert) than for the base case. The change in area (and thus the
effective reaction rate) seems only to change the position, not the composition, of the deposited
material. This would be expected since the relative rates for the reactants bas not changed, only
the overall rate. Because the deposits occur over a shorter distance, they soon plug the flow path
(in less than 6 years). This results In diversion of flow and consequent spmading out of the
deposit over a larger area. Tus, the result would be even less likely to cause a significant
accumulation than the smaller surface area case.
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Table 6.1-6. Large Area Ca.b for Reaction of pH 10 Inmobilzd Plutonium Package
Effluent with Crushed TuffInvert, 600 year Duration of pH 10 and 1 mmlYr Infiltration
Rate (BQ6 Output File wp10tOlL60. ReL 4, Sccon 9.2)

Cel ThVl Th Dn=c Acunmlloa MDg e DodWolme %Vold %Vold FuO
No. Ito Rock hveled Ibta Solids UnIum Plutonlum Fialse ile RIledWith FilledWith Wt% of

1 1.10401 1.01-01 438B002 6.72B+00 6.6E-02 2.76E-01 2.7500 99-9999% 0.0632% 4.07%
2 3.92B401 3.49B-1 0303 1.57401 154-01 6.41 23702 71A143% 0.0426% 4.07%
3 1.750+02 1.606400 5.13B503 42601 32601 3390.01 249M3 73.9871% 0.0049% 45.13%
4 1.75E003 160601 5.918+04 0.00400 2.106400 2.I100 33M3 85301% 0.0030% 100.00%

Total NIA MA 657504 2.28B+01 2.64E+0 3.360400 WA NA NA 13.18%

Multiple packae effects

It has been suggested that the effects of source tems from multiple packages could increase the
accumulation of fissile material. The analyses of Section 6.13 generally, andthe previous
paragraph in particular, show that a local accumulation of fissile material is limited primarily by
the geologic formation, not the amount of material available from the source term over some
period of time. Furthermore, the packages with immobilized plutonium or highly enriched
uranium will be spaced far apart (with many low enriched SNF packages in between). These
limitations will be furher quantified for license application.

6.13.1.6 ChemIcal changes resulting from reaction of tuff with the pH 10 solution exidng
the Immobilized plutonium waste package

In the reaction betweeq the alkaline effluent and tuff, the controlling factors for the system appear
to be the sodium and carbonate solution content conditions. During the passage of fluid, the pH
change would be minor but decreasing. Tbe carbonate species reut from the presence of
atmospheric levels of CO in the repository air which would be in contact with the solution. The
dominant carbonate solution species (which would be typical for the various runs), is CO . The
dominant aqueous species for U and Pu are the carbonate complexes:

UO2(COA4 

PUO 2 (C0 3 )3 '

Seven reactions involving aqueous Pu and U consume HW and one such reaction generates W. In
addition the carbonate system promotes a large buffering capacity. The consumption of H by the
tuff dissolution processes coupled with the combining of W'f with aqueous species is compensated
by the generation of H from processes forming Pu and U solids. The pH remains nearly constant
owing to buffering by the reaction:
CO- + H = HCOV

The U solid formation reaction, in terms of EQ6 basis species, is:

4Na + 3HCO; + UO%" Na4UO(CO3), + 31

lTis shows the precipitation of UO% as Na4UO(COO)A solid would be dependent on the fourth
power Na and the third power HCOV solution content. Furthermore, the dissolution of
Na4UO(CO%,) would be dependent on the third power of the H solution content Generation of
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HW would drive this reaction in the direction which would dissolve Na4UO2(COA)2. However, the
generation of the H' Is not significant compared to the influence it the Na, especially in view of
the buffering of the pH by the carbonate-bicarbonate system. Generation of HCO; would drive
the reaction to form Na4UO2(CO,) solid. The HCO; solution content decreases as the reaction
proceeds, which would be expected to promote dissolution of Na4UO(C03),. Since
Na4UO2(COA), solid does form, HCO; cannot be a dominant driving force for Na4U 2 (CO3)3
formation under the constant C02(g) pressure conditions (assumed in the modeling to apply to the
repository system). However, as discussed below, the generation of Na can be a significant
driving force.

The dominant aqueous species in the high pH effluent-tuff system would be UO2(COA7.
Therefore the following set of reactions applies to the formation of Na4UO2(CO3)3 solid:

4Nas + 3HCO; + UO2 - Na4UO(CO3)+ 3r
U02(CO3)F-+3H U + 3HCO;

4Na + U0(COA) Na4UO2(C03)3

Here, in terms of the net reaction, the formation of Na4UO2(CO3)3 solid would be dependent on
the fourth power of the solution Na content.
The Pu solid formation reaction, in terms of EQ6 basis species, is:

Pu + 2H20 PuO1 + 4H+

Here the PuO2 dissolution would be dependent on the fourth power of the H' solution content.
Generation of Er, if it underwent a significant concentration increase, would drive the reaction to
dissolve PuO2 solid. However, the dominant Pu species in solution is Pu02(CO3)- not Pu.
Therefore, the following set of reactions apply to the formation of PuO2 solid:

Pu0 2(CO3)-+ 3 PuO;* + 3HC0,

PuR"+ 2H = P + 0502(g) + H20

Pus+ 2H1 0 =PuO2 + 4H+

PuO2(CO%)3-+ H +H 20 =Pu02 +3HCO +0.5O2(W)

Whereas subsequent to deposition of Pu or U it is conceivable that through flowing water could
dissolve the minerals of the invert faster than the fissile solids, leaving behind a residual
concentration. The modeling scheme and results described above provide no hint that this will in
fact occur. Moreover, the simulation indicates that 90% or more of the invert would need to be
dissolved even to reach a concentration of fissile material of 1%. This is highly uniikely in view
of the low solubility of the clay minerals, quartz, and feldspar.
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6.13.2 Reaction of pH 7 solution, from the Imimobllized P waste package, with crushed
tuff Invert

The same analysis was done for the pH 7 solution as was done for the pH 10 solution. The
results are documented in EQ6 output file "wp7tO.6o" (Ref. 4, Section 9.2). The EQ6 calculations
showed that no uranium or plutonium was deposited by the solution. Tbe dissolved uranium and
plutonium are instead carried out of the system by the flowing water. Some alteration of the tuff
occurred but this did not foster any deposition of fissile material. No further analysis was
performed.

These results indicated that no pH 7 solution from any of the waste packages is likely to produce
a deposit of any uranium or plutonium in the invert or rock when It reacts with tuff. Based on
this, all other modeling of pH 7 solutions was suspended.

6.133 Reaction of pH 5 solution, from the immobilized Pu waste packgwith a hed
iuf invert

Modeling of the source term (described in Section 5.3, above) shows a pH 5 solution could last
for at least 8000 years (the minimum duration of the stainless steel corrosion process). Modeling
of the reaction of this solution with crushed tuff was also carried out. The results am documented
in EQ6 output file "wpRtO.6o" (Ref. 4, Section 9.2). Table 6.1-7 shows how a deposit will build
up for a I mmnYr infiltration rate. A large deposit of alteration products would be prodced
which plugs he flow path about 22 cm into the invert after about 2440 years. At the time the
flow path is plugged, a 1.SE+O4 kg deposit has formed which contains a total of only 0.0016 g of
fissile material. The fraction of voids filled with fissile material would be then less than
0.0001%. At higher infiltration rates the results are of course the same: plugged path at 2440
years. This reaction will not produce a significant accumulation of fissile material and will not
result in any criticality.

Table 6.1-7. Deposition Resulting from Reaction of Immobilized Plutonium pH 5.5 Solution
With Crushed TuffInvert, I mmlYr Infiltration Rate, 2440 year Deposition (BQ6 OuPw Pm wps6o,

Ref. 4. Scdoa 9.2).

Cel Trvd Fa M
No. Ilto Rock TveWc

dm Vs

Acariati Dudg The DepWodn d Mo e % Vid
Tl Sids Uan Plum Pasne Thsfe FdW ith

Oras m orn=s a Souds

%Vold .
MiledWlth

Fble
Wtsof
Up 

1 34- 3.51-05 1so o.oo0000 .oos0oo 00.00E000 o0000 952% 0.0000% CM%
2 3.54B+03 3.51E401 1.24+0 5.1M-04 O.O0O00 1.-05 4.550 75.6864% OM.00% 3.13%
3 1.53B*05 2.206*0 4.706*06 1.77602 2.5450 5.78E-0 2.67E-07 10000 0000% 3.27%
4 5.018*05 9.07E43 1.038+07 2.985- 634.5 970 1398 55012% 0.00 334%

1 1.518407 467- S. 1.53 100.00%

61A Reaction of Immobilized Plutonium Package Solutions with Concrete or Grout

This section presents results of modeling analyses of the reaction of Immobilized plutonium
solutions with a concrete or grout invert.

The composition for the cement was put into the form of a "special reactant" for input to EQ6
and the code run to ascertain the likely makeup of the cement at long times in the presence of I-
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13 well water and atmospheric CO. For this purpose, rates of reaction were not needed; It was
instead assumed that over the t6 fiame of a few thousand years before waste package breach
the cement would have reacted to equilibrium with the water and atmosphere. This degraded
cement, which contained mostly calcite with lesser amounts of clay minerals, zeolites, and quartz,
was then combined with an appropriate proportion of crushed tuff as aggregate. Because the
silicate minerals, or glass, of the tuff react much more slowly than cement, it was assumed that
the tuff aggregate would not have changed before waste package breach. It was also assumed that
the organic components added to the cement would all have decayed or altered to inorganic
compounds, such as CO2 and water, before waste package breach. Consequently, the organics
were not included in the chemistry for modeling the degradation of the cement. The size
distribution of the aggregate was taken from Ref. 6, pp. 2 and 3. These data were used to
estimate the surface area of aggregate needed for modeling the rates of reaction. Attachment I of
Ref. 4 shows the details of this calculation. The chemical and mineralogical compositions of the
tuff were the same as described in Section 4.1.3 of Ref. 4. Table 7.4.2-8 of Ref. 4 provides
details of the composition, masses, surface areas, and corrosion or degradation rates of the
cement and aggregate, and physical parameters for the concrete.

6.1A.1 Reaction of Immobilized Plutonlum pH 10 Solution With Concrete

The reaction of the immobilized plutonium pH 10 solution with a concrete invert was also
investigated. The results are documented in the BQ6 output file 'LaBSconcretelsimp7.6o".(see
Section 9.2 of Ref. 4). This was a difficult case to obtain results in EQ6 largely because of the.
low reactivity between the alkaline solution and the alkaline concrete. About 77 grams of solid
are produced per kg of water reacted with no utanium in the deposit. The solid contains less than
0.001% plutonium. The pH 10 condition lasts for 600 years and the flow cross section would be
5.52E04 cm2. Based on this, there would be 33 kg of water contacting the solid during the pH
1O period. This gives 255 kg of solid containing less than 0.03 g of Pu and no uranium. No
further analysis was camzed out because it was clear that this mechanism would produce no
significant deposit of fissile material over any realistic time frame.

6.1A..2 Reaction of Immobilized Plutonium pH 5 Solution With Concrete

The reaction of the immobilized plutonium pH 5 solution with a concrete invert was also
investigated. The results are documented in the EQ6 output file 'UaBSconcrete5t.6Ow (see
Section 9.2 of Ref. 4). This was a difficult case to obtain results in EQ6 largely because of the
low reactivity between the solution and the concrete. About 200 grams of solid are produced per
kg of water reacted. In these solids there is no uranium and only 6.8 E-O9 g of plutonium. At an
Infiltration rate of I mmlYr with a flow cross section (package footprint) of S.52E+04 cm2 and an
8000-Yr duration of pH 5 conditions, the total amount of water reacting is 440 kg.. Therefore
about 88 kg-of solid would be deposited containing 2.9EB06 g of plutonium and no uranium. If
the flow were intermittent (unsteady of a steady 1 mm/Yr) the total amount, and composition, of
solid deposited would be approximately the same as for the steady flow, but the process would
take correspondingly longer. (Therefore, the steady state is conservative by comparison with the
intermittent case.) No further analysis of the as carried out becauseit was clear that this
mechanism would produce no significant deposit of fissile material over any realistic me frame.

6.1A.3 Reaction of Immobilized Plutonium pH 7 Solution With Concrete
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Based on the results obtained with tuff reactions modeling of this case was suspended. It is not
expected that any effect will be obialned fiom reaction of a neutrai solution such as this with
concrete.

6.15 MOX Reactions with Concrete and Crushed Tuff

This section presents the results of modeling of the reaction of the source term from a MOX
waste package with the materials most likely to be encountered In the volume immediately
beneath the waste package.

6.15.1 Reaction of MOX pH 4 Solution With Crushed Tuff Inert

A pH 4 solution is calculated to flow from the dissolving MOX package contents for about 50
years. The reaction of this solution with the crushed tuff invert was modeled.

The results fora I mmYr Infiltration rate are summarized inTabie 6.1 -8. A very large quantity
of solid would be formed over a 286mm path in the invert. This solid contains only about 0.38 g
of fissile material over the entire path and fills less than 8% of voids at the highest point of
accumulation. Figure 6.1-3 shows the pattern of fissile mans accumulation and the filling of the
voids. Most of the material would be located in the first mn of the invert but it does not
represent a significant amount of fissile material.

Table 6.18. Deposition from the Reaction of MOX Package pH 4 Solution with Tuff Invert,
1 mm/Yr Infiltration Rate for 50 years ( QVM wp=b40o. R. 4 Seo9.2).

3c1 TrWl MTh M= DAo3~lo V1n gTbe DCwiw lime S vdJ % vdd Hle
No. nto Rock Trvded T Sods UnIum Plamnn hsc Ph ledWh Rled Pid % of

I 9.67 3E-09 69E 6 4.2M 0Ol60 7.75B09 9.79e-0l 7.0934% M0% 0.16%
2 334M2 3516.00 SJE+r 227B402 0.0600 3.81M0 L0 26439% 0.0017% 0.168%
3 L35.03 IAMB601 NAOI403 2.15.00 330W-04 3W6E-3 3.7564 IA075% 0.000% 0.134%
4 609E403 5.5601 34403 IE-l ,' 22E45 S.0185 12.6 1.0121% *0 039%
S 3.136404 2.3642 19OE44 0.00400 1.06 1.066 4.6W;.09 1.1675% 0.0000% 100.00

TOW 2ASE4 2306+02 3.74B04 3.301

If the dissolution rates in the package were overestimated by a factor of 10, the pH 4 condition
could persist for as much as 500 years. This case is shown in Table 6.1-9 and is plotted In Figure
6.1-4. More than 4 kg of solid material cumulates in the top 3.5 mm of the invert filling about
71% of the void space at the highest point. But the total fissile material in this region Is less than
4 g. The total fissile material in the whole deposit (spread over a 286 m depth) is only 39 g. If
the infiltration were 10 mmlYr and the pH were 10for OO years, this total would be 39 g. As
previously discussed, the flushing effects at 10 mniYr would greatly reduce the time of pH 10
and the fissile material concentrations so that the 39 g figure would be considerably less.
Therefore, even in the largest bounding cases, this reaction does not produce a significant
quantity of fissile material.
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Table 6-1.9. Deposition from the Reaction of MOX Package pH 4 Solution With Tuff Invert,
I mmYr Infiltration Rate for 500 years (EQ6 OuW M wpz4t0A. Rt. 4. Socti 92).
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Figure 6.14. Amount of Fissile Material and Percentage of Voids Filled for MOX pH 4
Reacting With Tuff at 1 nmnyrforS0 years

6.1.52 Reaction of MOX pH 7 Solution With Uff Invert

This case was not run because the results with neutral solutions for the immobilized plutonium
package indicated that little or no fissile material would be formed from any neutral solutions.

6.1.5.3 Reaction of MOX pH 4 Solution With Concrete

Based on results obtained for immobilized plutonium and the results for pH 4 with tuff this case
was not run since no significant deposition of fissile material would be expected.

6.15A Reaction of MOX pH 7 Solution With Concrete

This case was not run because the results with neutral solutions for the Immobilized Plutonium
package indicated that little or no fissile material would be formed from any neutral solutions.

6.1.6 Reaction of pH 10 Source Term With Carbon Steel

As discussed in Sections 4.23 and 6.1.2, above, it is possible for carbon steel to act as a reducing
agent for uranium or plutonium in solution, and hence to cause precipitation which, over time,
leads to accumulation of the fissile material.

This scenario includes the existence of altered steel fiagments in a pool of water below the waste
package. If the pool is sufficiently deep, a no or low free oxygen condition may be maintained.
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The cases investigated covered a range of oxygen contents of the water ranging from a
completely anoxic condition to ataiospheric oxygen content. For simplicity, and conservatism,
the carbon steel fragments were mnodeled as simply fragments of iron in the pool., These
fragments would act as a reducing agent to the solution entering especially if there was a limited
oxygen supply. The deposit is envisioned as a slab covering the bottom of the pond in the
footprint of the package. The model visualizes a slab forming on the layer of steel fragments
forming a slab at the bottom of the pond. The thickness of such a slab is calculated.

6.1.6.1 Reaction of pH 10 Source Term With Carbon Steel With No Gaseous Oxygen
Present

This case was investigated because of the potential for precipitation of fissile material due to
direct reduction of uranium and plutonium species by the iron in an anoxic environment.

The simulations indicate the oxygen fugacity is never lowered enough o re4uce the uranium to
where it would preclpitate. However, at a 10 run/Yr infiltration rate, a significant amount of
plutonium is simulated to be reduced and precipitated reaching equilibrium In about 3 years as
the fluid contacts the iron. Table 6.1-10 shows the simulated accumulated deposit for various
infiltration rates, At 10 mnm/Yr, the pH condition will last about 300 years. For this case, the
deposit was calculated to contain nearly 1.5 kg of fissile material (all as PuO2). However, note
that the concentrations would probably be reduced by a factor of 5 due to flushing effects during
dissolution at this very high infiltration rates. Thus the deposit is likely to contain about 500 g of
Pu. The slab scenario views the deposit as a very thin (0.05 mm) slab; 'However, if the'steel
fragments were more local the deposit could be much thicker with a smaller areal extent
(approaching a cube or sphere). In any case this extreme bounding case should not pose a
criticality concern since the minimum critical thickness of an optimal fissile solution is 5.5 cm for
"Pu and 4.9 cm for 2U (Table 3.2-1).

Table 6.1-10. Deposition from Reaction of pH 10 Solution from the Immobilized Plutonium
Package with Carbon Steel Fragments with No Gaseous Oxygen Present (Anoxic Condition)

Deposition Infiltratioo Rate Accumulation For The Deposition Period Fissile Slab Deposrt*
TIue Yr* mmlyr Total Solids Uranium Plutonium Fssile wt% of Thickness

MMS Rams MMS Own U+Pu cm

600 100-01 4.731401 0 2.941401 24B+01 100 % 1.1O04
600 1.00B+00 4.73E+02 0 294E402 24E+02 100.00% l.lE-03
400 5.O4W 1.581403 0 9.81E402 9.81E4302 100.00% 3.65-03
300 1.00B401 2,36B+03 0 1A7B+03 147E*03 100.00% 5A803

Equals the duration of pH 10 condidon whlch is lss at higher Inltraotios due to flushing ffeCt
The deposit Is viewed as a sab of this thices spread ut over an area = to the package footprint The deposit
could be accumulated in a smaller area (where there is Iron).

As with other cases, the possibility that the pH 10 condition could endure longer was
investigated. Table 6.1-11 shows results if the duration of pH 10 conditions should last 10 times
longer. In this case, large quantities of Pu are formed even at 1 mm per year infiltration rates. A
deposit of 14.7 kg of PuO2 (about 10% of the total Pu in the package) in a slab 0.5 mm thick is
shown for a 10 mmYr infiltration rate. This mass of Pu could be a significant criticality concern
if optimally configured. However, as noted In the previous paragraph, thin slab accumulations
such as these would be subcritical. Even considering flushing effects this would still represent
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nearly 5 kg of Pu and would be a definite criticality concern. However, anoxic conditions are
probably not realistic for a duration of 3000 years due to diffusion of oxygen into the System.
Such long times are likely to permit the water to be oxygenated to an extent which would permit
the oxygen to tie up the reducing sites on the iron.

Table 6.1-11. Deposition from Reaction of pH 10 Solution from the Immobilized Plutonium
Package with Carbon Steel Fragments with No Gaseous Oxygen Present (Anoxic Condition) -

Long Duration of pH 10

Depositionme Infiltration Rate A=c=atlon Fore Dcpoiton Period Fiksfle Slab Depositr
Yr* nmmYr Toal Solids Uranium Plutonium Fusie wt% of Thicke

* tasks MMs" grans grams U+Pucm

6000 nODE-0I 4.738402 0 2.946402 2.941602 100.00% 1.108-03
6000 1.006+00 4.738403 0 2.948+03 294603 100.00% 1.106-02
4000 5.006+00 13 8E04 0 9.81403 9.81+03 100.00% 3.65302
3000 1.00fi401 2368104 * 0 1A7E04 1;A7B404 '100.00% 5.4802

* Eqlsthe dration of pH lcondon whh is kss at highfldons due to Cushiagcffect
** 7be tissle deposit Is viewed as a slab of tis thidess apead out over ari are- to the packag footpfinL

he depositould be aoml a Ot a(where the Is r ).

6.1.6.2 Reaction of pH 10 Source Term With Carbon Steel With 10% Normal Level of
Gaseous Oxygen

The interaction of the solution with steel fragments Was also nvestigated for the case where there
are small amounts of oxygen present (10% of atmospheric). Tbe results are shown in Table 6.1-
12. In this case plutonium is not reduced as with the noxic case. Tbe iron oxidizes and the pH
gradually increases. The time for complete reaction with the iron (equilibrium) is approximately
2000 years. In such a case the water may flush out of the pond before significant reaction. In the
model, the water does react with the steel, which is probably a very conservative scenario. The
principal uranium product in the simulation is Na4UO2(CO,) which Is a small percentage of a
very large accumulation of minerals (the uranium metal represents about 0.2% of the total weight
of solid). At an infiltration rate of 10 mm/Yr there is a kg of fissile material in a slab which is 63
cm thick. There are several problems with the result in view of the scenario:

1. The slab is so thick that the iron would long have been masked fromthe solution and
reaction rates would likely have become near zero early in the process.

2.The slab is so thick as to have displaced all the water from the pond and the steel under
the slab would have reacted with all the oxygen dissolved in the interstitial water in the
slab, or, if the pore water has dried up, been exposed to enough atmospheric moisture that
all the steel has corroded. In either case the 10% oxygen assumption is not valid.

3. The 2000 year reaction time is almost 1O times longer than the calculated duration of the
pH condition.

4. The amount of ion required to produce the deposit is 93F1M)6 T hie total mass of the
corrosion allowance vessel is 82E06 g. Therefore it would take more than all the iron
available to produce the deposit.
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In view of all of these improbable or even impossible ocurances, the result is viewed as not
realistic.

Table 6.1-12. Deposition from Reaction of pH 10 Solution from the Inmobilized Plutonium
Package with Carbon Steel Fragments with 10% of Normal Atmospheric Gaseous Oxygen Level,

Expected Duration of pH Condition

Deposition'imne Infiltration Rate Accmxzladon For The Deposition Period Fissile Slab Deposlto
Yr* Unlyr Total Solids Uranum Plutonlum Fissile wt% of T cs

grm am gat gms U4em

600 . 1.00601 2.961405 6.33402 2.821-01 2.015401 3.17% 1.265+00
600 I1400 2965406 6.335+03 2.825400 2.015402 3.17% 1.263+01
400 5.006+00 9.865406 2.1 404 9.41E00 6.705+02 3.17% 4.19Bh01
300 1M0601 185407 3.165404 1.411601 1.0B+03 3.17% 6.285401

Equals the d on of pH 10 coniton wtlch is less at hisher lnfiltnadions due to fung effects.
- Ibe deposit is iewed as a slab of hs dhckness spread out ovean a . to the pakage footint

lbe deposit could be accumulated In a gal area (where them Is iron).

Table 6.1-13 shows the result if the duration of pH 10 is increased by a factor of 10. At
infiltration rates of 5 mmlYr and above the modeling results would indicate that the entire
uranium inventory of the package (1.32E102 moles) Is seen as deposited on the steel as
Na4UO(CO)3 (7.15e404 g). In view of the conflict between the result and requisite conditions
(see discussion above), the result is not considered realistic.

Table 6.1-13. Deposition from Reaction of pH 10 Solution from the Immobilized Plutonium
Package with Carbon Steel Fragments with 10% of Normal Atmospheric Gaseous Oxygen Level,

Duration of pH Condition Increased by a Factor of 10

Deposition ime Infiltration Rate Accuulation Forlte Deposition Perod issile Slab Deposit"'
Yr nsYr Total Solids Uranium Plutonium Fissle wt%of Thicknes

gMS gras FM= arars hU+Pu cm

6000* 1.O0B41 2.96546 6.336403 2.825400 2.015402 3.17% 1265401
6000 105400 29607 6.333404 2.825+01 2.016403 3.17% 1.261.02
1356" 5.006400 3345.07 7.155404 3.195+01 2271303 3.17% 1425402
678* 1.001 3.345407 7.151404 3.19401 2273403 3.17% 1.425402

*Equals the duration of pH 10 condtion wich bless at higher Infiltrations due to flushing
effects.
"Uranium supply in the packawc i used up before pH condition is over.
"1h deposit is viewed as a slab of ths thicknes spread out over an aa r to the package footprinL
The deposit could be ac ld I a rsmalra (where there s ron).

6.1.63 Reaction of pH 10 Source Term With Carbon Steel With Atmospheric Levels of
Gaseous Oxygen

The reaction of the solution with steel under atmospheric conditions was also investigated. Table
6.1-14 shows the results. The time to equilibrium was only about 3 years. No uranium was
precipitated and small quantities of plutonium were precipitated. At the highest infiltration rate
there was only 243 g of fissile material (all PuO2) in a slab 89 cm thicl This large thickmess
conflicts with the scenario. If the slab were this thick, the solution would be completely isolated
from the steel. This would be the case for a very long time and reaction rates would have fallen
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to near zero early in the process. Such a large slab would divert all the water away from the
region early in the process. The case of a longer pH 10 duration produces a 1 kg quantity of
fissile material (all PuO2) but it is contained In a 4.5 m thick slab containing 13E+05 kg of
deposits This result is even more implausible than the shorter duration case.

Table 6.1-13. Deposition from Reaction of pH 10 Solution from the Immobilized Plutonium
Package with Carbon Steel Fragments with Norial Atmospheric Gaseous Oxygen Level

Deposition ime Inration Rate AnulahonFor'lie DepositionPeriod Fssle Slib Deposit"
Yr mm/Yr bTa Solids Urnium Plutonium Fissile it% of Ticnes

grams graMS ams U p cm

600 1.OOB.O1 2.85E*+0 0 2.43BsO0 2.43B*00 100.00% 8.91B 01
600 1.00B*00 2.58B+06 0 2.43f01 2435*01 100.00% 8.91E400
600 5.001+O 1.29E407 0 1225102 1.22E02 100.00%. 4.46E*01
600 1.00E+0I 2.55E07 0 243B+02 2.43E*02 100.00% 8.915.01

* Equals the duntion of pH 10 condItion which h less at bigher hnilttions due to flhin eects
" The deposit Is viewed as a slab of this tidness spread out over an ae to the pakap footpntL

The deposit could be accumulated In a maller area (Whee thee Is irn).

6.1.7 Summary of Calculated Accumulations

Table 6.1-14 summarizes the potential accumulations beneath the waste package footprint
calculated in the computer simulations described in preceding sections.

6.1.8 Deposition profiles

The mostrelevant parameters for the first 4 cases of Table 6.1-14 (which are the only cases with
any significant deposition) are analyzed further in Table 6.1-15. For convenience of reference,
the maximum realistic accumulation of fissile material is also given.

For comparison with the criticality calculations in Section 7, we will use the third case from
Table 6.1-15 which is the most conservative because it yields the highest deposition of fissile
material (4.88 kg) and the highest percentage of fissile mass in the voidspace (0.06).

62 Evaluation of Potential Far-lHeld Criticality Using Natural Analogs for Uranium Ore
Deposition at Yucca Mountain

The purpose of this section Is to present an analysis of the mechanisms with the potential for far-
field accumulation from the waste package source term. The analogies between ore body
formation and potential far-field criticality configurations are explored.

621 Introduction/Overview

As a result of the TSPA Abstraction/Testing workshop on criticality held on March 18-20, 1997
in Las Vegas, NV, a series of potential scenarios was developed and later refined that potentially
could result In a future criticality event in the far-field (the far-field being defined in this case as
encompassing the host rock from the drift wall up to and including the accessible environment).
A plan was developed to look at these scenarios with the hypothesis that many of the possible
scenarios for external criticality could be screened out on the basis of available literature and
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Table 6.1-14 Accumulations of Fissile Material Calculated by EQ3/6 Simulations Tuf or
Concrete Inverts from Waste Packages Containing Immobilized Plutonium, or MOX

Waste form pH Invert Accumulation Maximum Section
medlum duration (yrs) accumulation of

fissile material (g)*

1. Immobilized Pu- 10 Tuff 300 490 (1750)t 6.1.3.1.3

2. Immobilized Pu 10 Tuff 600 133.5 (356)t 6.1.3.1.1

3. Immobilized Pu 10 Tuff 3000 4880(17800)t 6.1.3.1.4

4. ImmobilizedPu 10 Tuff 6000 5 S39-5(1440)t 6.1.3.1.2

5. Immobilized Pu 7 Tuff 600 Nil 6.1.3.2

6. Immobilized Pu S Tuff 8000 0.0016 6.1.3.3

7. Immobilized Pu 10 Concrete 600 0.03 6.1.4.1

8. ImmobilizedPu 7 Concrete N/A Smaller than case 5 N/A

9. Immobilized Pu 5 Concrete 8000 2.9x10 4 6.1A.2

10. MOX 7 Tuff N/A Smallerthancase5 NIA

11. MOX 4 Tuff 500 3.85 6.1.5.1

12. MOX 7 Concrete N/A Smaller than case S NIA

13. MOX 5 Concrete N/A Smaller than case 9 N/A
MaOimu 0acad-o In Can hmt. a~m Ka s* a Ca.t ww pacg foopd 5. I' Wo (e Immhdud Pu einpeeinaz and6i an' ~f t wuera SN wat peb

tM Vaha in to mm dhURKOd ovr DM ofxwme pa& 3mph. *A om yalp am dlsabtwd e unpnuknattb 3 met=er (or
ks rwhichftsdyaeh poftefor atcalty.

Naw:
Af ae ame f1kdUatw ien I yr. eupt* 1a Iand 3 wUd am for 10 nsnr.
The epovndo ?A ka be sed o Ird s dt a d pao and medoc mumewe t ilevat fort e ms whkh were ot.
bem ied e eopet y domains by aes areabdyshown tobe egl Bu massau la
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Table 6.1-15. Relevant Parameters for the Four Cases having Significant Accumulation of
Fissile Material.

Section Accumulation Infiltration Depth Fissile accum % voldspace (max)
duration (yrs) rate (m'yr) (meters) (grams) filled with fissle

mass

6.13.13 300 10 3.35 490 0.005

6.1.3.1.1 600 1 1.09 133.5 0.01

6.1.3.1.4 3000 10 3.35 4880 0.06

6.1.3.1.2 6000 . 1 1.09 5395 0.05

. simple physical or geochemical calculations. The Initial.results of this effort were prsented in ...-.
'Ref. 61. n this section, the available literature is screened for comparison to the physical
.environment at Yucca Mountain and conclusions are drawn with respect to the scenarios that
were identified previously.

One concern of the far-field problem Is that the waste placed in the repository, over geologic
time, will act as a source of transportable uranium, thus enabling one of the conditions needed for
uranium mineral deposition in the far-field. The hypothesis Is that epigenetic (i.e. mineralization
deposited much later than the host rock) uranium ore deposits documented in the literature
should provide some understanding as to the environmental conditionssetting necessary for
significant uranium mineral deposition in the far-field and define the mechanisms of precipitation
that would be necessary to accumulate enough fissile material to produce a critical assemblage.
The second major concern Is that this depositional process will operate over geologic time and
12"Pu will have sufficient time to decay to 2mU. In this section the transport and deposition of
plutonium is not evaluated

6±2 Abstraction of Yucca Mountain Geology to Natural Analog Geology

The geology/geomorphology of the Yucca Mountain region includes block-faulted hills
consisting of easterly dipping units from the Miocene (Tertiary) age Timber Mountain Tuff, the
Paintbrush Group, the Calico Hills Formation, and the Crater Flat Group (Ref. 57, Ref. 40, and
Ref. 41), and fault-angle depressions (valleys) filled with alluvial fan and other surficial deposits
consisting of Holocene, Pleistocene, Pliocene and Late Miocene age alluvium, colluvium, and
eolian deposits. The surficial deposits, including fill in gullies and washes, consist of poorly
sorted boulders, gravels, cobbles, and sands that are partially cemented with pedogenic
carbonates (Ref. 42). Soil development Is relatively thin, consists of various soil and paleosol
horizons, and is typical of an arid climate (Ref. 43).

Outcropping bedrock, generally classified as quartz latite and rhyolite tuff, was deposited via
multiple ash fall (non-Welded, bedded and/or reworked tuffs) and ashflow (welded tuffs) volcanic
deposition events (Ref. 57, Ref. 44). At depth in the subsurface, the Tertiary volcanogenic
materials are deposited unconformably on Paleozoic carbonates of the Roberts Mountains
Dolomite and Lone Mountain Dolomite (Silurian in age; Ref. 33). The multiple eruptive events
have deposited the various units of the Tertiary ash fall and ash flow tuffs. Between these events
there have been relatively long periods of quiescence that have produced erosional surfaces and
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paleosols that are subsequently interbedded between the multiple ash fall and ashflow events
(Ref. 40 and Ref.41).

The Paleozoic carbonates and the Tertiy volcanics tend to change facies somewhat along a
traverse away from the proposed repository, but the oerall rock types (e.g., tuff, alluvium and
carbonate sequences) remain the same. In the direction of regional groundwater flow, the
Quaternary sediments thicken to several hundreds of meters of alluvial sediment due to
subsidence and range flank erosion. 7These basin fill sequences such as Frenchman Flat, Yucca
Flat, Mid Valley, and Crater Flat basin include not only the debris flow, colluvium, and fan sheet
gravels described above, but also Iakebed-playa deposits that include siliceous clays, marls, and
evaporites (Ref. 42). .

The structural control of the bedrock Is dominated by basin and range faulting and folding
including the typical uplifted horst and downthrown graben blocks that make up the general
topography of Nevada. Som of the major norsouth stridng faults that cross the proposed .. -
repository site Include Windy Wash, Fatigue Wash, Solitario Canyon1 Ghost Dance, Bow Ridge,
and Paintbrush Canyon faults. These faults dip steeply towards the west. Several smaller
northwest-southeast striking faults also exist including the Drill Hole Wash fault (Ref. 46).

The bulk mineralogy of the Tertiary tuffs includes cristobalite and alkali feldspars through much
of the Topopah Spring formation with smectite and glass appearing in the basal vitrophyre. In
the Calico Hills and Prow Pass formations, the bulk mineralogy consists of alkali feldspars, opal-
CT or cristobalite, and snectite, as well as major abundances of two zeolites; clinoptilolite and
mordenite. Deeper, In the Bullfrog formation, the zeolite aialcime begins to appear. Fracture
lining minerals throughout the tuff formations seem to consist of calcite, smectite, various
zeolites (mainly stellerite, heulandite, mordenite, and clinoptilolite), hematite and various
manganese oxides including rancielte, lithiophorite, and cryptomelane (Ref. 47).

Uranium deposits normally are classified based on one of the following criteria: host rock type,
structural setting, mineralogy, deposit form, or geochemistry, however, for this report, the
classification scheme is kept simple based on the review of the available literature. Ore body
type descriptions found in Nashet al (Ref. 11) include 11 different types which are based on
depositional environment. They are as follows: quartz-pebble conglomerate, unconformity,
ultrametamorphic, classical vein, alkalic plutons, contact, volcanogenic, sandstone, calcrete,
black shale, and phosphorite. Three of these depositional environments can be associated with
the local geology at Yucca Mountain and form the basis for this study; namely unconformity,
sandstone, and calcrete deposits. The possible depositional environments that apply to both
Yucca Mountain and the three classifications described above are discussed below and in
Appendix A.

Unconforniyi

There are abundant unconformities and faults present in the far-field at Yucca Mountain.
Within the Tertiary volcanic deposits present beneath the potential repository horizon there
are at a minimum, five unconformable contacts (others exist including the contact between
the Tertiary volcanics and the Silurian carbonates) commonly classified as bedded tuffs.
These bedded tuffs commonly consist not only of reworked ash-fall and ash-flow deposits
but contain sandstone, breccia, and paleosols. These bedded tuffs are sandwiched between
units of both Welded and nonwelded tuff (Ref. 41 and Ref. 44).
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Within the welded tuff, highly fractured and brecciated zones are present that could be used
as void spacelporosity for ore deposition. According to Barr et al (Ref. 48), the maximum
fracture frequency in exploratory studies facility (ESF) tunnel occurred between station
4200 and 5250. This is based on a maximum flacture density of mapped frares.
(minimal length of 1 meter) in the SF tunneL The average frature density In this Interval
was around 8/m. According to Steve Beason (Re. 49), the ESF Geologic Mapping Lead,
there are more fratures that were not mapped; these unmapped tues fell outside the
criteria for mapping (i.e. not greater than a meter in length). If these fractures are included,
the worst case fcture density would be on the order of 19rn within several locations in
the ESF (Ref. 49). This information, coupled with average fracture porosity values of
0.001 for repository host rock (Ref. 46) and aperture values on the order of 200 m. (Ref.
13), indicates that there could be sufficient void space to precipitate mineral phases in the
fictures.

The above factors fulfill thegeological.requirements for advection of mineralizing
solutions that are common to unconformity type ore deposition (i.e. an unconformity, a
source.fluld that could enter a higher porosity sandstone, breccia, or paleosol; and sufficient
porosity and/or fracturing and brecciation along faults or fractures).

Sandstone:

The analog to sandstone deposits can be made in three locations. First, as descnbed above,
there are sandstone and bedded tuff layers that are or could be the more permeable aquifer
units within two semi-confining welded tuff units. An example is shown in Appendix A,
Figure A-4.

Second, at some location down gradient of the proposed repository, the tuff aquifer pinches
out and becomes an alluvial aquifer. There ae fluvial and/or colian sediments, debris
flows, etc., which could provide a preferential flow path within the alluvial aquifer that
could be semi-confined within cemented paleosols overbank sediments, or other less
permeable alluvium (example Is shown in Appendix A, Figure A-5). Because these
deposits dip away from the repository and uranium charged groundwater could be flowing
down dip in a semi-coifined state, or there exist within the alluvium deposits themselves
preferential flow channels that follow paleostreams, the geologic advection conditions are
present for uranium deposition in the alluvium.

Third, there are sufficient sorbing sites on or in: a) the smectite clays associated with the
basal vitrophyre of the Topopah Spring formation, b) significant zeolite facies in the Calico
Hills, Prow Pass, and Bullfrog formations, and c) the zeolites, smectite clays, hematite, and
manganese oxide minerals lining the fractures.

Cgalrete:

Calcrete uranium ore deposits are very similar to the sandstone deposits except for the
uranium reconcentration mechanism (example was shown in Appendix A, Figure A-6).
Here, there is an evaporitic mechanism. In the arid environment and with known deposits
of pedogenic carbonate in the alluvium deposited near Yucca Mountain and the presence of
playa lake deposits at Fnlklin lakes the geologic conditions are present, but the possibility
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for thistype of ore deposit to form is unlikely due to the fact that there is no known source
of vanadium in the area that is required to precipitate carnotite. However, due to the fact
that Franklin Lakes playa is the currently expected location for gurficial discharge of
groundwatcrs flowing beneath Yucca Mountain (Ref. 13),one could expect some
accumulation of uranium mineralization via the same evaporative mechanisms that have
formed the playa.

623 Abstraction of Evaluated Scenarios from the TSPA Criticality Workshop to Natural
Analogs

The general geology of the Yucca Mountain area provides background for the abstraction to the
three potential types of mineral deposits. Most of the far-field scenarios discussed in a previous
section fall within or are somewhat analogous to one of the three previously described ore
deposit classifications. These include both the I and M branches of the Features, Events, and
Processes (ESP) diagram produced as areult of the TSPA criticality abstraction workshop
(Ref. 61) and given in Figures 62-1 and 6.2-2, respectively.

Table 6.2-1 below shows the correlation between the scenarios on the MP diagram and the
natural analogs described In this section.

Table 62-1 TSPA EP Scenarios and Tbeir Associated Natural Analogs

Analog Unconformity Sandstone Calcrete

Scenario Ff3a, 3b RF3c, 3d, 3e, FF-3f, 3g
_ _ la,lb,lc Id [

FEPs FP-la and PP-ic (Figure 62-1) are somewhat analogous to the sandstone or calcrete type
deposits. Although the scenarios are somewhat different, the mechanisms for uranium
precipitation do not differ from the standard saturated zone geochemical processes. By definition
scenarios F-la and Ic (Figure 62-1) need either a roll-front/geochernical cell or a sorption
mechanism in order to precipitate the uranium mineals.
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Analogous to the scenarios represented in Figures 6.2-1 and 6.2-2 are those possibilities which
involve transport and precipitation of the fissile material in the form of colloids. Such scenarios
are primarily applicable to plutonium, which is known to form colloids readily. They are not
easily defined, mainly because they do not deal with saturated groundwater flow systems and
colloidal transport and agglomeration is less well known. It is uncertain, at this time, how the Pu
colloids behave in the far-field environment. Therefore, this discussion of geologic analogs does
not address their effects. Colloids are discussed from the geochemical viewpoint in section 6.4.

6.2.4 Results of Natural Analog Study

The key factor in this study (as with all epigenetic uranium ore deposition) is the need for either a
sufficient localized reducing capacity or a source of vanadium within the Yucca Mountain
regional geology and aquifer system to precipitate sufficient quantities of ore grade uranium.
Without a mechanism or source to either reduce the oxidized uranium species in the groundwater
orthevanadium.to precipitateoxidizeduranium.ineralsthere can-benosubstantial..... .
accumulation of uranium minerals, thus no possible way for a critical assemblage to form. If the
required reducing capacity (or presence of vanadium) in the natural system at Yucca Mountain
(which is yet unknown or uncharacterized) does not exceed the reducing capacity (or presence of
vanadium) that has produced the accumulated known quantities of epigenetic uranium ore in the
past, the potential uranium precipitation at Yucca Mountain over geologic time is bounded to that
found in ores that occur in similar settings. The three natural analogs are discussed below in this
light.

6.2A.1 Unconformlty

A deposit at or near Yucca Mountain resembling an unconformity analog has the highest
potential for developing a criticality. On average, ore grade is much higher for the unconformity
type than either the sandstone or the calerete type deposits. The average ore grade for an
unconformity type deposit can be 2% (Table 6.2-1) whereas the other analogs have a much lower
grade, usually no greater than 0.35% (Table 6.2-2). The percentage of U308 in these high grade
ores seems to dwarf those in the other two analogs. The high grade ores reported in the
Athabasca region (Collins Bay, Rabbit Lake, Cluff Lake, Midwest Lake, and Key Lake) have
produced localized mineralizations that have high grade ores ranging between 30 and 80% U30g.
These high grades are persistent over several meters of the orebody. Certainly these types of
deposits, if formed at Yucca Mountain, could potentially result in a criticality. However, the
reducing conditions necessary to produce such large concentrated masses of fissile material are
evidently absent (Ref. 4, p. 73, 74).

Indications of the fluid geochemistry that was migrating up the faults and reacting with the
uranium charged oxidized waters above the unconformity in the Athabasca region, give bounding
conditions of what type of fluid is needed to react with the potential uranium rich oxidized waters
at Yucca Mountain (see Appendix A, Figure A-2). Gas samples associated with a characteristic
odor at Collins bay were analyzed and found to contain short chain aliphatic hydrocarbon gases,
hydrogen, and carbon dioxide. Also associated with the ore deposits are hard glassy
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Table 6.2.1 Collected Information on Selected Uncontrmity Type Deposits
Global Average Ore Grade (% U30.) uns between 0.2 to 2.0%

Deposit High Grade Average Ore Ore Body Ore
(% U 308) Grade Dimensions Deposition

(% U3 08) * Age (m y.)
Collins 80' 0.6 3000ftx300x100ft 1238'
Rabbit NA 0.4 215 m x 540 m x 200 m 1075'
Cluff 29.3b 1.9 1200 m x 200 m x 150 m 1050
KeyLake 35C 2.0 3.6kmxlOOmxNA 1160e
Midwest NA 3.4 2kmx200mxNA NA
East 2.47 0.4 NA NA
Jabiluka-l -NA- --- 39----l50m x-500rn 1500rr -- NA ---- - ----
Nabarlek . 5 to 72d NA NA 1770 to 800

'High grade ore: 7 ft. Section (along fault or brecca zone) of 80% U30,. 30 ft section of 60% U30;siD zone
ores have an average grade of 7% with a high grade of 29.3% U10, 'High grade ore reported in one case at
35% U,O, over 2 mn; Within a 10 meter wide crush zone; "General time interval of mineralization for all of the
Athabasca deposits runs about 250 m y. Table compiled using information from Nash et al. (Ref. 11), Hoeve
and Sibbald (Ref. 28 and 29). Jones (Ref. 14). Harper (Ret 30), Clark et al. (ReL31) and Clark and Burrill
(Ref. 35). NA means not eadily avalable in the litraturm

Table 62-2 Collected Information on Selected Sandstone and Calcrete Type Deposits

Deposit High Grade Average Ore Ore Body Ore Deposition
(% U30 8 ) Grade Dimensions Age (i. y.)

(% U308)

Global Ave. Global Ave.
Sandstone Type 2.0% 0.10 to 0.35%

Olympic Dam NA 0.05 to 0.1 NA NA
Eeberbaunn 2.3 NA Afewmxllkmx3m NA
Montezuma b 0.25 80 ft x several 1000 fWe NA
Happy Jacka 1.3b 039 20 ft x 500 ft x 3500 ft 65 m. y.
Temple 15c NA NA 84 m. y.

Calcrete Deposits Global Avg
0.1 to 0.3%

Yeelimfie 0 .36d 0.15 8 m x 6 km x 0.05 km NA
'Colorado plateau deposits average an ore grade of about 0.25% U30s. Colorado Plateau deposits have an average high grade
ore of about 2.0% U30,. Memple Mountain has an unique ore chemistry as uranium ore is directly associated with petroleum
products uch as tar and is not directly associated with the normal uranium or deposits on the Colorado Platea Half of the
ore at Yeelirrie grades better than 036% U,0,; no high grade numbers arc given. Table compiled using Information from Kerr
(Ref. 15), Huff and Lesure (Ref 16), Kimberly (Ref. 17), Fisher (Ref. 18). Dodd (Ref 19), KeDlley and Kerr (Ref25), and Nash
at m. (Ref. 11). 'Covers a broad area. of several thousand feet dimension. NA means not readily available in the literaur
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hydrocarbon buttons (Ref. 14). With these indications, the waters that were migrating up the
fault were certainly charged with methane and carbon dioxide. For other unconformity type
deposits, some sort of hydrotherinil fluid, which often has H2S gas, i cited as the reductant.
These two gases (methane and H2S) are very reducing (Ref. 12) and can potentially promote the
formation of very high grade ore deposits.

One potential source of very reducing fluids could be hydrothermal activity. A volcanogenic
hazard analysis done on Yucca Mountain suggests that the probability is extremely low for
having a volcanic event (Ref. 21). Thus, because of the necessary physical and temporal
con-elation between hydrothermal activity and volcanism, a hydrothermal event is unlikely
(Ref. 21). This low probability rules out a'hydrothermal event as a likely source of reducing
fluids.

Another potential source of very reducing fluids is associated with petroleum. However, there
are no.nown petroleurndeposits-at Yucca Mountain (Ref. 22). Ihis-docs not preclude...
mineralization from this mechanism at Yucca Mountain: A big uncertainty with current site
characterization data lies in the saturated zone.geochernistry at Yucca Mountain. There is a lack
of measured data from the carbonate aquifer, but with the data that are available, a known
chemical gradient exists between the composition of the Paleozoic aquifer and the Tuff aquifer
(Table 6.2-3). The measurements found on Table 6.2-3 are not sufficiently reducing; however,
there is neither a measurement for Eh nor are there measurements for al and HAS in these
waters.

The information presented above seems to indicate that the only geochemical mechanism that
could potentially create an unconformity type of deposit at Yucca Mountain is a nonhydrothermal
source of methane (or other hydrocarbon) migrating up a fracture zone or fault plane to react with
an oxidized uranium-rich fluid. Without a water chemistry sampling from the Paleozoic aquifer
that could yield information on potential petroleum or methane migration'from depth, this type of
ore deposit cannot be entirely ruled out, although a nonhydrothermal unconformity type deposit
due to petroleum migration seems very unlikely in view of the current geochemical
understanding of the site.
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Table 62-3. Water Chemistry for Well UE-25 P#i (Paleozoic
Aquifer) and Average J-13 (Tuff Aquifer) Compositions

Source LA-101188- OFR -84- OFR-94- AVG J-13
MS 450 305

Si 30 .41 44 38.3 28.5
Al 0.1
Fe <0.1
Mn <0.1
Mg 32 39 31 34.0 2.01
Ca 88 100 94 94.0 13.0
Na 171 150 150 157.0 45.8
K . .13A . 7.2 . 12. .10.9 .5.0.
Li 0.32 059 0.31 0.4 0.048
HCO; 698 710 890 766.0 129
F 3.5 4.7 4.9 4.4 2.18
Cl 37 28 26 30.3 7.1
S0 4- 129 160 78 122.3 18.4
NO; 0.1 8.8
pH (field) 6.7 6.6 6.7 6.7 7.4
Temp 'C 56 57 56.5 31.0

Values found on this table arc taken from References 7,32, 33, and 34.

6.2.4.2 Sandstone

Sandstone type deposits in the U.S. comprise about one third of all the known minable uranium
reserves in the world of which the majority are located on the Colorado Plateau (Ref. 11). Under
normal occurrence the high grade ores in sandstone deposits seldom exceed 2% U3 8 (Table 6.2-
2). The average ore grade for a typical sandstone deposit seems to range somewhere between 0.1
and 0.35% U30, with the deposits on the Colorado Plateau averaging about 0.25% (Table 6.2-2).
However, there are known occurrences of high grade ore that are directly associated with either
petroleum (tar and asphalt type materials) or buried logs. The Table Mountain deposit is
associated with tar and asphalt like substances as the reducing agent. This deposit has a
maximum ore grade of 15% (Ref. 20). Other uranium deposits on the Colorado Plateau have
occurrences of petrified logs that have been replaced with uranium minerals. These localized log
deposits average around 1.88% uranium with maximum concentrations in individual logs of
reaching 16.5 to 20% uranium (Refs. 22,23, and 24).

Without the presence of either logs or petroleum no other mechanism is known wherein a
sandstone type deposit can precipitate mineral grades much greater than 2% (Ref. 39). Therefore,
basic sandstone type deposits, without the reducing capacity of either buried logs or petroleum,
will not accumulate enough fissile material to go critical. However, as demonstrated above,
uranium deposition in the presence of logs or petroleum products could accumulate enough high
grade mineralization wherein sufficient fissile material could precipitate to go critical.
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Within the bedded Tuff (ash-fall or reworked) deposits at Yucca Mountain, where there are
known sandstone and paleosol deposits, there is the possibility of buried logs. As an example, a
study done at Mount St. Helens (Ref. 25) looked at dating ash fall deposits from eruptive events
using buried logs within associated lahar and debris flow deposits. Logs tended to be highly
disseminated within each deposit; however, within some of the sampled debris flows and lahar
deposits, between 17-30 logs were sampled for dating. These logs date from 1355 AD to 1885
AD. Although Yamaguchi and Hoblitt (Ref. 25) do not give a distribution nor the abundance of
buried logs in the Mount St. Helens deposits, their study documents the presence of buried logs
within volcanic deposits. The possible occurrence of logs within ashfall type deposits cannot be
discredited at Yucca Mountain. In Ref. 5, a probabilistic analysis done for far-field criticality
suggested that the likelihood a criticality event would occur as a result of uranium mineral
precipitation with buried logs is very small. Unless there is either a petroleum deposit or
migration event, such as is needed in the unconformity case described above, the likelihood of
criticality occurring in a sandstone type mineral deposit is small.

In conjunction with the burial of logs within or in close proximity to volcanic deposits, it should
be borne in mind that they tend to become petrified in a geologically short time. For example,
about 20 petrified forests have been identified in Specimen Ridge in Yellowstone National Park
(Ref. 27, pp. 313-314). This is closely related to the release of silica from the weathering of
volcanic glass giving rise to waters supersaturated in quartz, chalcedony, and other silica
minerals, which may then precipitate within the cells of the wood. Thus, it is quite likely that
any wood buried in the volcanic pile at Yucca Mountain, or in the soils between ash falls, may be
petrified, thereby severely limiting its capacity to provide a reducing environment.

6.2.4.3 Calcrete

Calcrete type deposits have similar ore grades as the sandstone type deposits. The average ore
grade ranges between 0.1 and 0.3% U 30, (Table 6.2-2). The arguments described above that
exclude the sandstone deposits from consideration are the same in this case (i.e., an insufficient
amount of vanadium in this environment to precipitate high grade quantities of uranium ore);
thus, the likelihood of a critical assemblage is small. Other potential arguments that help in this
case include both the potential accumulation of known nuclear fuel poisons and the evaporitic
loss of moderating water. The most likely location in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain for this
type of deposit is at or near Franklin Lake playa (believed to be a groundwater discharge location
for the groundwater flowing beneath Yucca Mountain, Ref. 13). Playa deposits are known to
accumulate borates as evaporite deposits (Ref. 26). Boron is a known reactor fuel poison and
will be a constituent of the high level waste planned to be disposed at Yucca Mountain. Last of
all, due to evaporation, there may be insufficient water to act as a moderator for criticality.

6.25 Summary of Analog Evaluations of Criticality Potential

The above discussion indicates that significant uranium mineralizations will only occur if there is.
either a persistent reducing agent (one strong enough to resist the invasion of oxidizing solutions)
or a source of vanadium within the host rock for the uranium to accumulate. If these conditions
are not persistent, there can be no more than short term accumulation followed by remobilization.
The potential for Yucca Mountain to have the required persistent reducing capacity seems
minimal given the current site characterization data. Some of the currently accepted
characterization data are as follows: a) there are no known petroleum deposits in the vicinity of
Yucca Mountain (Ref. 22); b) the probability of a hydrothermal event has been determined to be
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very small (Ref. 21); and c) the probability of uranium ore deposits from log replacement has
been determined to be very unlikely (Ref. ). The three items dismcssed above cover the main
areas of concern for potential criticality in the far-field. The considerations are summarized in
Table 62-4.

Table 6.24 Summary of Geologic Reducing Zone Occurrence Requirements, and Likelihood
at Yucca Mountain

Analog type Reducilg media Occurrence atYucca Mountain

Unconformity Hydrothermal fluid Requires volcanic activity; highly unlikely

Other methane source Incredibly low probability

Sandstone - Organic logs- *- Very unlikely*

Petroleum None observed, nor likely to be

Calcrete Vanadium None observed

* This case has been shown to have incredibly low probability for low enriched uranium
(LEU) commercial SNF with the log occurrence frequency of the Colorado Plateau
(Ref. 5).

Although the potential for far-field criticality seems small, one cannot fully rule out the
possibility of any of the FEP scenarios (Figures 6.2-1 through 6.2-4) occurring, because of the
nature of the geologic environment and the infeasibility to characterize the entire geologic system
at Yucca Mountain deterministically. Further site characterizations could identify zones where
either reducing capacity (HAS gas, methane, organic logs, etc.) or source of vanadium in the host
rock is sufficiently high over extended periods of geologic time to accumulate a high percentage
of U30,. However, within the tuffaceous rocks near the repository such formations would be
inconsistent with the current geologic observations at Yucca Mountain and the interpretation of
its history. For example, it is conceivable that some small amount of organic material could have
been deposited in the paleosols developed on the bedded tuffs during intervals between periods
of volcanic activity, however, most such organic material would have been oxidized (burned) by
the ashfall of subsequent volcanic activity, and what little might be left would be either petrified
by silica released during weathering of the volcanics or be of such small quantities as to pose
little threat to large accumulations of fissile material. It is, therefore, extremely unlikely that
evidence of reducing formations will be uncovered by any future geologic investigations within
the tuffs at Yucca Mountain.

63 Sorption

6.3.1 Methodology and General Observatlons

Best practices for geochemical analyses would use a computer code that couples the type of
geochemical calculations done in EQ3/6 with sorption and ion exchange. However, these latter
capabilities have not been incorporated into the most recently released version of that code
package.
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To obtain an approximate answer, the so-called Kd approach has been-used. This method has
often been employed in hydrologkcal flow and transport codes to provide a simple approximation
to sorption along flow paths. Nevertheless, it suffers from serious drawbacks in some cases
because it does not place an upper bound on the amount adsorbed, whereas in fact no more can
be adsorbed than can fit onto adsorption sites on the solid surface (substrate). It also does not
take into account changes in solution chemistry, such as whether or not the dissolved element
becomes incorporated into complexes, or surface chemistry, such as competition with other ions.
Application of available data to cases of interest in evaluating criticality external to waste
packages shows that in some cases the calculated amount of adsorption using Kds is Umnrealistic.

A good example of the complexity of modeling sorption appears in Ref. 54, which deals with the
adsorption of uranyl ion onto smectite, but in the absence of carbonates. This paper utilized
equations for 34 chemical equilibria in order to model the observed sorption reasonably well.
Unfortunately, because of the lack of consideration of carbonate complexes, this paper has little
value fpr the present appflcatior e.cept.to cQnfirm in a qualitative way the general order f. .

magnitude for the sorption relevant for conditions likely to be present within or near a repository
at Yucca Mountain. In particular it is clear that the adsorption of UO.' is significantly reduced
by the presence of moderate to high concentrations of Na and by complexation in solution.
Carbonate species in solution were rigorously excluded from the experiments described in this
paper in order to avoid this effect. Thus, low values of adsorption for UO 2I are appropriate for
the present application.

Data from Los Aamos National Laboratory (Ref. 55), the NEA sorption data base (Ref. 56), a
Swedish data set (Ref. 58), a Canadian set (Ref. 59), and TSPA 95 (Ref. 60) were used for
obtaining data. For conservatism maximum values were chosen. Table 6.3-1 documents the
calculations.

Data chosen are for

(1) goethite (FeOOH), which represents the degradation products of steel,

(2) zeolite, both a value for clinoptilolite from Ref. 55 and one for a zeolite of the
heulandite-clinoptilolite family from Ref. 53, and smectite, which represent
degradation products of glass waste forms as well as degradation products of tuff
and aggregate in concrete,

(3) tuff from Yucca Mountain, and

(4) marl, which resembles the degradation products of the cement in concrete.

Adsorption onto other materials, e.g., quartz and feldspar, is significantly less than on these
solids (Ref. 55), or otherwise similar to that for tuff, and has not been included in the analyses.
The geometric relationships among these solids as they may lie in the repository, i.e. a mix of
two or more of them, or segregation of one into a separate pocket, has not been considered. In
effect the analyses conducted assume that each occupies the entire region of the invert below a
waste package.- Because none of these individually gives rise to a condition in which a criticality
could arise, none could arise from any mixture of them. The use of mixtures as a first
approximation would require a weighted average of the various constitutients. Thus, a mixture
of solids will have a lower criticality potential than 100% of the most strongly absorbing species.
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The analysis covers a full range of anticipated pH and materials. In no case was a critical
condition approached. Below ihe repository only tuff, sometimes alteied to zeolite and/or
smectite, together with minor amounts of other materials is present. In view of the analysis here
it is apparent that a criticality could not arise there as a consequence of adsorption unless some
mechanism could occur that would greatly increase the concentration in the solution. In this
connection it should be borne in mind that at least an approximate equilibrium between the
concentration in solution and that in or on the'solids will prevail. Thus, a solution with a low
concentration of fissile material moving through the rock for a long time cannot increase the
amount adsorbed. Conversely, if a solution with a low concentration of UO 2, percolates through
a region which had previously been enriched in uranium by adsorption from a solution with a
higher uranium concentration, the adsorbed uranium will be at least partially desorbed and
flushed out. These relations differ in principle from possibilities that might arise through
precipitation of uranium or plutonium.

The only.circumstance recognized to date in which the Kd approach is clearly inappropriate-for
the present application is during the relatively brief time span (Section 6.1) that highly alkaline
solution is expected to exit the "can-in-an" glass waste-package, i.e. immobilized plutonium
cans embedded in HLW glass canisters. This case can be evaluated independently, as is done
below. The amount of adsorbed fissile material in all other cases is too low to lead to a
criticality.
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Table 63-1 Calculations of Uranium and Plutonium Sorption

Tbis table pvi basic telatloas (estits) f input to specific configurations Thc dat arc very unctain. is ect es European and Cnadian
da. The csiros wAfl be bed on asimple d approach. Concentration wmits for solutfos arm mg/kg densities chosen to be Unity hidch wil be low
andconservave. er sol& arc elekmdsablng iust. K db i lnmg~ . solidconc.10Wsoln. co. Theldapproachwsed hereh
Imitations. Specficaly, r. idAitly hgh concnwraios in solution, an adsorption sites on thc solid may be occpiA This means u the conoentadon
In the solid Is In fact limited, but Vt this simple model Is Incapable of showing dtha

Pluonilm Uranium

Sorld -Kd. Pu Kd, U Pu ds. effluent. pH 8.01 Cbmm.SNFpk Seffuent Pu gs. effu pH 8.01 Comm-SNFSg effluent
".- ~r Sot C.I. - SeMmA -e r C. -@ SeleJnA - C. ":A e

FeOOH

Smectite

VatricTuff
..mad

FeOH

Zweote
Smeetite
TufT
mart

70000 4000 5.342-08 3.742-06
800. 30 5.34N-08 4.272-08

700
3000 50 5.34E-0 1.602-07

80 4 5.34E-8 427E-09
.5000 1001 . 5.3410 2671-07

Pu &Is. efiL. pH 7.01
70000 4000 156E07 1.093-05

g00 30 156-07 1252-07

4.78E-03 1.91-02
4.782303 1.433-04
4.78E-03 3.35E-03
4.78E-03 2.392-04
4.782-03 1.91E-05

.4.78-03 4.7tE03

Pu gis. effl, pH 7.01
1931-03 7.722-03
1.932-03 5.792-05
1.93E-03 13S J-03
1.93E-03 9.65-05

1.932-03 7.72E4-6
1.931-03 1.93E 03

3000

so
5000

700
50
4

1000

16207 4.682-07
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1207 7.802-07

FcOOH
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Smectite
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Mari

70000 4000
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700

Pu tis. effL. pH 6
IASE-06 1.04E4
1.48B06 1.181-06

Pu gIs. effit pH 6
2.313-03 924203
2.31-03 6.93E-0S
2.31E-03 1.62-03
2.312-03 1.162-04
2.3IE-03 9242-06
231E-03 2.312-03

3000 50 1.4SE-06 4.442-6
30 4' 1.48-06 1.182-07

5000 1000 1A8E06 7.40 06

FcOOH

zeolire
Smectite.
Tuff

Pu gs. effL. pH 5.5

70000 4000 6.152-06 431-04
tOO 30 6.152-06 4.92E-06

700
3000 50

80 4
aim 1000

CormnSNP plg pH 6
1.87E-06 131-04
1.871-06 1350206

1.87E206 5.61-06
3.87E-06 15007
I tW7rA a i5OAV

Pu ls. dl, pH 5.5
4.71E-03 1.882-02
4.712-03 .41E-04
4.7103 32-03
4.712-03 2364
4.712-03 1.88205
4.7103 4.732Me3

CmrnSNPpg pll6
2.19 8.76E+00
2.19 6571-02
2.19 1.53E+00
2.19 1.102-01
2.19 3.762-03
2.19 2.19E+00

6.152-06 L.3S52O0
6.152-6 4.92B07
6 q50A6 3 aRsLs

.. svw v.s[ .vowJ -. 1_ >-
D=a for FcOOH. clinopdlolitc. and vitri tf talen from R. 55.
Da for zeolitc ten fiom Ref 53.
Dta for smectie tamn from Ret. 5.

Data for ma t fu Rf. 56.
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63.2 Analysis for zeolites and clays

Under highly alkaline conditions both Pu and U will be dissolved primarily s tricarbonate
complexes, PuO(CO3)j-, and Uo2(CO 3)F-. The large negative charge on these ions is of
special importance because the silicate crystalline structure of clays and zeolites carries a net
negative charge. This arises from the substitution of All for Si' in the silicate lattice; within
the crystal structure this is compensated by the presence of other metal ions, such as Nae and
Cat. On the surface, however, this negative charge isn't balanced by firmly held ions, but by
adsorbed positive ions. Negative ions will be repelled. This will effectively prevent the
adsorption of the tricarbonate complexes of plutonyl or uranyl ions onto zeolites or clays. These
tricarbonate ions are also very large and cannot penetrate into the crystal structures, i.e. into the
channels in zeolite or between layers in smectite. Even if they could, they would be repelled
because of the net negative charge which limits the ionic exchange to positive ions (cations), not
negative ones (anions).

633 Analysis for goethite and calcite

The nature of adsorption onto goethite and calcite differs markedly from that on the clays. For
these minerals the crystal lattice itself does not incorporate a charge imbalance that intrinsically
creates a net surface charge. Instead the nature of the surface chemistry changes with pH. This is
conveniently viewed in terms of major structural cations, e.g., Few, just below the surface firmly
bonded to a surface oxide ion. This can be represented as mFeO; where the triple equal sign
represents bonding to the rest of the structure. The cFeO- then signifies an active surface
chemical group, which interacts with the solution. At low pH hydrogen ions from the solution
will become bound to it, producing the group 1FeOH2 . In other words at low pH ferric oxides
and hydroxides, such as goethite, will have a net positive charge, and will readily adsorb anions.
At an intermediate pH the surface group changes to rFeOH, and at high pH to EFe;, which
adsorbs cations. The transition between the first and last of these groups is known as the zero
point of charge. For hematite this occurs in the pH range 4.2 to 6.9; for goethite in the range 5.9
to 6.7, and for amorphous Fe(OH)3 in the range 8.5 to 8.8 (Ref. 71, p. 351). Thus in any case the
ferric oxyhydroxides will tend to repel the plutonyl and uranyl tricarbonate complexes, which are
of importance only,at still higher values of pH. It is not yet clear whether calcite will similarly
not adsorb Pu and U at high pH; Ref. 71, p. 351 lists two values for the zero point of charge, 8.5
and 10.8. If the latter applies to the situation for Yucca Mountain, potentially large
concentrations of these elements could be adsorbed in a concrete invert. Literature searches
conducted to date have not found any experimental measurements of adsorption of Pu or U on
calcite under highly alkaline oxidizing conditions. (Clay minerals can also exhibit the
phenomena of zero point of charge, e.g., for montmorillonite it occurs over a range of s2 to 3,
Ref. 71, p. 351.) It should be kept in mind that the high pH condition applies only to waste
packages containing alkali rich borosilicate glasses.

6.3.4 Limits of uranlum/plutonlum accumulation

In contrast to the implications of the preceding paragraph, large quantities of fissile material will
not be available because of the limited duration (Section 6.1) of the high pH phase of waste
package degradation. This brevity would arise either because of acid production within the waste
package through the potential oxidation of Cr to chromate, or simply because of flushing of the
contents of the waste package by infiltrating water. Depending upon these factors the pH might
remain high for periods ranging from 300 to several hundred years (Ref. 2) at an infiltration rate
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of I mm/Yr. Higher infiltration rates will, of course, shorten the length of the high pH period.
The maximum mass of fissile material that could be released during 1000 years will be about
1500 grams per waste package. If this is all adsorbed uniformly in the invert immediately below
the package, the maximum concentration could reach only 0.05 wt%. For higher infiltration rates
the time during which the pH will remain high will be proportionately reduced. Table 6.3-2
shows the results of calculations for several infiltration rates and times. Other distributions of
the fissile material in the invert would produce variations in the concentration, e.g., 0.5% fissile
material distributed uniformly in the top 10 % of the invert. These are very conservative values
because a very high dissolution rate (Ref. 4, p. 11-12) was chosen for the BLW glass.

Table 6.3-2 Calculation of Maximum Amount of Fissile Material Exiting an Immobilized
Plutonium Waste Package at pH 10

* Flow Width.
Flow Length

Flow Cross Section
Water density

Porosity of Invert
Depth of Invert

Solid vol. of invert
Density of invert -

Mass of invert
Pu conc. in effluent
U conc. in effluent

Dimensions and Trnnsport Characteristics
171.cm - "shadow" of wastepackage.
323 cm shadow' of waste package

SS200 sq cm same as slab deposit area
1 gcm estimated same as pure water

0.3
700 mm

1160000

2.65 g/cme
3070000

78.3 ppm
6110 ppm

lafion

I

I
5
in

vouyr TrmnsPCt
glyr. Tkne Y

Fissic Conc n
mass, & inert. %

5520
SS2O

27600
ss'ft

1.9
1.9
7.44

1* tR

300
1000
200
inn

44637.
1487.90
1487.90
I47.90

0.01
0.05
0.05
n ns

The results presented above differ markedly from some of those presented in Ref. 53. The
experimental results were interpreted to mean that up to about 1 wt% uranium may be adsorbed
and/or ion-exchanged by zeolites of the heulandite-clinoptilolite group. The experimental work
is described only briefly. The Kd derived from the adsorption experiments is surprisingly high,
about 700 mlg. Some idea of how high the Kd might be can be obtained by utilizing data from a
table in Ref, 71, p 351. In this table the cation exchange capacity of smectite-montmorillonite is
given as ranging from 80 to 150 meq/lOOg, and that of zeolites from 100 to 400 meq/100g.
Evidently this table includes the combined effects of adsorption and cation exchange within the
crystal structure. From these data one may conclude that the capacity of zeolites may be up to
about 2 times that for smectite-montmorillonite. This implies that, believing that the data in
Table 6.3-1 are reasonable, one may expect the maximum Kd for zeolites to be about 125 ml/g.
It is evident from statements made by the authors of Ref. 53 that they understand the need to
perform reversed experiments; however, they made determinations of the Kd only from adding a
uranyl containing solution to the zeolite, but not from taking a zeolite previously charged with
uranium from a reasonably concentrated solution and reequilibrating the zeolite with a solution
with a lower uranium concentration. This casts some doubt on the reliability of the results.
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Nevertheless, the value of 700 mug is also included in Table 6.3-1. The concentrations of U in
the aqueous solutions in these experiments are of interest. Calculations performed with the code,
EQ6, indicate solubilities in the pH range from 5.5 to 6 or 0.005 to 0.002 ppm (Ref. 2), are far
less than those used in the experiments. This article makes no mention of the possibility of
precipitation of an insoluble U solid during the course of the experiments. On the other band the
experiments reported in Ref. 55 used similar concentrations and times of reaction, but obtained
much smaller values for the distribution coefficient. In summary the results reported in Ref. 53
are questionable. So far as can be determined, Ref. 53 does not properly take into account the
principles recommended by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) (Ref. 72).

The paper (Ref. 53 also includes a plot comparing the "adsorption ratio" as a function of pH,
evidently the percentage of the uranium adsorbed, and "the ratio of residual uranium in H-C
zeolite" against pH. (H-C refers to heulandite-clinoptilolite.) This latter ratio refers to results
after leaching tests, for which no details are provided. Points from the second determination fall
very close to the curv inf, twn tmough the first set. Nevertheless, percent adsorbed does not
permit a calculation of the Kd unless the solution concentration is also given, which is not done.
-Thus, this graph does not correlate directly with the one from which the Kd was estimated and
the significance of the comparison is lost. This plot is compatible with the interpretation that
uranyl ion is displaced from the zeolite at low pH by hydrogen ion, and that it is prevented from
adsorbing, or is removed from the solid, by complexation with carbonate at high pH. However,
over the range of pH from about 4 to about 8, where 100% of the U is "adsorbed", it is not
possible to tell from the data presented whether it is truly adsorbed or is precipitated. In any case
the high percentage of about 0.9% found in the zeolite would be relevant to the issues in this
report only for the brief initial period of high pH, and even then only a small percentage of the
uranium would consist of 235U.

The highest concentration of uranium in zeolite reported in the geologic literature is 0.166 wt%
in the Tono mine in Japan (Ref. 73). Since this is larger than the highest values calculated here,
it is likely that the responsible deposition process was enhanced from that described here, with
the method of enhancement being inapplicable to the repository source term. In particular, the
Tono mine zeolites are found in close association with reducing material (pyrites and organics)
which could have enhanced the uranium deposition in a way which could not be distinguished
from adsorpion in the zeolite.

* 6A Colloidal Transport and Deposition

The strongest evidence against significant colloidal transport of Pu from a waste package has
been observations at the Oklo site, where there was a natural nuclear reactor nearly 2 billion
years ago. The relevant observations at Oklo have been summarized in several articles, of which
the most directly relevant is Ref. 77. Recent measurements at the Nevada Test Site (Ref. 78)
have suggested that Pu could migrate in colloidal form for distances greater than 1 km in times
less than 25 years. To assess the potential for colloidal transport and deposition, this section will
sunarize the conditions for colloidal transport of fissile material and the possibility of
formation of fissile deposits to critical mass levels outside the waste package.

Generally, colloids will form by peptization where a previously precipitated solid is resuspended
as an extremely small (<0 angstrom) particles. Such a suspension behaves like a solution in
many respects. If Pu or U form such a colloid in the water, then the concentration of Pu and/or U
in mobile form could greatly exceed that of the dissolved species. This would allow more rapid
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transport of fissile material out of the package. Colloids can be filtered from solution by very
fine beds of solids (unlike dissolved ions which pass through filtrs owing to their much smaller
size). Transport followed by filtration outside the package thus sets up the potential for a critical
mass outside the package.

The fissile species do not have a unique tendency for colloid formation when compared with the
many other species present. The dissolution of materials in the waste package gives rise to a
variety of clay and other minerals which are prone to form colloids. This is especially true of
clay minerals which form from the breakdown of glass waste forms and oxides that are formed
during metal corrosion. To obtain an approximation to the likely proportions of different types
of colloids one may look at EQ6 simulations. For example, during the dissolution of the
immobilized plutonium waste package, the solids at pH 10.003 include 30 g Na4UO2(CO3)3 and
4.7 g PuQOin 895 g of other material including 448 g smectite (a material with large tendency to
form colloids) (see EQ6 output file" j 13awpSO.6o" in Section 9.2 of Ref. 4). The saie package
exhibits similarly dilutedmateriaLat pH -7wifihSg.soddyite and 25,6 g PuO2 in 2098 g of -.

other solids'which tend to form colloids, (EQ6 output file "jl3avwp45.6o" in Section 9.2 of Ref.
4). At pH 5 the immobilized plutonium package will contain 55.8.g soddyite and 51.3 g PuO2 in
3970 g of other solids including over 1 kg of smectite (EQ6 output file "jl3avwpsoly40.6o" in
Section 9.2 of Ref. 4). The commercial SNF package at pH 4 will contain 83.9 g of soddyite and
2450 g of UO,:2H2O which appears to be a large percentage of the 4340 g of other solids.
However, the U only include 4% fissile material (see EQ6 output file jl3avaugfal.6o in Section
9.2 of Ref. 4).

The MOX SNF package at pH 4 contains only 35.7 g PuO2 and 82.6 g of soddyite, but it does
contain 1330 g of UO%:2H2 0. However, the low U enrichment (0.1675%15) means that the total
fissile material is very small compared to the 3230 g of other colloid forming solids (see EQ6
output file 'jl3avmoxal.60" in Section 9.2 of Ref. 4). More importantly, the presence of so
much `"U will absorb a major fraction of any neutrons produced, thereby strongly lowering the
criticality potential of such a configuration. Thus it would be expected that any colloids fonned
will be a mixture typical of all the minerals formed in the waste package - not pure suspensions
of only fissile material. Subsequent filtration would result in a solid deposit of very low fissile
content - probably similar to degradation products described in the altered rock products from the
reaction of solutions with rocks (in Section 6.1, above). Characteristically such materials consist
of large amount of dilutent minerals compared to the amount of U or Pu minerals.

Colloids of Pu polymer are well known both as a safety concern and as a useful form for
preparing very precise particulates for nuclear fuels (Ref. 50). The sol-gel processes have bee'n
used to prepare colloidal solutions of Pu which can be used for a variety of purposes. At the
same time Pu polymer has been cited as a safety concern. Precipitates from concentrated acid
(such as nitric) solutions when exposed to water can peptize into colloidal suspensions of
material which can then transport to process equipment and possibly accumulate in critical
geometries. Pu polymer forms from Pu(V). This polymeric form of Pu(V) is a hydrolytic form
of Pu(I) that is characterized by a bright green color and distinctive absorption spectrum which
differs markedly from the ionic Pu(V) (Ref. 50). One type of sol-gel process involves
preparation of high-nitrate' sols from solutions of Pu(NO3)4 in HNO3. The HN03 is removed
from solution either by adding NH40H and washing the precipitate to remove NH3 and nitrate or
by solvent extraction of the HNO3 with n-hexanol. In either case the solids are then peptized by
digestion with dilute nitric acid. Highly stable solutions can be prepared with NO3/Pu ratios of
about 1.0. The resultant particles are typically 10 to 20 angstroms in size and can exist in
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amorphous or crystalline form (Ref. 50). An essential step in the process was found to be an
aging process where the washed dystalline material was heated i water for an hour at 1000C
prior to peptization. Without such a step, depolymerization occurred in a significant amount of
the material. Significant peptization does not occur unless the initial solution has a NO/Pu ratio
of at least 0.8. Similar effects can be obtained in sulfuric acid (Ref. 51). As dissolution
proceeds iIn the immobilized plutonium package, an initial acid solution resulting from chromate.

*formation is made alkaline as the glass degrades. This might conceivably replicate the
precipitate formation step of the sol-gel process, but the levels of acidity are not appropriate.
Further, there is no scenario for the aging step. The continued flushing by J-13 water might
supply an appropriate washing step and possibly produce peptization. As mentioned above,
while Pu polymer is somewhat unique, peptization of clay precipitates is just as likely to occur.
A pure form of a fissile colloid is not envisioned.

Data are not available to indicate whether U could form colloids. One unique aspect of 23Pu is
thatit decays with a 5.l5.MY.alpbaw.hich.has.been foundto-foster.the disproportionation of ..

Pu(V) into Pu(V1) and PuaV) enabling colloid formation (Ref. 52). Uranium does not have a
corresponding mechanism. It is conceivable that oxides of U in the precipitates formed during
degradation could be peptized in some similar manner to form U colloids. In any case there is no
reason to believe such colloids would be exclusive of other diluting colloidal material.

* Clearly more investigation of this issue is desirable, but there is currently no evidence that this
could be a significant driver for the formation of a critical mass external to the waste package.
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7. CRITICALITY EVALUATIONS

This section discusses the criticality evaluation of accumulations of fissile material in a fracture
network within the thermally altered tuff, reflecting fissile deposition through the invert within
the drift and into the first 50 centimeters of rock. The accumulations required for criticality
are calculated for the uranium minerals (soddyite), plutonium oxide (PuO.), and a 50150
combination of these materials. Because of the uncertainty inherent in modeling the deposition
process, the criticality calculations were performed over a range of percentages for filling the
fractures with fissile material, to identify the minimum critical filling fraction, or minimal
critical mass over the assumed deposition volume, which is described in the following section.
The amount of fissile material in the fractures (and total fissile mass) required to cause
criticality are significantly larger than the largest values found from the EQ6 calculations for
the maximum accumulation of fissile material in the near-field from a source term released
from a waste package containing immobilized Pa (Section 6.1.3.1); in fact the difference can
be considered amargin of error which the analysis can tolerate or a defense indepth. Only.the.....
principle fissile isotopes, 3U and 2"Pu are considered in the composition of the accumulation
due to the scoping nature of this evaluation.

7.1 MCNP Model Description

The MCNP.model is intended to represent the highest density and largest aperture fracture
network which could be found immediately beneath a waste package. Extensive mapping of
the ESF has been conducted by MO Scientific Programs, but the results are not yet available
in a suitable statistical summary which would suggest an appropriate worst case network.
Therefore, the authors made a personal inspection of much of the ESF on July 23, 1997,
finding the highest degree of fracturing near the Ghost Dance fault in alcove 6 and in alcove 5
(near the area being prepared for the drift scale heater test) which suggested that the worst case
fracture density in the walls of an emplacement drift might be the equivalent of parallel plane
spacings of -3 cm in three dimensions. This fracture scenario is approximated with a three-
dimensional array of cubes, 3 cm on a side. The inner cube (a minimum of 2.99 cm on a side)
is filled with porous tuff. The outer cubic shell represents the fracture filled with an aqueous
mixture of soddyite, Pu 2 , or a 50150 mixture of soddyite and PuO2. The entire model volume
is taken as one meter cube for the following reasons:

* The 1 meter square surface area was the largest observed, in the region of the ESF we
examined, to have a high density of fractures.

* A depth of 1 meter is a conservative shrinking from the depth of several meters
suggested by the EQ6 analysis. While the calculations of Section 6.1 indicate that the
fissile mass would be spread to a depth of several meters; a depth of 1 meter was used
because the cube is the most conservative of the rectangular geometries.

The chosen 1 meter cube containing the fissile material is surrounded by a one meter thick,
cubic shell reflector of tuff with the same porosity and water content as the inner fractured tuff.
A conceptual sketch of this arrangement is shown in Figure 7.1-1. The details of the MCNP
model of this geometry and the chemistry of the components are given in Ref. 83.
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The evaluation examines material composition effects related to the moderator fraction in both
the tuff and the fissile material. The evaluation also determines ihe effects of the size of the
fracture aperture which range from 0.001 to 0.01 cm thick.

Figure 7.1-1. Illustration of Fracture Matrix Model
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7.2 MCNP Results for 0.1 cm Fracture Width

The results for various fracture contents and widths are provided in this section. The results
are categorized by fracture width and fracture content. Note that the fissile masses were
derived from the volume fractions varied to determine subcritical concentration limits. These
values are at least an order of magnitude larger than the maximum deposits obtained from the
geochemistry simulation analyses.

Tables 7.2-1, 7.2-2, and 7.2-3 list the results for soddyite, plutonium oxide, and a 50150
mixture of soddyite and plutonium oxide for fracture widths of 1 mm. The tables cover a
range of fissile mass/water mixtures and interstitial water fractions in the tuff matrix.
Interstitial water fractions in the tuff averaged about 4% up to a maximum of 13% (Ref. 82)
which is the maximum porosity of the rock. Plots of the results are provided in Figures 7.2-1,
7.2-2, and 7.2-3.

The results for soddyite, Table 7.2-1, show a range of Kff values from about 0.5 to 1.2 as the
volume fraction of soddyite in the 1 mm fracture increases from 1% to 6% for a tuff water
volume fraction of 13%. A similar range is seen for 8% water in the tuff, with k,f values that
are generally slightly lower than the 13% cases. For 4% water in the tuff, the reactivities are
lower still. To obtain a value of kfr of 0.93, soddyite volume fractions about 0.31, 0.32, and
0.35 are required for tuff with 13%, 8%, and 4% water by volume, respectively. The reason
that there is relatively little sensitivity to variations in the amount of water in the tuff is that
there is approximately the same amount of water in the fractures, since they are more than
90% filled with water. The trends of the results are illustrated in Figure 7.2-1.

Table 7.21 Soddyite in 1 mm W1ide Fracture
V~~~OFa ldyitC 235TlMass -p | MC( ~ace W) |J k I s

13 Volume Percent Interstitial Water in Tuff
0.01 3.23 p87s.o l 0.43348 0.00113
0.03 9.68 p87s03.o 0.91644 0.00213

- 0.031 10.0 p87s031.o 0.92695 0.00144
. 0.0312 10.003 linear interpolation 0.93

0.032 10.33 p87s032.o 0.93977 0.00180
0.04 12.91 p87s04.o 1.02656 0.00145
0.06 19.36 p87sO6.o 1.16962 0.00200

8 Volume Percent Interstitial Water in Tuff
0.01 3.23 P92s01.o 0.48570 0.00106
0.03 9.68 p92s03.o 0.90225 0.00196
0.032 10.377 linear nterpolation 0.93 :
0.034 10.97 p92s034.o 0.95360 0.00199
0.035 11.29 p92s035.o 0.95709 0.00203
0.04 12.91 p92s04.o 1.00886 0.00174
0.06 19.36 p92sO6.o 1.14695 0.00177

4 Volume Percent Interstitial Water in Tuff
0.01 3.23 | P96sOl.o | 0.47604 0.00125
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Table 7.2-1 Soddylte in 1 mm Wide Fracture

0.03 9.68 p96s03.o 0.88168 0.00194
0.0348 11.22 linear interpolation 0.93
0.035 11.29 p96s035.o 0.93222 0.00176
0.04 12.91 p96sO4.o 0.98176 0.00257
0.05 16.13 p96sO5.o 1.05917 0.00261
0.06 19.36 p96s06.o 1.10659 0.00214

1.2

.1.15.. . 1HO Tuf _.
. ! 8%lH20TO

1.1 . ~ -- 4% H20 TOf

4 1.05 Madmum Possible
Accumdlatlon

0.95

0.9*

0.85~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1

0.8

0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1

Volume Fraction Soddyite In Fracture

Figure 7.2-1. 1 nun Fracture Width - soddyite Near-Field Results

The general trend for plutonium oxide is the same as shown in Table 7.2-2, however the values
of kff are significantly higher. They range from about 0.92 to 1.37 for 13% water and 0.91 to
1.28 for 8% water. Again, for no water in the tuff, the results are significantly lower.
Volume fractions of about 0.0056, 0.0058 and 0.0064 are required to produce a Kff of about
0.93 for tuff/water volume fractions of 13, 8, and 4%, respectively. Figure 7.2-2 illustrates
the trend in the plutonium oxide data.

Table 7.2-2 Plutonium Oxide In 1 mm Wide Fracture
Vnl rac Po. eM k _St ME mR 

13 Volume Percent Interstitial Water in Tuff
0.005 I 4.89 I pS7pOQ5.o I 0.87833 I 0.00164

0.0057 I .57 linear it laton 0.93 1 I
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Table 7.2-2 Plutonium Oide in 1 mm WVide Fracture
Vn1 rac, Pthl. 239p Mwvz, Vrg MtCNP (-ace TT) :k -

0.006 5.86 j p87p006.o 0.95216 0.00199
0.01 9.77 p87pO1.o 1.13875 0.00176
0.10 97.74 p87plO.o 1.47392 0.00220

8 Volume Percent Interstitial Water in Tuff

0.005 4.89 p92pO05.o 0.87189 0.00196
0.0058 5.68 linear Interpolation 0.93 -

0.006 5.86 p92pOO6.o 0.94335 0.00186
0.01 9.77 p92p01.o 1.11842 0.00202
0.10 97.74 p92plO.o 1.42666 0.00235

4 Volume Percent Interstitial Water in Tuff

0.005 4.89 p96pO05.o 0.86307 0.00179
0.006. 5.86 p96p006.o 0.92786- 0.00225 -

0.00604 5.9 linear Interpolation 0.93
0.007 6.84 p96pO07.o 0.97934 0.00246
0.01 9.77 p96pO1.o 1.09265 0.00195
0.10 97.74 p96plO.o 1.37420 0.00253

The evaluation of the 50150 mixture of soddyite and plutonium oxide in water provides results
bracketed by those of soddyite and plutonium oxide, see Table 7.2-3. The kfr values range
from about 0.91 to 1.34 for a tuff interstitial water volume percent of 13% with slightly
smaller values for 8%. The fissile mixture volume percents required for a 0.93 k, are about
0.0096,0.0096 and O.01 for 13%, 8% and 4% tuff water, respectively. Figure 7.2.1-3
illustrates the data trend.
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Figure 7.2-2. 1 mm Fracture Width - Plutonium Oxide Near-Field Results

Table 7.2-3 0150 Mixture of Plutonium Oxide and Soddyite
In I mm Wide Fracture

Vol Frac.- Mixtvire. I235 913> 1 M -ss, I IT

13 Volume Percent Interstitial Water in Tuff
0.009 5.85 p87spOO9.o 0.90614 0.00247

0.0096 6.22 linear interpolation 0.93
0.01 6.5 p87spOl.o 0.94827 0.00130
0.10 65.0 p87sp10.o 1.44006 0.00282

8 Volume Percent Interstitial Water in Tuff
0.0094 6.14 linear extrapolation 0.93

0.01 6.5 p92spO1.o 0.93288 0.00182
0.10 65.0 p92splO.o 1.39515 0.00176
0.50 325.0 p92sp50.o 1.45362 0.00242

.________ 4 Volume Percent Interstitial Water in Tuff 
0.01 6.5 p96spO1.o 0.92068 0.00218

0.0102 6.66 linear Interpolation 0.93 -

0.011 . 7.15 p96spO11.o 0.95902 0.00194
0.012 7.8 p96sp012.o 0.98559 0.00179
0.10 65.0 p96splO.o 1.34475 0.00222
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Figure 7.2-3. 1 mm Fracture Width - 50150 soddyite/Pu Oxide Mixture Near-Field Results

As shown in the above figures, the fissile mass required to achieve criticality exceeds by an
order of magnitude the maximum accumulation resulting from the geochemical simulation
analyses.
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8. SENSITIVITY TO UNCERTAIN PARAMETERS

8.1 Sensitivity to Fracture Thickness

The criticality safety criterion can be satisfied with a maximum Kff from MCNP of about 0.93.
An evaluation of the fissile masses that produce this Kff is presented in this section. A further
evaluation determines the reactivity of fissile masses of both plutonium oxide and
soddyite/plutonium oxide mixtures for a total fissile mass equal to the mass of soddyite that
produces a klff of 0.93. As noted in the previous section, the fissile mass required to achieve
criticality exceeds by an order of magnitude the maximum accumulation resulting from the
geochemical simulation analyses.

The tables in the previous sections provide the reactivity results for the fissile material as a
function of fracture width or.fissile concentration.. In addition, an estimate of the fissile
volume fraction and weight that would produce a k1 of 0.93 is tabulated base on linear
interpolation. These interpolated values are gathered and listed in Table &1-1 as a function of
spacing and material. Plots of the data are presented in Figures 8.1-1 and 8.1-2. The trend of
the data, see Table 8.1-1 and Figure 8.1-1, indicates that the volume fraction of fissile material
is inversely proportional to the fracture width by almost a constant factor, i.e. the volume
fraction approximately doubles for a reduction in the width by a factor of 2. Stated another
way, and illustrated by Figure 8.1-2, the fissile mass to produce a k~f of 0.93 essentially
remains constant for a given material. For uranium, the required weight seems almost constant
with small deviations probably due to the statistical nature of the results and linear
interpolation. However, for the materials containing plutonium, there seems to be a slight
increase in mass as the fissile volume fraction increases. This may also be due to statistics and
interpolation. However, since the trend is followed for four sets of data, it is probably related
to either the fissile mass increase or the decrease in the hydrogen content of the fissile material.

Table 8.1-1 0.93 Kef Fissile Volume FractIons and Weighits
Fracture 13% Water VF in Tuff 8% Water VF in Tuff

Width, cm soRddyite Plo, I Mixtulreo-4ntldite A1O. I Mixtuire

_______ Fissile Volume Fraction Fissile Volume Fraction
0.100 0.031 0.006 0.010 0.032 0.006 0.009
0.010 0.352 0.062 0.105 0.438 0.074 0.125
0.005 0.714 0.125 0.214 0.899 0.152 0.256
0.002 - 0.317 0.541 - 0.388 0.662
0.001 - 0.638 _ _ 0.785

_________ Fissile Weight, IgFissile Weight, K
0.100 10.00 5.57 6.22 10.38 5.68 6.14
0.010 11.97 6.25 7.03 14.57 7.45 8.37
0.005 11.89 6.31 7.18 14.97 7.67 8.66
0.002 1 6.40 7.27 1 7.84 8.89
0.001 _ 6.45 - - I 7.93 _.
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0.93 Fissile Volume Fraction vs. Fracture Width
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Figure 8.1-1. Trend of Critical Fissile Volume Fraction with Tuff Fracture Width
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Fissile Mass for Keff of 0.93 vs. Fracture Width
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Figure 8.1-2. Trend of Critical Fissile Mass with Tuff Fracture Width

8.2 Sensitivity to Yolume of Deposition

The near-field volume over which the fissile material might be deposited could be no greater than
the footprint of the waste package (cross sectional area) multiplied by the maximum depth of
penetration of the high fissile concentration (3.35 meters, as shown in cell 3 of Table 6.1-3). It is
possible that the outflow from the waste package could be concentrated over a much smaller area
than the entire package footprint. Therefore the criticality calculations in Section 7,.
conservatively, used the much smaller volume of a I meter cube. The fact that this is
conservative with respect to the maximum volume is demonstrated by calculations of kf for a
sequence of volumes ranging from the meter cube to the full volume of the 3.35 meter depth
multiplied by the horizontal cross sectional area of the waste package interior (length multiplied
by the inside diameter), with the results shown in Table 8.2-1. For these cases, a fixed mpss of
fissile material, (10.07 kg of "Pu corresponding to the total amount of Pu deposited in the
fractures of the IxIxI m cube at a density of 10 wt% PuO2 and 90 wt% water), is distributed
homogeneously throughout the increasing volumes. It was also assumed, conservatively, that the
tuff in the homogeneous cases contained 13 wt% interstitial water. Note that the geochemical
simulation analyses indicate that these fissile accumulations cannot be achieved.

Table 8.21. Comparison of ker as a function of volume for a fixed fissile mass
homogeneously distributed

. .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Dimensions (cm) . sigma

lOOx1O0xlO0 1.098 0.002

15Ox15Ox150 0.773 0.001

250xl50x250 0.419 0.001

340xlOx334 0.259 0.0002

From the results of Table 8.2-1, it can be concluded that spreading a fixed amount of plutonium
over an increasing volume will decrease the kd,. Therefore, the 1 meter cube used for most of the
criticality calculations of this study is seen to be conservative with respect to the larger volume
which could be occupied by the fissile material.

It should be noted that the kff forthe homogeneous .1 meter cube case,.the first row of Table.
8.2-1, can be compared with the k,, for the heterogeneous case, given in Table 7.2-2, which
consisted of a 1 meter cube divided into 3 orthogonal sets of 33 fracture planes which contain the
PuO2. The k,,, for this heterogeneous case is 1.0807 ± 0.0024. Thus the homogenization
provides only a slight increase in kff. This very slight increase is to be expected, since the 3 cm
fracture spacing is approximately the same as the mean free path of neutrons in tuff, so that
neutrons in the heterogeneous case can typically reach neighboring planes of fissile material by
the time they have their first collision. This is in contrast to published work describing
homogenization of systems with larger spaced fractures filled with fissile material, which showed
a 20% increase on homogenization (Ref. 74). In that case the fracture spacing was at least 10
cm, which is much greater than the mean free path.

8.3 Sensitlivity to Dissolution Rates of theInoblized Plutonium Waste Form

For the immobilized plutonium waste form, the only significant fissile deposits in the near field
occurred under conditions of high pH in the source term. As indicated in the discussion of
scenarios in Section 4, this high pH will only contain significant fissile material if the HLW
glass is not completely degraded by the time the fissile is released from the immobilized
plutonium waste form. Since the waste form is developed so that it will be much more
resistant to aqueous corrosion than the ordinary HLW glass, the only way in which the release
of significant amounts of fissile material could precede the complete degradation of the HLW
glass is for the corrosion of the latter to be stretched out in time by delayed, or intermittent,
contact of water with some of the HLW canisters.

The most likely way for this delay to occur is for water to fill, or flow through, only the lower
part of the horizontal waste package. The canisters which happen to be above the level of
significant water contact will not be degraded until the lower canisters have degraded to such
an extent that they can no longer support the upper canisters, which will ultimately fall to the
bottom of the waste package where they will be able to contact the water and be degraded.
Thus all the HLW canisters should be degraded in at most lOx.the time it could take for one
canister to fully degrade. Therefore, if the immobilized plutonium waste form can be
guaranteed to degrade at less than 1/10 of the rate for the HLW glass, there will be no
significant concentration of fissile mass in the near-field, and certainly no criticality.
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9. CONSEQUENCES OF A STEADY STATE EXTERNAL CRlCALITY

The purpose of this section is to provide an estimate of the consequences of a criticality event in
fissile material deposited in the fracture network in the tuff external to a WP under the
assumption that such an unlikely event does occur. Criticality evaluations made for several
fracture and fissile material combinations modeled as a 1 m cube, as discussed in Section 7, have
shown that the largest 1yf values were obtained for PuO2 in 0.0001 m fractures. The parameters
in these scenarios are assumed to be an upper bound on conditions supporting criticality (high
infiltration, water content of tuff material, sufficient fissile material) and thus selected as a worst
case scenario for a criticality consequence scoping analysis. The consequences of a criticality
will be evaluated with respect to changes in the radionuclide inventory of the waste package
material.

9.1 Estimated Power Level

The criticality scenarios discussed in Section 7 depict a situation where issile material from a
degraded and breached WP gradually infiltrates and collects into rock fractures gradually
approaching concentrations where criticality (kdS=1) may be possible, particularly if water
entrapment in the tuff material increases after deposition of fissile material. As shown in Figure
7.2-4, the criticality of a given fissile mass is sensitive to both the water content of the fractures
and the tuff material. Once criticality is reached, power levels can be expected to rise until the
water loss from vaporization balances the inflow rate. Additional water loss will reduce the
overall water volume fraction, introducing a negative reactivity acting to terminate the criticality
event. The maximum steady state power will then be a value sufficient to raise the inflow water
to the core temperature, maintain the temperature against conduction losses at the core
boundaries, and evaporate the inflow water mass.

Since the analysis is for near field locations and significant fracturing is assumed in the tuff
material, the system pressure was assumed to be atmospheric (1013.25 kPa) and water vapor
exits the power producing volume at the ambient pressure. The ambient temperature was
assumed to be 323.15 K (50.0 @() (Ref. MGDS-RD 3.7.3.33). A conservatively high 50
mm/year rate of water inflow (focused flow) was assumed to maximize the estimated power level
and, hence, the burnup. The power level was estimated from the equation

P W*C *(T-TO) + W*hfg + k*S*(T-TO) (Equation 9.1)

where

P = Power (Jfsec)
W = Flowrate (kg/sec) = Inflow (m/sec)*Surface area (m2)*Density (kg/ 3)
Cp = Heat Capacity (4.174e3 J/kg-K Ref. 37)
hb(t) = Heat of vaporization (Water) (J/kg)
k = Thermal Conductivity (Tuff) (1.38 3/sec-m-K Ref. 79)
S = Conduction shape factor for cubes (8.24*L Ref. 80)
L = Length (cube edge) (m).
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Equation 9.1 was evaluated and results shown in Table 9.1-1 for temperatures between ambient
and 373.15 K to estimate the maximum sustainable power level.

I- Table 9.1-1. Power from Equation 9.1
Temperature Temperatur t Inflow Heating Vaporization Conduction Power

K _ _ (J/kg) (watts) (watts) (watts) (watts)

323.15 50.0 2.426e+06 0 22.8 0 22.8

343.15 70.0 2329e+06 7.84e-07 219 227A 249

323.15 50.0 2.252e+06 e96e.06 21.2 568.6 590

The above power represents a conservative ideal condition since, in reality, several mechanisms
will act to-disruptequilibrium. Someofthese-mechanisms-include decreases inthe drift flow.
rate resulting from climatic cycles, non-uniform distribution of water in fractures, and non-
uniform distributions of interstitial water in the tuff. The combined effect of these mechanism
will likely limit any single near-field criticality event to a relatively short duration, with periodic
recurrences as conditions permit. Therefore, use of a steady state power of 0.59 kW to estimate
the total bumup resulting from a long term postclosure near-field criticality should provide a
reasonable upper bound to the cumulative effect of periodic events.

The MCNP case used as a basis for the criticality consequence analysis was Case t87p 1O.o
(10.1 Kg 239Pu in a I ma volume, 0.1 volume percent PuO in 0.0001 m fractures) from Table
7.2-2, which was the critical case with the lowest PuO2 volume fraction in the rock fractures.
This case, with an initial 1 of 1.081, represents a conservatively high initial rnPu loading in the
rock fractures. However, as shown in Section 7, the critical mass for material in the fractures
declines with increasing interstitial water content in the adjacent rock. While water inflow was
assumed to continue, deposition of addition fissile material during the steady state criticality was
not included in the burnup evaluation. The duration of the criticality event was defined by
sufficient loss of fissile material and buildup of fission products to reduce the kr below 1.0.
This occurred at about 4,000 years where the criticality event was terminated and the
radionuclide inventory decay followed for an additional 60,000 years.

9.2 Effects of a Steady State Criticality on Radlonuclide Inventory

To evaluate long term effects on the radionuclide inventory at the WP location, the computer
code SAS2H was run using the MCNP case t87plO.o from Table 7.2-2 (summarized above) as
the basis. Since the SAS2H code requires the neutronic system to be represented in a
1-dimensional sense, it was necessary to convert the three- dimensional MCNP model (an array of
0.03 m cubes) to an equivalent I-dimensional model consisting of an infinite array of unit cells
which determine the shape and dimensions for cross-section processing. The unit cell specified
for the SAS2H model was a symmetric slab cell consisting of a sheet 6f the PuO2 -H2 0 fuel
mixture between moderator layers of the tuff-water composition. A finite fuel volume was
specified for the input power and nuclide inventory tracking. Equivalence was defined for this
analysis where the SAS2H k.f matched the MCNP value. For the MCNP case, fuel sheets were
0.0001 m thick surrounding 0.0299 m cubes. The initial cell width for the SAS2H model was
reduced by a factor of 3 from the MCNP model to convert from 3-D to 1-D. The fuel sheet
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thickness and cell width were varied in the SAS2H model to obtain a initial kff matching the
MCNP value. This resulted in an initial ke of 1.083 for a fuel thickness of 0.00012 m and a cell
width of 0.008 m compared to the MCNP value of 1.081. Bumup steps of 1,000 years were
taken at a power level of 0.59 kW until the kff reached sub-critical (1Ic, < 1.0) which occurred
after 4,000 years.

The total activity of the radionuclides from the criticality event in curies and the fraction due to
23Pu following the criticality is given in Table 9.2-2 for cooling increments of 10,000 years up to
60,000 years. As shown, most of the activity results from the plutonium decay. The Pu mass
after the 60,000 Yr cooling period was 3.7 Kg (initial mass - 10.1 Kg).

Table 9.2-2. Radioactivity in Curies Following a Criticality Event

Isotope 0 years 10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 50,000 60,000
._____ ._____ *year years years * years *years

Pu239 479 359 269 202 152 114 85.3

Total 560 387 279 206 153 115 85.6

Pu239 0.86 0.93 0.97 0.98 0.99 0.995 0.996
fraction

Input data and selected output data including the complete radionuclide activity data from the
SAS2H case are listed in Appendix B.
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10. MAJOR FITDINGS

The principal opportunity for accumulation of fissile material in the near-field, and the
host rock immediately below the waste package, occurs when the pH of the source term
solution is greater than 10; under such circumstances the solubility of U will be at its
highest, and the reaction with neutral pH invert material will be the strongest. This
establishes a strong data need for accurate waste form dissolution rate. If this rate is
sufficiently slower than the DHLW glass dissolution rate there will be very little fissile
material released during the high pH period. See Section 6.1.3.

* The maximum accumulation of uranium possible in the invert and the host rock
immediately below a single waste package, under physically realistic conditions, is less
than 2 kg. The maximum of plutonium is two orders of magnitude smaller.

* Since most of the near-field fracture/void space will fill with non-fissile precipitate from
the source flow, the only possibility of accumulation of a critical mass in the near field is
if the fracture aperture is greater than I mm. This is based on the critical masses of 6 kg
for plutonium and 12 kg for uranium, which were calculated for a very conservative
fracture network filled to approximately 0.3% with fissile material. The critical mass for
uranium is more than 6 times the maximum which could be accumulated under the worst
case physical conditions as indicated in the previous item. See Section 8.1.

* The range of fracture apertures considered in this study (0.01 mm to 1 mm), and fracture
spacing, is based on direct observation by the authors. The USGS has been preparing a
comprehensive study of the ESF fractures Which should give more definitive data on the
subject. See Section 7.1.

* Review of geologic literature and field data strongly suggests that there are no formations
at Yucca Mountain which would be capable of hosting the types of uranium deposits
which could lead to a critical mass of highly enriched uranium. There should be some
survey of broader geologic opinion on the subject and concurrence with the conclusions
expressed here. See Section 6.2.

* Zeolites, smectities, and other naturally adsorbing materials present in the host rock
beneath the repository can accumulate significant amounts of uranium, but are not within
an order of magnitude of the amount which would be necessary to cause criticality. See
Section 6.3.

* For the immobilized plutonium waste package the primary determinant of the
concentrations in the source term, is the HLW chemistry, rather than the much smaller
amount of immobilized Pu waste form. See Sections 5.2 and 5.3.

* The external criticality potential from a MOX waste package source term is much less
than from the immobilized Pu waste form because the effective enrichment is much
smaller, and there is no urxique MOX chemistry which would cause it to accumulate in the
external environment any more readily than the fissile elements from the immobilized Pu
source term. See Section 6.1.5.
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* Cumulative effects from multiple waste packages have been considered and shown to not
significantly effect the above findings because the worst case accumulation in local
geologic features could saturate the accumulation capability of the invert and the
immediately adjacent rock with the contents of a single waste package, and such a worst
case has already been reflected in the above findings. See Section 6.1.3.5.

* In the extremely unlikely event that an external criticality does occur, the effects will be
minimal, even for the high effective enrichment of the immobilized Pu waste form. It is
estimated that the maximum power would be no more than 500 Watts and the maximum
duration would be no more than 4000 years. The increased radionuclide inventory from
such a criticality would be less than 14% of the original Pu radioactivity before criticality.
See Section 9.
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APPENDIX A

SHORT OVERVIEW OF URANIUM GEOCHE MISTRY AND ORE
DEPOSITION ENVIRONMENTS AND ME CHANISMS

Uranium never occurs naturally as a native element because it would react with water in a
geologically short time to form an oxide and elemental hydrogen. Because all uranium minerals
contain oxygen, and this marked affinity for oxygen plays a dominant role in determining
uranium geochemical properties, uranium occurs only in the oxidation states of U", UI and Ut'.
Most of the geochemical reactions are adequately described in terms of either the reduced U" or
the oxidized U4' state.

At low temperatures and pressures, uranium in rocks and minerals undergoing weathering and
leaching is oxidized from U" to U' and becomes soluble in groundwater as UO22' ion; as one of
the uranyl carbonate complex-ions-(Figure A-4), or-as any-of a number-of other complexes;-
among these are complexes with Po', S044 and AsOi3 (Ref. 11). As long as groundwaters
containing these complexes remain oxidizing, the hexavalent uranium ions will remain mobile;
but when they encounter and percolate through reducing environments, the uranyl ions arc
reduced to tetravalent uranium and are reprecipitated as uraninite, pitchblende, coffinite, or some
other reduced uranium mineral. Vanadium may also be deposited by this same sort of reductive
mechanism as tetravalent V in montroseite, roscoelite, etc. (Ref. 62). Reduction of mobile uranyl
species to U" with precipitation of highly insoluble uraninite or coffinite normally reflects the
concurrent oxidation of proportionate amounts of more abundant species in nature, such as
ferrous iron, sulfides, and/or organic carbon (Ref. 63). Reactions for vanadium are similar.
Subsequent to this deposition process, the minerals containing reduced vanadium may oxidize
along with the minerals with reduced uranium to produce uranyl vanadate minerals such as
carnotite and tyuyamunite.

Epigenetic uranium mineral deposits vary in size and grade, depending on geology, but one fact
remains: the need for a reducing environment (or vanadium) for the primary mineral(s) to
precipitate. Gruner (Ref. 12) stated that the oxidation-reduction potential is so low at pH values
expected in nature that only carbonaceous matter or H2S could reduce uranyl solutions at
temperatures below about 1000 C. Other authors explicitly state that the precipitation mechanism
for epigenetic uranium ore deposits is reduction (Ref. 12, Ref. 62, Ref. 11). To further illustrate
the need for reduction as the precipitation mechanism in epigenetic deposits, a pH of 3 or less
-would be required to provide the acidity necessary to dissolve more than a few parts per million
from pitchblende without oxidizing it (Ref. 64).

Therefore, without sufficient reducing potential in the depositional environment, the precipitation
of uranium by reduction of uranyl ions cannot occur, and only minor amounts would precipitate
in cases of low reducing potentials or small reducing capacity. Once there is sufficient reducing
capacity within the host rock, uranium will accumulate in sufficient quantities to form ore grade
deposits if other conditions necessary for mineral deposition are present, e.g., sufficient porosity,
favorable host rock, stable groundwater flow, etc. *

Uranium deposits normally are classified based on one of the following criteria: host rock type,
structural setting, mineralogy, deposit form, or geochemistry-, however, for this report, the
classification scheme is kept simple based on the review of the available literature. Ore body
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type descriptions found in Nash et al (Ref. 11) include 11 different types which are based on
depositional environment. They air as follows: quartz-pebble cohglomerate, unconformity,
ultrametamorphic, classical vein, alkalic plutons, contact, volcanogenic, sandstone, calcrete,
black shale, andphosphorite. Three of these depositional environments can be associated with
the local geology at Yucca Mountain and form the basis for this study, namely unconformity,
sandstone, and calcrete deposits. The uranium deposits at Oko, Gabon and Pefia Blanca, Mexico.
have often been cited as natural analogs to Yucca Mountain. However, these two deposits did
not utilize epigenetic processes to accumulate the uranium ore. The Oklo deposit falls under the
quartz-pebble-conglomerate type deposit (Ref. 65) and the Pefia Blanca deposit is classified as a
hydrothermal type deposit (Ref. 66). Therefore, neither 6f these two deposits apply to this study.
Below is a brief description of the three types of deposits that seem to apply to epigenetic ore

deposition.

UnconformityM. . . .. . .

The key to the formation of these deposits, and thus to their geologic characteristic, is the
interplay of dissolved U`6 ions reacting with a reducing environment. The general
mechanism seems to be a leaching of uranium into oxidizing groundwaters and flowing
in a permeable sandstone/conglomerate above an unconformity. The reductant consists
of methane or other hydrocarbon charged fluids moving upward along faults from the
basement rock and through the unconformable contact boundary (Figure A-2). The
criteria for unconformity type deposits consist of the following (Ref. 62, which is based
on Ref. 35):

1. The basement rocks (usually metamorphosed) are commonly topped with a weathered
soil zone, a regolith or perhaps a paleosol, although the paleosol is not essential.

2. The host rocks above the unconformity are normally fluvial-deltaic sandstones or
siltstones, thus providing a high porosity location (relative to rocks below the
unconformity) for ore deposition.

3. The deposits occur at or within a few tens to hundreds of meters above the
unconformity or a few meters below it and are horizontally elongated, ribbonlike deposits
along faults thrpugh the unconformity.

4. The deposits are epigenetic, with predominant open space filling textures in faults,
breccia zones and fractures. Low pressures and low to moderate temperatures are
indicated. Where reported, lead-lead isotopic dates are those of the cover rocks above
the unconformity or younger.

5. The uranium mineralogy is simple, generally pitchblende with coffinite or thucolite.
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6. The altered wall rocks show fine-grained chloritization, argillization, albitization,
hernatitizaton,'and veinlets of carbonates.

Sndstones

Generally there are two major types of epigenetic sandstone uranium deposits; those
associated with organic material as a reducing agent and those deposited without organic
material (includes mineral deposits formed by sorption). However the general
mechanisms seem to be similar and the requirements for ore deposition are the same;
namely (Figure A-3) (Ref. 62):

1. A source of uranium,

2. Oxidation, mnobilization, and transportation of ;he uranium,

3. Sufficient permeability in the host rock,

4. Reducing capacity (or sorptive capacity) in the host rock, and

5. Stable, sustained groundwater flow.

Uranium sources seem to vary, including magmatic and meteoric hydrothermal solutions,
leaching of host rocks, and leaching of granitic rocks. Of most interest to the present
study case, many of the sandstone ore deposits seem to have their uranium source as
devitrified volcanic ash (Figure A-3). In fact, there is a striking correlation between the
presence of volcanic ash and ore (Ref. 11, Ref 62).

The ore is mainly deposited in the sandstones or conglomeratic facies (either in confined
or semi-confined aquifers; Figure A-3) where the oxidized uranium bearing fluids interact
with a reducing agent or fluid. The ore is normally deposited along what is termed a roll-
front (Ref. 67, Ref. 11, Ref 62) or a geochemical cell (Ref. 39) where the reducing agent
or fluid is in contact with the oxidized groundwater (Figure A-4). The reducing agent
may or may not be organic, however the result is the same.

Common organic reducing environments seem to be fluvial organic debris andlor buried
logs (Figure A-5); however, lignite or petroleum bearing sands or shales can also lead to
deposition. Common inorganic redox environments tend to be associated with reduced
iron or sulfide based minerals (Figure A-4). An alternate mechanism for formation of a
few of these types of deposits can be attributed to sorption onto zeolites and clays (Ref.

.. 11). x'

Calcrete:

These epigenetic deposits occur in areas of internal drainage where evaporation exceeds
rainfall. The general locations for these types of deposits occur along the lower ends of
alluvial valleys, at playa lakes, and at desiccated calcrete terraces. One proposed
mechanism for precipitation is related to evaporitic processes by which potassium is
concentrated, uranyl ion activity is increased, as carbonate complexes are weakened by
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common ion effects (i.e., other ions compete for the carbonate), and pH is decreased.
The precipitation occurs as groundwater is constricted by barriers and caused to move
upward where V+ is oxidized to V+5 thus allowing the precipitation of the oxidized
uranium mineral carnotite (Ref. 70, Figure A-6). This precipitation mechanism is
unlikely to occur at Yucca Mountain because of the low concentrations of vanadium in
the environment (less than 10 to about 60 parts per million, Ref. 69, Appendix C). An
alternate mechanism of precipitation (one that should operate in the arid environment of
the Yucca Mountain region) is that of upward diffusion of uranyl ions into the
unsaturated soil were evaporation can concentrate the uranyl complexes, thus allowing
precipitation to occur (Ref. 68). The only ore that has been found deposited in this type
of depositional environment is carnotite. This mineril requires vanadium to precipitate;
the chemical formula for carnotite is K2(UO2)2(VO4)-3H 20 and is located in regolith,
fluvial detritus, or in fractures and voids in the calcretes. (Ref. 44, Ref. 11, Ref. 68)

Figure A-2 Schematic Cross Section of the Formative Processes of an Unconformity-
type Uranium Deposit.
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APPENDIX B

INPUT DATA and PARTIAL OUTPUT LISTING from SAS211 CASE

The SAS2H analysis of criticality consequences for Pu deposition in Yucca Mountain tuff
fractures was referenced to the MCNP analysis providing an upper bound on conditions
supporting criticality as discussed in Section 9. These conditions are summarized below. The
information about the SAS2H case summarizes the method of representing the MCNP 3-D model
in an approximate manner by a 1-D model for SAS2A. The input data file for SAS2A case is
listednext, followed by a subset of the output file containing the isotopic inventories in grams and
activity in curies for 6 decay intervals of 10,000 years each.

MCNP4 case -

13 volume % water in Tuff
10 volunie % Pu i fuelmatrii **
geometry lm cube of Tuff with 0.01 cm fissures at - 3.0 cm intervals in each dimension
fuel volume = 9966 cn9, Pu mass = 10.1 kg
eigenvalue 1.08071

SAS2H case

model system as a symmetric slab where fuel planes alternate with Tuff planes.
Pitch = distance between fuel centerlines
Fuel Width = fuel thickness
In the MCNP model, the Tuff/water moderator is always enclosed with fuel. Adjustment
of the pitch and fuel width is necessary in the SAS2H slab geometry to get a critical
system. Isotopic inventories are to first order dependent upon the fuel atom densities and
fuel volume with spectral effects somewhat less important. One method which can be
used to define a 1-D simulation of a 3-D model is to balance reaction rates as much as
possible or at least for important reactions. This requires a number of iterations. In this
case, pitch and fuel thickness were adjusted to achieve an initial eigenvalue close to the
MCNP value.

Pitch = 0.08 cm
Fuel thickness = 0.012 cm
eigenvalue (initial) = 1.083

* estimated amount of Pu consumed 2.6 Kg over .10,000 years
eigenvalue (4000 yr) = 0.9931
Pu replacement not modeled

~~~P.
. -.--. …....................................................................

* . C

lwelcOm to 30.IA-4.).

.................. ........... ...............................

a pri ry Moule aess and bXut rcord scale driver - 5103/29 - I.0MGM1
- modal &2h will be called

SA=g W-020 La Tuft matrIx 3 C cube - 0.01 A}O21

P 02 . 20 modeled e, ntruuion Lt. Thut fracuret
* array of c cub" of Tuft urrounded by Mile mtl

Far field rLticality Ccaq for u02

;#group Ietie~cell
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* NC" input mixture. for fuel-An-eoll. *ably-tell, nd wast. -clagef
,, vr *tt.Ibn-c to K

Mixtures Of Puo2 vter in 0.01 cm 0TaOks modled as ifinite slabs
* 0.042 Vol trect Pu 265 deg C
* ar-Puo 1.64152 3 0 0 0 1001 .3471007 1014 5.61573 4233 38.013527
* 1 1.0 5.0 end

0.100 Vol tract Pu 265 e C
arb-Wu 2 2.14" 3 0 00 1001 4.12234 016 45.676137 342 49.400323

1 1.0 38.0 end

;r-1s 1 01-20 538.00 Wd
k-s 101-20 538.00 e d
Y.8$ 1 0 1-20 33.00 end
er-20 1 0 1-20 533.00 end
or-S3 1 0 1-20 538.00 and
*r-54 1 e1-20 533.00 and
sr-3S 1 0 1-20 533.00 and
Mb-St 1 0 1-20 538.00 end
ru-10S 1 01-20 538.00 and
rb-lOs 1 01-20 526.00 and
pd-10 1 0 1-20 333.00 and
p6-108 1 0 1-20 53.00

mb-134 10 1-20 538.00 d
x-l31 10 1-20 538.00 ond
xe-l32 1 0 1-20- 538.00 end
me-23U 0 1-20 128.00 end
X-l3S 1 0 1-0 538.00 end

cs-1.34 1 O1-20 538.00 end
Cs-i35 1 01-20 538.00 end
ca-l37 10 1-20 533.00 and
ba-Ill 1 -20 538.00 d
l-uS 1 a 1-20 38.00 e
pC-1ld 1 01-20 38.00 end
pr-143 . 1 0 1,20. *5.ed . . -.. . .3.8 .. d.. .

od-147 18 1-20 38.00 end
..-144 1 e1-20 538.00 end
p-147 1 01-20 538.00 end

PR-AS1 1 0 1-20 53.00 
u-IS4 1 0 1-20 538.00 end

eu-i5S 1 0 1-20 538.00 end

moderator material tuffevator 13 % Interstial water 265 deg C

;r1,-tuff2 2.31513 2 0 0 0 1001 0.61255 8014 51.38553 1023 2.5218
120oo 0.139805 13027 6.379740 14000 33.7S
15031 0.006134 200S 3.87208 20000' .378671
22000 0.05583 25055 0.049092 26000 0913226
2 1.0 538.0 end

-tuMf 2.37513 12 l 0 0 1001 0.62.255 SO 51.3533 21023 2.5218
12000 0.123105 13027 6.373740 14000 33.79764
LS031 0.004194 19000 3.87208 20000 0.378671
22000 0.055539 25055 0.049032 26000 0.61226
3 1.0 538.0 end

0. end cIng

a., 

tul-pin-cel g-trys

3 c cells. 0.01 c tul pins
syealabcell 3.0 0.011 3 1.0 2 nd

I c cells. 0.01 c fuel pine - account for 3-D planes
sylwlahcell 1.0 0.01 1 0.5 2 nd

I ce cells. 0.01 co fuel pina - account or -D planee
syalshbell 1.0 0.015 1 3 0.5 2 end

O.8 co eIla. 0.01 c fuel pine - tor .3-D plane
ay-lhce ll 0.8 0.01 1 3 0.5 2 end

1 ce elUa. 0.01 cm fuel pin - ca t for 3-D plane.
ymelabcell .0 0.012 1 3 0.5 end

0.8 cm cells. 0.0 co fuel pine - account for -D planes
symalabcell 0.e 0.012 1 3 0.5 2 end

case pulOatuff - fuel length 100 Ca
*ese pulObtuff - fuel length * 200 C

ase pulOctuff - fuel length * 200 e. toov 300 X
aae pulOdtuff - fuel length 200 cm. trp *538 K. pitch-1.0 M

* fuel Width-O.0l5 co
* Cae puOetuff- fuel length 200 cm. to 53 . pitch-0.0 Co.

* ase tul~gt~r, fel vidtb-0.01 co
* a e-puleftuff - fuel length - 200 C. t e 538 K. pitch-l.0 C.

* ~~~fu-l vldtb-O.0l2 om
cas epu0zgttf - fue lenth * 200 om. tiny * 536 X. plteh.0.6 o

fuel idth-0.012 co
-efftcop to - 1.0 orod 4000 r

* asoebly nd cycle pareterse
0.55 W. Oyr perlod. 4.000 yr total. 60.000 yr cooling

ngi-nja-l uelnoth.200.0 zkycles t l6ob/cy-1 wltoeltot-566.0
printleve-6 Japlevel.O nd

Ver 01'). urn days). down da")
paver 8.53 K0. urn tie 1000 yr

pvr-0.0005 brn-.6525e5 don0.
por-0.0005 uran-3.4S25S5 down.
power-0.000539 bzrn.3525e5 downO.
powera0.OOS bn-3.6525S5 Oem-2.19137

end
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I
&4&2h3 p.o2-b2o in tuft Matrix j3 on cue - 0.1 en VUo2) light lents pag 1

0 . DCid. oncentrations r

Cnbt1al lY-1 d basis *sinol. reactor aeebly

05 23 5.973*02 S.573.02
si 27 l.511.03 1.5.3.03

p 31 1.473*00 1.173*00
mn 55 1.162.01 1.1Y+301

total 2.12Z303 2A.21903

sss2ht Ps2-b2* In tuft matrix Cube - 001 e po21 ctids page 2
e mucLid concentration. gras

basi Is1ngle reactor saxambly
Ini~al 11.13 d

1235 .00300 7.725-22
P239 1.011+04 1.013*04

total 1.012+04 1.0,1.04
1 ss2hs puo2.b2o in tuft bstrlx 3 cubes - 0.01 cm puo2 prage 3

Power- .e0w, burnup 215.d flux- 9.121.08taca-2-soc
0 basis.
0 (note, k-nffInitles, clad and moderator shsorptions are correct. nly. It correctly usighted cross sections re applied.).
0 initial 93313. 182525. d 273333. d 355250. 4 365250. d

prozctLons 5.459718Z.04 5.38S551.+04 5.3206733-04 5.231969.+04 5.2135283+04 5.1135321.04
abeorptions 2.377817104 2.85784Z04 2.837511+04 2.8097293.04 2.783312+104 2.7833143.04
k Itlifty 1 .71271.00 1.8860223.00 1.37551380- 1.8551721.00 1.3623572.00 1.8623575.00

e iitial SLD. 182625. d 273538. d 35520. 4 365250. 4d
actLalde
absorptions 2.876494 2.346351+04 2.8161123-04 2.7835001+04 2.753729-.04 2.73S72S4a04
mon-actinide
abe. trece. 4.302851-04 4.017940z-02 6.58523-03 8.400019-03 9.912349Z-03 9.312848-03

1 eaab, puo2-b2o In turf matrix 3 cm ubes - 0.01 e puo2) pae 33
power- .00w. burnup- 62._d.. lux- .153-0o2/cR-'2-a*c

0 Inote. k-Inflafties. clad and moderator ebeorptions &re correct. only, t correctly weighted cross sections are aVplid.3
0 inItAl ....... * .* ...*** 4 ...... d

pro6.ctlon 4.648146.04 4.584010z0O4 4.5203201.04 4.4570553-04 4.334235.04
absorptlon. 2.5401173-04 2.510523+04 2.481075Z+.0 2.451563-04 2.422331-04
k infinity 1.3258351.00 2.8258903D00 1.91212O5 0 1.817979z.00 1.81405t-00

0 itiol . *----- d ....... d ....... a ....... d
actinida
abeorptions 2.5005523-04 2.470370+04 2.4401943.04 2.410125z.04 2.3801563-04
Don-sctide
sbe. race. 1.5535371-02 1.400503-02 1.6477171-02 1.6542S8Z-02 1.740777Z-02

I
aa2hs puo2-b2o n tuft matrix 3 o cubes - 0.01 c puo2) light el n-t pae 43

decay. tollowing avactor rradiation Identified bys pe r- 5.3001-04w, brnup-8.61383.02d. tlux- .0451+Dcm-*2-*e
0 ruclide concentrations. gra

basis single reactor aesably
initil-4- - d .*..... d .**** d . .4. d......* .d ....... d

h 1 1.J6Z-05 1.353-05 1.35 1.326Z05 1.353-OS 1.353-05 1.3t-OS
be 4 '.7"Z0' *.75Z-05 5.75-05 .7 06 .751-06 t.793-06 1.79Z-06
me 20 1.453Z-05 1.4Z-05 1.411-03 1.451-05 1.&55-05 1.453-05 1.458-05
pa 23 5.971*02 5.73.02 5.17Z02 5.71.02 5.573.02 S173.02 5.571+02
mg 24 3.033-02 3.03-02 3.031-02 3.033-02 3.031-02 3.03Z-02 3.038-02
so 26 5.213-07 5.281-07 9.283-07 5.283-07 V.281-07 3.28Z-07 9.281-07
al 27 1.551,03 1.S1Z303 1.511+03 1.511.03 1.511-03 1.51Z-03 .5-03
.1 28 3.342-02 3.343-02 3.343-02 3.343-02 3.34Z-42 3.342-02 3.343-02

p 31 1.471400 1.471+00 1.47Z.00 1.473*00 1.47-00 1.47o l.47Z-00
* 32 2.843-05 2.341-03 2.841-05 2.04Z-03 2.4Z-035 2.041-05 2.341-0

o 55 1.363*01 1.1,63.01 1.11+,01 1.13.*01 1.13+01 1.16.01 1.263*01
t 56 1.S43-02 1.54Z-02 1.543-02 1.543-02 I.S43-02 1.34Z-02 1.541-02
fa 57 1.343-06 1.94Z-04 1.841-06 1.343-06 1.843-06 1.34Z-06 1.843-06

total 2.123-03 2.12+03 2.21.03 2.123.03 2.128+03 2.123-03 2.123*03
1

sa2b, Vuo2-k2o in tuft matrix 3 cm cubes - 0.01 c puo21 light elemants page 4
decay. olloing reactor rradiation Identified bys per- 5.700z-04N. burnup-0.613-02md flux- l.Z-On/cm--2-sec

O elent radioactivity curies
basis single reactor assembly

Inltel ....... d ....... d ....... d.*------d.------ d *------.d
totals 4.67B-01 5.991-17 2.051-17 6.121-18 1.38-1 5.43-1 1.62z-_1

saa2 puo2-h2o in tuft matrix 3 en cubes - 0.01 en puo2j light e*1 nt Pe- 45
decay. following reactor irradiation dentified by. ower- 5.200-04w. up-8.61982.02_. flux- l.063.O jcM-2-s*c

0 element thermal Power, atts

heass single reactor aeseebly
aitlal ..... d ...... d *..... d.*.*.* d *.**** d ..... d

totals 8.2Z-3 2.02z-20 6.02-21 1.80-21 .536-22 1.503-22 4.751-23

sa2hs puo2-h2o In tuft matrix 13 n cubes - 0.01 on pao21 light elements page 46
decay. following reactor irradiation identified byt poe- 5.5003-04w. burnuve Q7SZ802.d flux- 1.06+05nJcm--2-sec

0 maclide Vam powe, wetts
laiesingle ractor assesbly

Initja...... d *f*bd a... C* d 0*0* C d .*.. d *---- .4 d
total 6.78-03 1.353-34 1353-34 1.353-34 1.352-34 1.35z-34 1.353-34

I
s2h puo2-h2o in tuft matrix 3 cm cubes - 0.01 on puo2) actinides page 43

decay. following reactor rradiation identiftid byt power- S.500z-0w. burnMel.61982-02Wd. flux. 1.065Oftcm -2-o c
0 ecls concentrations, ram

basis -single rctor ssely
iial..... * d *-... d e.e... d O....* d .... 5-- d ..... d

be 4 1.8z-701 5.413-01 8.058-01 3.5L+01 1.13Z02 1.233+02 1,31.02
gh205 1.36-06 .2.943-04 1.248-02 2.803-03 4.33-03 7.453-03 1.04-42
V207 4.173-05 1 .0X-03 7.533-03 2.001-02 3.33-02 4.38Z-02 .541-02
pb208 1.311-05 1.431-05 1.503-05 1.S1-45 1.52-05 1.543.05 1.571-0
pb2lO .413-03 2.041-06 4.143-45 S.00z- 7.93-04 .06Sz-04 1e.0n-05
bL20s 1.483-06 4.30-04 2.46Z-03 4.653-03 1.32-02 2.22e-02 3.353-02
r5226 4.95Z-06 1.57-04 3.201-4 4.53X-04 5.301 4 7.003-04 7.13-04
OC227 1.25Z-06 1.24-05 3.081-0S 5.26Z-5 7.541-05 P.811-05 1.19-04
th225 2.453X-5 1.353-03 3.833-03 6.723-03 5.6S-03 1.251-02 1.54-02
h230 8.663-04 5.453-03 1.70Z-02 2.371-02 2.563-02 3.471-02 3.5-02

ea232 3.503-03 4.743-02 1.721-01 2.511-01 4.151-01 5.411-01 6.671-01
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9a2)1 1.123-03 1.103-02 4.711-02 8.063-02 1.11-01 1.03-01 1.83-41
p.233 5.743-07 7.S3S-07 7.62 1Z- 7.603-07 7. 30-07 7. 55-07 7.3-07
.233 6.563-03 7.66Z-02 1.43Z-01 2.07Z-01 2.663-01 3.26r-o1 3.21-l
c234 2.013-01 3.223-01 3.131-01 32.S-01 2.163-01 2.31C-01 2.0z-01
u233 1.72Z+02 2.373+03 4.21+03 5.353+03 6.133+03 6.733.0) 7.203.03
u235 *.423-01 3.143+02 3.933,02 4.20302 4.309*02 4.3)3.02 4.341.02
u238 1.023-04 .433-04 1.773-03 2.333-03 3.333-03 4. 13-3 4.133-03

UP237 2.623+01 2.25.01 2.24Z+01 2.243+01 2.233+01 2.223.01 2.223+01
pu239 7.713.0 9.73n+03 4.343+03 2.25Z303 2.44+03 1.633+03 1.373+0)

240 3.5Z3402 1.23+02 4.21+01 1.417+01 3.12-00 1.313.00 6.233-01
p1

2
42 4.33-02 4.57342 4.459-04 4.40342 4.323-02 4.243-02 4.173-02

in243 4.66-04 1.623-04 1.11345 2.763-1 1.03-0 4.233-06 1.653-06
total S.173) s.173 . .173+03 S .17303 1.173S03 1.17.0) s173.03

sas2hs puo2-h2o n tuff matrix c ube - 0.01 cm po21 actds page 50
6acay. following ractor rradiaton Lentitled bly power- 2.90o-04ow. brnup661s+02_d, flu"1 2-e

0 element concatrationa. ra
bamsi eaLn9l2 ractor assembly

initial........ d ---.. d ...... d ...... d ....... d ... . 4
be 1.873+01 1.413+01 1.053+01 s.1+01 1.1)3-02 1.233.02 1.313+02
Vb 6.49X-03 2.111-03 1.21-303 2.233-02 4.353-02 7.23-02 1.063-01
bi 1.411-06 4.302-04 2.463-03 6.63343 1.33342 2.22K-02 2.3s5-02
ra 4.133-06 1.373-04 3.203-04 4.643-04 3.103-04 7.003-04 7.173-04
be 1.253-05 1.243-05 3.033-05 *.253-05 7.543-05 1.318-05 1.113-04
ta 4.393-03 7.323-02 1.1-01 3.223-01 4.54Z-01 5.363-01 7.213-01
Pa 1.123-03 1.101-02 4.713-02 3.06-02 1.153-01 1.503-01 1.33-01

.0530 2.303 4.631+03 5.77Z.03 6.53Z03 7.113,03 7.443.03
,w 1. 1 .01 2.2301 2.243+01 2.242+01 2.233+01 2.222-01 2.22Z-01
pu 0.07+03 5.1-+03 4.3133+03 2.27+03 2.453-03 1.83+03 1.37-03
_m 5.313+00 1.132-04 7.U-05 2.78-05 1.08z-0 4.23z-06 1.45z-05

totala 1.173+03 3.1,3.03 1.173403 9.173.03 0.17z-03 5.173.03 1.173+03

sashs Vuo2-b2o La tuft matrix (3 m cub.. - 0.01 co puo21 &ctidtes pae 51.
.cay. followina reactor rradiatLon Id-att Idb or.S. r-0_ burn.p-8.61 42..d flu. 1.6O3-0no/2ec

0 iuclide radioactivity. curies
basi -single reactor asebly

initlala*Qa 4 a d * .4 a.. 4 a. d .**.** d
t1207 1S053-03 3 .5 -04 2. 22-03 3.30343 5 453-03 7.08c-03 *.613-03
11203 2.023-07 5.603-06 1.103-05 2.303-05 4.03Z-05 5.24-05 6.413-05
pb20 4.353-06 2.673-04 7.30Z-04 1.333-03 1.923-03 2.503-03 3.053-03
pb210 4.393-05 1.563-04 3.154-4 4.583-04 5.82Z-04 6.923-04 7.873-04
p0211 I.07-03 J.173-04 2.23Z-03 3.81-03 3.47z-03 7.1E-0) 3.533-03
p&214 4.303-06 1.563-04 3.163-04 4.583-04 5.833-04 6.32Z-04 7.831-04
bL20 4.853-06 1.562-04 3.143-04 4.583-04 5.33-04 6.123-04 7.87Z-04
b1211 9.073-03 8.97X- 2.23Z-33 3.312-03 5.473-0) 7.103-03 3.32-03
b1213 4.853-05 2.473-04 7.0-04 1.339-03 1.32-03 2.503-03 3.oE-03
bi214 4.153-04 1.343-04 3.16-04 4.533-04 393-04 6.23-04 7.883-04
po210 4.353-05 1.5Z-04 2.15344 4.58Z-04 5.33-04 6.923-04 7.87Z-04
p*211 2.SO-07 2.473-05 5.12-0 1.03-03 1.503-05 1.933-03 2.37Z-O
Vo212 4.739-05 2.619-4 7.443-4 1.30Z-3 1.333-03 2.44Z-03 2.153-03
p0214 4.053-06 1.553-04 3.1Z-34 4.3n-04 S.333-04 6.221-04 7.873-04
p021S 1.07z-05 8.17144 2.3Z43 2.61Z-03 5.473-03 7.10-03 8.633-03
yo218 4.353-06 1.56X-4 3.11-04 4.33-04 5.3-04 4.533-04 7.38-04
.t217 4.33-06 2.673-04 7.60X-04 1.33Z-03 1.123-03 2.5OZ-03 3.031-03
Yn219 9.073-05 3.1144 2.233-03 3.313-03 5.473-03 7.103-03 8.651-C)
.=222 4.83-06 1.563-04 3.163-04 1.583-04 3.33-04 S.33-04 7.380-04
fV221 4.323-06 2.67Z-04 7.603-04 1.333-03 1.52Z-0) '2.50-03 3.053-03
cn23 1.233+05 1.243-05 3.07-05 1.233-05 7.;Sn-05 5.303-0s 1.113-04
rz223 1.073-0S 3.173+04 2.23-43 3.S-3 5.474- 7.103-03 3.63Z-0)
ra225 4.853-06 2.673-04 7.503-04 1.332-0) 1.123-03 2.503-0) 3.053-03
Ya226 4.893-06 1.553-04 * .13-04 4.38Z-04 5.33-04 9.933-04 7.83-04
ac22S 4.133-06 2.673-04 7.03-4 1.332-03 1.123-03 2.3D3-03 3.053-03
*c227 1.07Z-03 3.173-04 2.2343 2.313-03 3.47Z-03 7.101-03 3.633-0)
th227 3 53-03 3.333-04 2.153-03 2.762-03 5.31Z-03 7.003-03 3.51Z-03
tk229 4.353-05 2.673-04 7.0X-04 1.332-03 1.92Z-03 2.503-03 3.053-03
tb230 1.7)3-05 1.351-04 3.133-04 4.8-4 6.201-04 7.26Z-04 3.083-04
t1231 2.11Z-03 6.203-03 9.275-03 1.143-02 1.333-02 1.44Z-02 1.35S-02

.pa21 1.053-03 8.973-04 .2)3+3co 3.31-3) 5.47Z-03 7.10Z-03 8.63Z-03
p.233 1.15Z-02 1.353-02 1.342 1.589-32 1.574-02 1.571-02 1.356-02
u233 6.32Z-03 7.383-04 1.333-0) 2.0o-03 2.583-03 3.143-03 3.68Z-03
0234 1.873-03 2.003-03 1.15-01 1.39-03 1.142-03 1.79-03 1.743-03
0235 2.103-03 6.203-03 1.273-03 1.133-02 1.33-02 1.463-02 1.56-02
u236 5.5834 2.033-02 2543-02 2.723-02 2.7-02 2.303-02 2.813-02
p

2
37 1.153-02 1.553-02 1.538-02 1.53-02 1.57-42 1.573-02 1.553-02

w
2
39 1.33-0S 3.643+05 1.423-05 1.543-06 2.163-06 3.453-07 3.303-07

u231 473.9-02 3.53+202 2.9PS302 2.022+02 1.523-02 1.14.-02 3.3+01
p4240 8.056+01 2.303+01 5.753d00 3.31+00 1.132-00 4.103-01 1.43Z-01
pu242 1.1-4 1.B1-04 1.773-04 1.7444 1.711-04 1.68Z-04 1.65-04
in243 13 2.64343 1.423-0S O.S4Z-06 2.1z-06 3,433-07 3.303-07

total 5.0)3+02 3.373+02 2.73+02 2.053+02 1.S33+02 1.143+02 3.563+01

1 * oorwl taination of r.cuto *
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YMP-214-R2 YUCCA MOUNTAIN SITE CHARACTERIZATION PROJECT

CHANGE REQUEST Page 1 of 1

Signatures on this document represent vigners' knowledge that the applicable procedures have beon read,
understood, and complied with.
.CR No.: / od. 1 3. Change Type: .

Y7/°Y/ i Yedlnical 1g Sehzdub a O~~~~~~~~~~~~~et s. Pority:
YCo ffIEshdutaE iwadt

2. Original's Control No.: 4. Change Control Level: 1a Urgent?/4/' 91)- I 1 Level P8CCB 12J LevelI2 CC8 Baseline 0 Level 2 CCB Controled n ouna

6. Title of Change Request:
Apply FY 96 carryover fundstreprogram FY 97 funds ond rVlsc Xctivity schedule o support Fistl1c Material Disposition

r7. Identify the Documantz/rawings Affected by tOil. CR: a See Documentation Continueton
Current 1Aevsifna O zlgn j Job

Docunnt NumberMdia RvACN A/=D OA C... Rav/ICN Peckae Package Configuration Itm Idantif ir

YVlPCastLkedoteDise NIA K NuA N AA WA _A WA

.List Attachme nts Ipage nurberlsi andpage co unrls)] 9. Identify Related CR, CAR, BCP, DAR, etc.:
NVAD -I page, dcent authorlzation - I psges, N/A
P'S - 3 pges, Schedule - I page, ROE - 8 pages ._ __

IO. Identity Project WBS No.sl at the Level Affected by the Change:
l1..1

I1. Desciption of the Change Request:

SectontInuitlon page and attschments for detalcd dscription.

12. Justification for Change nd Pio'tIy Type; Summerie the Impact I Chango s not Approved:
This change Is necesary to adequately support criticltity anAlysis o rurplus plutonium per greement between the DOE

Ofrice otFislic MAterial Disposition (MD) and RW. alurco support these activities wifl result in RW's Inability to accecpt
surplus plutonium rordisposal ..

6a See Documentation Continuation Paoc.

13. Originator:

David C H12uqht ee )Z *-ar 2AILfi7 g /97
Print Name / natur Cenhadon * Phone D4e

14 ~M/Drector Concurrence:~~ .1
Stephan J. Brooum kNA IL
PdAt Name Signate Oranhatlon It

15. This CR has bean Accepted or Rejected by the CC8 Secretary as Indicated below:

Accepted 0 Rejected CCB Seetarn .j/_,,;
Initl Dad

Processor ar±n •a d

Print Name

Exhibit YAP-3.5Q.1



YMP-215-R1 YUCCA MOUNTAIN SITE CHARACTERIZATION PROJECT
09/18/95 IMPACT ANALYSIS RECORD/CCB EVALUATION Page 1 of

CR No.: Mod: CR itle: Pirt:1 meit
Apply FY 96 carry-oecr funds/reprogram FY 97 unds and rePisro.ty Urediate
activity schedule to support Fssile Material Disposition Ret

. 0 Routine
Signatures on this document represent signers' knowledge that the applcable procedures have been read, understood, and complied wth.

SECTION 1. CR TECHNICAL COST AND SCHEDULE IMPACT ANALYSIS

A.Technical []See Documentation Continuation Page
Check the items affected by the proposed change and provide supporting impact analysis for each discipline/activity Item.
Use the Documentation Continuation Page forimpact analysis, if necessary. dentify potential impacts thit Include, but
are not imited to, the following:

o Item Important to Safety IITS) El Lcensing
I item Important to Waste Isolation IITWI) 0 Project Plans and Procedures

0 Environment, Safety and Health 5 Logistical Support
E Physical Interface Control 5 Scientific Investigation
E Construction * Analysis conducted reflecting In no technical impactO Design Requirements Documentsl . El Other

Specifications/Drawings Q Technical Review Procedure(s) used:5 Basis for Design/Determination of Importance
Evaluation

B. Cost, Schedule or Workscope
Summarize the Cost/Schedule mpacts associated with his change.
Cost Impact: Addition of S39k or enhanced criticality analyses. Schedule Impact: (a) Completion of PD121D7202 -
Report on External Criticalilty of Plutonium Waste Forms In a Geologic Repository moved from '29AUG97 to
14NOV97, (b) Delete PD121D7404 -Drft MOA and PD121D7505 -Data Needs Statement. The necessity ofthese
activities to be evaluated or FY 98.

C. Other Documents Affected
List other documents potentially affected by approval of this change, but not changed by this change.
N/A

Originator:

David C Haouht 4, 7, ;•i4e5474 X
Print Name (Signature Organization Phone D e

SECTION II. CCB EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATION
Evaluation Start Date: Due Date: Evaluator's Title:

Recommendations:
E Approved E Approved with Conditions 5 Disapproved 5 No Recommendation

Comments: c See Documentation Continuaton Page

Print Name Signature Organization Phone Date

Exhibit YAP-3.5Q. 2



YMP-218-RO YUCCA MOUNTAIN SITE CHARACTERIZATION PROJECT CR No.
05119/95 DOCUMENTATION CONTINUATION PAGE * ag Pe. I of.....
8ock| Continuation InformationNo. I 

11 Detailed Description of Change Riquest:

1. MD Is directing S39k In FY 96 carry-over to enhance Degraded Mode Criticality Analysis of Surplus Plutonium.
MD believes enhanced criticality analysis, Including the development orsafety threshold values for waste
acceptance, Is necessary.

. MD Is terminating delierables and all activities In Summary.Account TRIAFA4 (Plan Implementaton) This
will free up S118k. EM efforts to support the key activities, a Draft MOA and a Data Needs Statement, were not
yet complete. MD wiU evaluate the necessity of the Draft MOA and Data Needs Statement In FY 98

3. MD Is directing S118k (from the Draft MOA and Data Needs Statement) to enhance Degraded Mode Criticality
Analysis of Surplus Plutonium (+S24k) and Eiternal C criticality Analysis of Surplus Plutonium. (+S94k)
MD believes enhanced criticality analyses, Including participation In criticality workshops, is necessary.

4. The submittal of the Report on Esternal CriTcality Analyis ofSurplus Plutonium (PD12D7202) to.YMSCO is
being rescheduled from 29AUG97 to 14NOV97. The longer schedule will enable Incorporation of the additional
criticality work into the final document, which is due to MD 15DEC97. (The Report on Degraded Mode Criticality
Analysis of Surplus Plutonium - PD1lD7201- was already scheduled to be submitted to YMSCO 15NOV97.)

12 Tbis work Is funded by the DOE Offce of Fissile Material Disposition (MD), and accounted for within DOE B&R
Code GA0102013. A Work Authorization Directive (WAD) to TRW Environmental Safety Systems (M&O) was
developed 5/27/97.

- &

Exhibit YAP-3.SCLO



Par pant MAO
Dat . - ACSYM P
Prepared - 30-JU-97:09t25:42

_ _

Yucca Hountain Si baractorlratlon rojeot
llasoxnfr and _1trol System fPACs)
Participant Planning Sheet (PSA03)

re -
Inc. Dollarsn -housand (0.1

Fisai ear DistributionAt
Prior FyIS97 AY299 ry 9 112000 12001 r12002 112003 FY2001 112005. Y200i future complete

Annual udget t l 0 0 0 0I 0 0 0 .l4STl

Statement of Work

Coopltean *lyses on the near-fild dgraded *cdb ozitic~pLy ,of selected Isrobill d waste forma. C&4I.A1 +J Amv4
d .'C /lyS/."

P-rlepot I thlrobilsd o fruation efforts p~providirq rezoponato litod input and guidance4~~re a e4~~1?uFa 11f)V tit gotl~

InteficewiththeReac Altrnat~e ad ilisato'!es?¶r d repositoryr zsad considerations. 

Develop a Plan/Strategy for incorporatipg the selected plutontiu waste forms into the WM .

Initiat-es- the i.p....... ~or n the Plan/Stratogy. Ziamples of this could Include efforts associated With the preparatlon of tb
Draft HOX and a Fe Determntion Fthodology for Including HD wastes n a PUNS.

ldentify the repository data n eds for the slected wate form, and provide these data needs to the Alternative team for
develomnt._'

The OARD does not apply to the planning, performance, and verification and/or docue"ntation of this work.

Suary Account Title

TRAZAOl Comlotion of Alternatives' Technical Sunary Supt
SRlAtA02 Tech Anal of Jtsile Materl Disp Alternatives c
TR1AZAO3 Long Term Criticality and Prformance
TRlAZA04 Phase 3 Support
TRIAZA05 Joint S/Russian Study Support
TRlAtAO * Repository Design - Los Vegas
TlAAl Degraded Node Criticality
TRI1AJ2 Zxtornal Criticality
TRlArA3 Plan/Stragery for Inclu of Plut Vat Into "tMS
SR1A A4 Plan Implementation

DZLIVZRASLXS

Dallv ID *Desription/Cocpletion Criteria Due Date

PD121D7201 Degraded Mode Crit.Analysis of Ioob.Plut.

Criteria -
An MO approved report which contains long term criticality analyses for each of the approved
irmobilized waste form. These waste form. will onsiat of a glass and ceramic waste form. The analysis.
should be based on degradation conarios developed n T 96, on nformation/data available n literature
and any R&D experimental work for these waste form Also experimental data neds will be dentified and
interfaces with the imobilised TSn established as of te evaluation. The long term criticality
analyses should consider relevant arameters such a plutonir conoentratlons; neutron absorbers; relative
dissolution rates of the matrix, plutonl4 and utron absorbers, te. Where possible, bounds of safe

C. h" a ' wx,^^ 4 s414L, d"daptowis.. .qiajveb eJJ ee se1i 1, + #y¢

15-nov-l39S



Pi., ant MAO Yucca Mountain Sit saracteriation Project
Data._4o - PACSMP ' Planning and *_otrol System (PACS) Page - 2
Prepared - 30-Z0H-97:0S:25:42 Participant Planning hoct (PSA031 Ina. Dollars in Thousands (o.)

TR1A rlasille.aterial Disposition (continued)

DkLIVRA=3 S

Doliv ID I Description/Complotlon Criteria Due Date

operation will be defined based on NRC requirements, and the waste package designs modified to allow those
calculations. This rport should present the results of the analyses n such a manner a to facilitate
co parison betveen plutonium wasts forms, nd between the plutonium waste forms and comnercial Sxr and
DHL. This report will be provided to W for their support of the Office of issile aterials Disposition
and the Record of Decision on the Storage nd Disposition of Wopons-Usable issule Materials.

PD121D7202 Rpt. xternal Criticality of Plutonium 10g9S

Criteria - # ,V VL
An HuO epproved report which contains erternal criticality analyses for the mmobilIzed forms (glass and .
cersaic) considered in Task IJ and a FOX spent fuel waste form. The externl criticaty enalyels
methodology should be consistent with that developed for the R program. The nlyi hould be based on
!source terms data developed Iepast of Task 1, nd specific data'developed for the OX fuel. Flow and
transport conditions for a re;:ltory *niroment should be considered and probablistic risk nalyses
performed. Where possible, c rion of long term criticality behavior between waste forma hould b-
addrossd, and options o formulation of a mor robust waste form should be presented to the Alternative
TSama. This report will be provided to RN for their support of the Office of isslle Materials
Disposition.

P01210303 Approach to Incorp. Plut. Waste into 110s 30-apr-192

Criteria -
An MAO approved report that provides an approach that FD should consider to allow plutonium waste forms to
be Included into the toS. t should Identify actionas activities that FD should take and the schedules
when these ctions/aativities should occur based on the current OCRIUM Program Plan. Integration of known
Me and R schedules is an Important element of this evaluation. Changes to current Me priorities should be
Identified (where possible) to assure an early disposition decision. This report will be provided to RN
for their upport of the Olaoe of isaile Fmaterials Disposition.

*cruN -r -
An MO approved report that provides a draft - ornd of Agreement between D and 3W for nclusion of
their waste forms nto the 1103. Roles and responsibilities of D and YX will be specified for performan

lof activities leading to acceptance of the waste forms. Major trrs and conditions (disposal foo
o termination, waste acceptance criteria, tc.) for this acceptance will Identified. This draft document

Iul follow the format and content, a tailored to the plutonium wastes, that R Is developing for RH.
hIs re port will be provided to RX for their support of the Office of Fissile Materials Disposition

criteria -
An MAO approved report that rovides a prioritized listing of RW data needs from the lternatives th t D
I pursuing as a result of th ir ROD. This should position M0 to focus their efforts on the special
data/information needs of a repository while the waste forms are being developed and evaluated for their
disposal efficacy. This document will be provided to RX for their uppor of the office of Fissile
Mtrials Disposition. ;. 
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YuOca Mountain 1 -haracterizatlon Project
Planning nd -.ntrol system (PACO)
ParticipantPlanning sheet (PBA03)

Pas - 3 .
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TPRlA risailo.)terial Disposition (continued)

Approvals

. AR66 Al
.
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